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`Merry' memories

He's beaten everyone

Plenty of pickers

Trevino returns to site
of first PGA victory

Nolan Ryan owns wins against
every major league team

Rowan to headline
folk festival at LBL
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Taxes, timing of a special session pose
issues for state's lawmakers to consider

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some leading Democratic lawmakers want a special legislative session devoted to schools to be called
after next May's primary elections,
but Gov. Wallace Wilkinson says
that's not soon enough.
Wilkinson said Tuesday he still
favored convening the General
Assembly in special session before
January, when its regular biennial
session will begin.
The state Supreme Court ruled
last week that Kentucky's entire
public school system is unconstitutional. But the justices ordered the

Partly cloudy
and cool
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Tonight: Partly cloudy and
cool. Low around 55. Light
wind.
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Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
Session before January

NATIONAL

WASHINGTON — President Bush says Republican Chairman Lee
Atwater is doing a "great job," but a top GOP congressional campaigner questions Atwater's truthfulness about a Republican memo that
attacked House Speaker Thomas S. Foley.
BEIJING — State television today showed detainees crammed into
police vans and paraded before large rallies in scenes reminiscent of
the Cultural Revolution as China continued its nationwide roundup of
critics and dissenters.
WASHINGTON — With their new leadership team in place, House
Democrats are searching for a legislative agenda to unify their party
and provide a counterpoint to the policies of President Bush.
WASHINGTON — President Bush says Republican Chairman Lee
Atwater is doing a "great job," but a top GOP congressional campaigner questions Atwater's truthfulness about a Republican memo that
attacked House Speaker Thomas S. Foley.

effective date of the decision to be
the closing day of the 1990 General
Assembly, which would be in midApril.
"My preliminary opinion about
(the court ruling) was that this situation is so grave and so pressing
and of such importance to the
children of Kentucky that we ought
not to delay it. It ought to be
addressed before the regular session," Wilkinson said.
''There is very little left to say
about education. It has all been
said. Now we have to act.'
All 100 members of the Ken-

Summer Orientation

PAINTSVILLE — There's a new legal hurtle that is delaying a
decision on who controls the Big Sandy Regional Jail.
PRESTONSBURG — The United Mine Workers of America called
75 Kentucky union officials together to discuss the Pittston Coal Group
strike but wouldn't say if the walkout would spread to Kentucky
mines.
PIKE VILLE — Pike County school board Chairman Alvin Newsome declined to disclose details about a benefit package for outgoing
Superintendent Charles Wright, who is retiring after 43 years with the
school system.
OWENSBORO — Western Kentucky's ailing coal industry might
profit under a Bush administration plan to switch to clean-burning
methanol in order to cut smog-forming emissions.

SPORTS
ROCHESTER, N.1'. — Since losing the U.S. Open in a playoff last
year to Curtis Strange, Nick Faldo is a new man without the old
nickname.
YPSILANTI, Mich. — The Detroit Pistons celebrated their first
NBA championship in the rain on an airport runway, as about 2,000
frenzied fans welcomed them on their return to Michigan.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The National League's ever-so-slow tove
to expansion is expected to take another tiny step at a meeting of
major-league owners.
HOUSTON — At age 37 and after 25 years of competition, a disappointed Jane Frederick says it's time to quit and watch the younger
athletes compete in multi-events.
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Felisha Lamb of Murray confers with counselor Steve Cole, an Evansville, Ind., senior at Murray State
University, at the first of three scheduled Summer Orientation sessions on the campus Tuesday and Wednesday. A 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School, Miss Lamb is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Lamb of Route 7, Murray. The two-day Summer Orientation sessions conducted by the Office of
School Relations at Murray State are designed to provide incoming freshman and transfer students and
their parents with information about the university. Sessions are also scheduled June 24-25 and July
15-16. Leadership Murray held an ice cream social for the Summer Orientations participants and their
parents at the Court House Pavilion in the Murray-Calloway County Park Tuesday evening.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate Rules Committee, split
along party lines, approved a package Wednesday that would require
states to allow voters to register for
federal elections through the mail
and when they apply for drivers
licenses.
"I hate to see it come down to a
partisan effort," Committee Chairman Wendell Ford, D-Ky., said as
the bill was approved 6-3. The total
including proxy votes was 9-7,
Ford said.
Democrats were in favor, saying
the measure would prompt more
Americans to go to the polls. Fewer than 50 percent of eligible
Americans voted in November.
Senate Republicans, however.
were critical of the measure with
Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, leading the attack.
-Rides roughshod over the
rights of small states," said Stevens. "It's going to be very badly
received in the West and I would
warn most people from the West to
stay away from it."
Ford scoffed at that claim. "If
we were running roughshod over
small states. I would be bitterl,
opposed to it, because my state is
The "motor voter- bill would
apply only to federal elections.
Drivers license applications would
(Con!'d on page 3)

Lanier, Rose agree that
merger may be considered
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Lucky House and 19 of the 38
members of the Senate will be up
for re-election in 1990. If schoolimprovement legislation includes a"
tax increase, that could imperil
lawmakers seeking re-election.
"I think we've got to raise some
money for education," said Democratic Rep. Freed Curd, a school
principal in Murray who is a member of the House Education
Committee.
But, said Curd, "it could get us
all beat if we have to raise (taxes)

'Motor voter'
bill clears
its committee
on Wednesday

STATE

LONDON — The dollar rose
in early European trading today
after an overnight surge in Asia.
Gold prices slipped.
Foreign currency dealers said
the dollar was bid sharply higher on expectations of a narrowing of the U.S. trade deficit
from March's $8.9 billion.
The U.S. Trade Department
was scheduled to announce
April's trade figures later today.
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Subscribers who have not receked their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular oMce hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and
a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

State officials have yet to decide
how to structure the rebirth of Kentucky's education system after it
was declared unconstitutional by
the state Supreme Court last week,
but both local school administrators
agree that the idea of merging the
Calloway County and Murray Independent school systems may be
considered.
The possibility of mergering
smaller, less-productive school systems with larger ones was suggested following the court's land-

mark decision June 8 which eliminates legislation creating the state's
177 school districts.
If independent schools merged
with the larger, county schools,
supporters argue, resources and
money can be saved and duplication of services and facilities
reduced, saving the state millions
of dollars.
A merger of Calloway and Murray into a "super-school," however,
would be a mistake, according to
Murray interim superintendent
Doralyn Lanier, who said such a
(Cont'd on page 3)

Dr. Jack Rose
County superintendent

Doralyn Lanier
Interim city superintendent

Gephardt elected House majority leader
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep.
Richard Gephardt Wednesday was
elected House InAjority leader as
Democrats sought to recover from
the ethics turmoil that brought
down two of their top three
officials.
Gephardt defeated Rep. Ed Jenkins of Georgia by a vote of 181-76.
Three Democrats were vying for
the No. 3 job in the party
hierarchy.

Gephardt failed last year in a bid
for the party's presidential
nomination.
In selecting him, Democrats
turned to a figure with lots of television experience, a populist message hned on the presidential campaign trail and — perhaps most
important in Washington's current
ethics climate — a personal background already well-scoured by the
media and found clean.

The Missourian's relatively easy
win . came in large measure because
of his ability to listen and seek
consensus, demonstrated over 12
years in Congress, hispreputation as
a legislative strategist, and his
campaign work last year on behalf
of many Democrats.
The whip's race pitted Rep. William Gray. D-Pa., the' chairman of
the Democratic caucus, against
Rcp. David Bonior. D-Mich. Run-

ning a distant third by inost
accounts was Rep. Beryl Anthony,
D-Ark., the chairman of the party's
House campaign arm.
Gray, the early favorite, had
been hampered by reports the FBI
was investigating whether there
was a no-work "ghost employee"
on his staff. The Justice Department said this week that Gray him(Con!'d on page 3)
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'Who's Killing Calvert City'

Ge

Controversy surrounding Calvert City
to be examined in special presentation
Editor's note: Cal yen City's BF
Goodrich Chemical Company
announced Wednesday that it
would spend $20 million on a project designed to cut its toxic air
emissions 70 percent by changing a
chemical manufacturing process,
according to Steve Guidry, plant
manager, who said the total air
emission reduction would be more
than 1.48 million pounds annually.
By Judy Woodruff
FRONTLINE, WGBH Boston

Cakert City is at war with itself over the legacy of toxic waste and pollution from the chemcial plants
which provide jobs and the bulk of the town's economy. In "Who's Killing Calvert City?", airing Tuesday,
June 20t9 p.m. (check focal ttstings), FRONTLINE with Judy Woodruff examines the battle between
Greenpeace and chemcial manufacturers, between citizens and city fathers to fix the blame and tries to
find the truth about the effects of toxic waste on residents. Pictured above and below, activists at an
October Greenpeace rally march in protest of toxic wastes being discharged into the environment.
Starr photos by Greg Travis
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Calvert City is afraid.
Since the 1950s, this small
Kentucky city of 3,000 on the
banks of the Tennessee River
has been a one-industry town,
home to several large chemical
plants run by corporations like
Pennwalt, GAF and BF
Goodrich.
But today, Calvert City is at
war with itself over the legacy
of toxic waste and pollution
from the plants that provide
most of the town's jobs and
livelihood.
In "Who's Killing Calvert
City?," airing Tuesday, June 20,
at 9 p.m. (check local listings),
FRONTLINE with Judy Woodruff examines the struggle
between environmentalists and
chemical manufacturers, between
citizens and city fathers to discover the truth of what has
happened to their town.
Last fall, FRONTLINE producer Michael Mierendorf moved
to Calvert City and spent several months traveling back and
forth across the battle lines of
its environmental struggle. He
met cancer victims, former plant
workers, environmental activists
and ordinary citizens who fear
the plants
lams are jeopardizing their
lives.
On the other hand, politicians,
local businessmen, plant executives and many plant workers
blame the environmentalists for
creating a pollution panic that
could ruin the town's economic
future.
GAF employee Burt Inman,
who was born and raised in
Calvert City, is one beneficiary
of the prosperity the plants
brought. "Its given a lifestyle to
people in a rural area that
would never have had it
before," he says, adding that
most locals working in the
plants "never had more than a
high school education."
For local newspaper publisher
Loyd Ford, fear came to Calvert
City the night New York environmental scientist Dr. Paul Connett called Calvert City "Cancer
City."
"It's going to be worse than
Love Canal and worse than
Times Beach based on what we
know in going into the soil,"
Connell told an audience of
local environmental activists in
November 1987. But many residents called Connett's predictions groundless. Lynn Jones,
president of the Calvert Bank,
felt Connett had started a "pollution panic," making allegations
he never substantiated.
Industry spokespersons and
chemcial engineers like GAF
plant manager Ralph Hawk feel
local activists and groups like
Greenpeace have brought
unfounded hysteria to Calvert
City. "I have three children and
grandchildren that live in this
area. And I wouldn't risk
myself or family if I didn't
think it was safe. And I know
chemistry."
Others, like Don Harker, head
of the state Environmental Protection Agency's waste division,
are less sanguine. "We don't

FISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

Session...

HOMEPLACE

Some lawmakers said changing
the structure and powers of local
school districts could be a tricker
isgue than taxes.
"In some areas, the school board
is the strongest political entity in
the county and more of less runs
the county," said Blandford, DPhilpot. "I would think in some
areas that would be equal to raising
taxes as far as political heat."
Sen. Mike Moloney, chairman of
the Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, said school
districts would pose "the toughest
set of issues we have to deal
with."
"You're really talking about getting into some little fiefdoms,"
said Moloney, D-Lexington. "If
you upset that apple cart, you're
going to make some people real
mad and they're going to take it
out on you,"

(Cont'd from page 1)
up to the point of Fayette County,"
which has the state's highest tax
base per pupil.
Wilkinson said his preference for
a special session this year was
"not set in concrete" and that he
wanted to discuss it with leadership
of the House and Senate.
House Speaker Don Blandford
and Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose were defendants in
the lawsuit that brought about the
Supreme Court ruling and could
ask the justices to extend their
deadline.
The lawsuit, by a coalition of 66
"property poor" school districts,
contended the General Assembly
had failed to meet its constitutional
duty to provide an efficient statewide system of public schools. That
was because of the disparities in
available funding between rich disGrant given to
tricts and poor, the suit said.
Former Gov. Bert T. Combs,
Murray State
attorney for the plaintiff districts,
said "it's too early to talk about"
Upward Bound
extending the deadline.
Murray State University's
"I would not think the court
would grant an extension until Upward Bound program received a
some progress was made and the grant notification recently from
legislature could present a showing Senator Wendell Ford's office in
that it was making a good faith Washington, D.C.
The United States Department of
effort and needed more time,"
Education awarded a grant to
Combs said.
The plan for revamping schools MSU's Upward Bound program in
is expected to be drafted by a task the amount of $208,880. The grant
will be in effect from June 1 of this
force comprising 16 legislators and
an undetermined number of rep- year until May 31, 1990.
Barbara Keel is the director for
resentatives from the governor's
the MSU Upward Bound program.
office.
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has declared a guerrilla war on
the chemical plants. When the
international environmental group
Greenpeace brought its chemical
toxics campaign to Calvert City,
they found a formidable ally in
Champion.
"My political feelings,"
Champion told a rally by
Greenpeace and local activist,
"are to the right of Attila the
Hun. I am not a liberal, I'm a
conservative, an extreme conservative, and I am here with you
shoulder-to-shoulder till we clean
this mess up."
"The companies turned an
improverished rural backwater
into a boomtown," says producer Michael Mierendorf. "But
today, local residents and their
neighbors downwind and downriver have discovered their
American dream had a less
appealing legacy: millions of
pounds of poisonous substances
have percolated through their
air, water and land. They want
to know the truth, and they are
finding it hard to get."
"There are many towns like
Calvert City who are struggling
with the legacy of our chemcial
society," says FRONTLINE
executive producer David
Fanning. "And until science can
provide us with cleaner answers
about the impact of the toxic
waste, those citizens must live
with the possibility they may
have sacrificed too much for
our prosperity.
FRONTLINE is produced by
a consortium of public television
stations: KCTS Seattle, WGBH
Boston, WNET New York,
WPBT Miami and WTVS
Detroit.
Funding for FRONTLINE is
provided by public television
stations and the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting.
FRONTLINE is closecaptioned for the hearing
impaired.
The anchor for FRONTLINE
is Judy Woodruff.
The executive producer is
David Fanning.

There's No Place Like

10 YEAR WARRANTY

209 So. 3rd St.

know what's being discharged
from the plants," says Harker.
"We don't know what's being
discharged into the air or seeping into the ground. I would
defy anybody to dispute that."
What is clear is that Calvert
City's chemical plants produce
76 percent of the hazardous
waste in a seven-state region,
and they have left behind
hundreds of sites the government now says may have to be
cleaned up and monitored. BF
Goodrich, which began operations in 1953, for years disposed of chemical wastes by
methods that today would be
illegal.
"If we could burn it and let
the smoke and prevailing winds
take it away, or flush it in the
river, that's exactly what we
did, " says Ray Foust, a BF
Goodrich plant employee for 31
years. "There were no laws to
keep us from it. Management
didn't give a damn."
Adjoining Foust's former
workplace is a site designated
by the Environmental Protection
Agency as a superfind site.
Much of the groundwater under
BF Goodrich's complex is contaminated with heavy metals and
carcinogens flowing through
aquifers toward the Tennessee
River.
Calvert City residents worry
about their wells, only 800
yards from a major dump site..
And across the river in Livingston County, farmers say the
vast quantities of air pollution
from the plants has brought
high cancer death rates and
declining agricultural
productivity.
Jim Champion, a former Marine lieutenant colonel, who lives
on a five-acre farm across the
river from Calvert City, decided
to fight the chemical
manufacturers. Along a lowlying area near the river he
found a cancer cluster: 60 percent of the homes, he said, had
been affected by colon cancer.
Champion, who returned from
Vietnam with two Bronz Stars,

1906 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
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Gephardt...
(Cont'd from page 1)
self is not a target of the probe, and
Gray's attorney, Abbe Lowell, said
the congressman met last week
with FBI agents and will continue
to cooperate.
"I think when all is said and
done, they will also end up confirming that there has been nothing

Bill clears...
(Cont'd from page 1)
automatically register qualified
voters unless they declined by
checking a box on the form.
States would be required to use a
uniform application for mail
registration produced by the Federal Election Commission. Notarization and other forms of authentication would be barred. A number of
government agencies would provide help in filling out forms.
A House version of the bill that
has cleared committee and awaits
floor action includes a purging provision that calls for address verification to be carried out every two
years, using a non-forwardable
postcard or the Postal Service's
computerized change of address
system.
The Senate Rules Committee's
bill would not require states that
currently permit registration on
election day to change that practice. But it would bar any state that
does not already have such a provision to adopt it.
The Senate Judiciary Committee
currently is weighing a rival measure under which states would be
required to file a plan with the
attorney general if the percentage
of minority registration dropped
below the percentage of nonminority registration.

Raburn Award
nominees sought
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc., is seeking nominations
for the 1989 Lovey Raburn Award.
The award is presented annually
to a citizen whose service and support have made contributions in the
areas of mental health, mental
retardation or substance abuse. The
1989 Raburn award recipient was
Gene Rollins of Ballard County.
The recipient will be awarded a
plaque at the board's annual dinner
meeting on Thursday, Sept. 21.
The award, created in 1977, is
named in honor of Lovey Raburn
of Carlisle County, who died while
serving on the board.
Nominations should include a
brief summary of the candidate's
activities, and an explanation of
why that person deserves the
award.

;,••11`-i

Nominations should be sent to:
Lovey Raburn Award, Western
Kentucky Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, Inc., P.O. Box
7287, Paducah, KY 42002-7287.
The deadline for nominations is
July 14.

wrong done in my office, past or
present,' Gray said.
The 259 members of the caucus,
the organization of all House
Democrats, vote to fill the jobs by
secret ballot.
Rep. Thomas S. Foley, D-Wash.,
moved up from majority leader last
week to become speaker of the
House after Jim Wright, D-Texas,
stepped down over ethics allegations. Democratic whip Tony Coelho, D-Calif., is leaving Congress
on Thursday because of questions
about his financial dealings.
The leadership shakeup marks
what Rep. David Obey, D-Wis.,
called "the moving of a new generation of political power into this
place." The new team will be more
telegenic, more pragmatic, more
interested in bipartisan consensus
than its predecessors.
But it may also lack some of the
taste for partisan infighting seen in
Wright and particularly in Coelho.
"I felt I was on the starting
team, and was one of the stars,"
Coelho said. "But you remove one
of the starters, and the team
adjusts. Somebody's going to do
the political work, because it needs
to be done, and there's recognition
for it, and the caucus is going to
demand it."
Gephardt offered campaign honed media savvy to the visible
No. 2 job.
"It raises the stature of the
House," Coelho said. "It in effect
makes House members bigger players on the national scene."
Gephardt has told supporters he
is putting aside presidential ambitions and is instead putting himself
into the long-term track to be
speaker.
Jenkins, a popular insider who is
a member of the tax-writing Ways
and Means Committee, won sympathy for his call for greater representation for the party's conservative Southern wing, and there
was talk of creation of a special
post for someone from that group.
"After we've seen the caucus
elections, ... we'll have a chance to
examine whether any appointments
might be made that would provide
some additional balance in the
leadership," said Foley.

County Fire
and Rescue
unit responds
to house fire
The Calloway County Fire and
Rescue Squad, with assistance from
the Kentucky State Police,
responded to a house fire two miles
south of Murray early this
morning.
State police reports said the fire
and rescue squad was notified at
3:57 a.m. that a house on U.S. 641
South was on fire. The house, owned by Herbert Key of Lexington,
was unoccupied at the time of the
blaze.
A spokesman from the fire and
rescue squad said a small explosion
may have started the fire. The
house was not completely destroyed. State arson investigators will
conduct further investigations as
soon as possible.

MSU's President
Stroup named
to new Public
Issues board
Murray State University President Kala M. Stroup has been
named to the board of directors of
the Kentucky Center for Public
Issues, a new not-for-profit corporation established to focus public
attention on major issues facing
Kentucky.
She is the only representative of
extreme West Kentucky appointed
to the 25-member board, which is
made up of civic and business leaders, journalists and academics.
Headed by Robert F. Sexton as
its president, the Lexington-based
center was founded to identify and
analyze critical issues and to
actively engage citizens in discussing and acting upon these issues.
Sexton, who is also the part-time
executive director of the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence, said the principal goal is to
stimulate and expand the state's
"civil capital."
A monthly tabloid newspaper,
The Kentucky Journal, published
by the center is one of the primary
methdos being used to disseminate
ideas and information intended to
provoke statewide discussion of
Kentucky's most pressing social,
political, educational and environmental issues.
Without engaging in lobbying or
other types of activities intended to
influence public policy, the center's purpose is to use public education to elevate issues to high visibility and to encourage public
action, according to Sexton.

Kentucky
delegation
voting record
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here is
how the Kentucky delegation voted
in the 247-178 roll call Wednesday
by which the House failed to override President Bush's veto of legislation increasing the minimum
wage.
A "yes" vote is a vote to override the veto.
Voting yes were 227 Democrats
and 20 Republicans.
Voting no were 28 Democrats
and 150 Republicans.
Y is yes. N is no. X denotes
those not voting.
There is 1 vacancy in the
435-member House.
KENTUCKY
Democrats — Hubbard, X; Mazzoli, N; Natcher, Y; Perkins, Y.
Republicans — Bunning, N;
Hopkins, N; Rogers, N.
Editor's note: Congressman
Hubbard was in the Paducah office
Wednesday, because of the death
of 76-year-old Floyd B. Hall, who
died Monday evening in Paducah
and whose funeral was Wednesday.
Hall was Hubbard's former fatherin-law for 17 years and the grandfather of Congressman Hubbard',
two children.

United Way
deadline nears
The deadline for submitting
applications for 1989-90 agencies
in the Murray-Calloway County
United Way is July 1.
For more information, call
753-0317.

(Cont'd from page 1)
merger would greatly decrease the
quality of education offered by
either system.
"Right now, both systems have
something good to offer students,"
Lanier said. "By having two systems in the county, it provides
healthy competition which helps us
maintain a high level of educational quality."
Other disadvantages to merging
the systems include cutting the
opportunities for extra-curriculur
student envolvement, larger
student-to-teacher ratios and less
"school unity," Lanier said.
Lanier agrees that the idea of
merging schools will be addressed
by the state and has been "informally discussed" locally for several
years, but opposition to a local
merger would be stiff.
Calloway County school superintendent Dr. Jack Rose agrees.
"If the people (of the county)
would agree to the merger, fine,"
Rose said, "but I don't feel that
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Lanier, however, said that numbers shouldn't be the deciding factor in merging schools. Studies
show smaller schools with small
teacher -to-pupil ratios present better educations, according to Lanier,
and Murray continues to be a leading in academic excellence, becoming the first system in the state in
1984 to be recognized by the U.S.
Department of Education's Secondary School Recognition Program.
Both Lanier and Rose said they
hope to play some part in the
state's rebuilding process but no
plans have been made yet. If asked,
however, neither would suggest
merger locally.
"Numbers are important," Lanier
said, "but you have to realize that
students are not products. You
have to look at efficient spending
but you also have to realize that
we're affecting people's lives."

Join Us in an International Celebration

ado
SUPER
SAVINGS

Per Month •

Sale Price
'6673

that will happen. You have a lot of
die-hard people in both systems
against it."
While Rose said he feels discussion of merging some schools is a
"strong possibility," independent
systems such as Murray with a
proven academic and financial
record will survive.
"Murray's been one of the best
schools in the state for years,"
Rose said.
The Murray system, however,
has continued to lose students to
Calloway in recent years and has
just begun to stabilize its numbers.
Since 1978, the system has gone
from 1,862 total students to just
1,350, as drop of 37 percent.
Part of the drop in students stem
from a policy change by Calloway
in 1978 which restricted the
exchange of state Average Daily
Attendance funds between the systems, prohibiting students to switch
schools. Murray lost 179 students
that year alone.
Calloway, according to Rose, has
had stable numbers in the past
three years, around 3,000 total
students.

Merger...
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Correction
In a story on the fiscal court
meeting in Wednesday's edition of
the Murray Ledger & Times, it was
incorrectly reported that State Line
Bingo would operate in the Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church on Hwy.
121 South.
The word area was not included
and it should have read in the Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church area near
the state line on Hwy. 121 South.
The Ledger & Times regrets the
error and is happy to set the record
straight.
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PERSPECTIVE
Business Mirror

Capital gains a hot topic

"Jr

Lessons ofgeography

GI/

As I was reading Margaret
found that piece particularly rivet- course in Intern
Atwood's newest novel, "Cat's
By JOHN CUNNIFF
cut.
ing in its silent depiction of terror, The professor ational Business.
Eye," I was stopped by the senwas lecturing on
AP Business Analyst
we agreed that our favorite work in Canada, my
The existing law makes no protence: "Daytime is ruled by
father's homeland. The
NEW YORK (AP) — As the
vision whatever for inflation, mothers, but fathers contr
the show was the artist's portrait of talk stressed
ol the
the
capital gains tax law now reads, although inflation has long
his sister. Daddy and I spent hours ces of the count many rich resourbeen a dark."
ry, but explained
you could pay taxes on no gains at
fact of modern life and most likely
at the Guggenheim, and then later that the cold
It was .one of those thoughts 1
clima
te made those
all, which is just one of the reasons
had lunch at a cafe. It was our first resources
will continue to be. In fact, only
wish I'd put into words
difficult — if not imposwhy the capital gains issue could
and last date.
rarely since World War 11 has it because it describes my own first,
sible — to tap.
experbecome a hot topic of discussion in
My final conversation with my
been absent.
ience so accurately.
That simple
Washington this year.
father was two months later, as I my father, idea reminded me of
Consider the predicament of an
I
am
the
young
est
in
and spawned a poem
one
of
!amit
y's
television fare was his was packing to
The discussion wouldn't be a
investor who bought $10,000 of those old-fashioned families
go away for the that I'll include as my own tribut
where
sole
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e
new one; it has been around for
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ty;
and demanded summer. I'd gotten a job as
mutual funds in 1983 and who children sprang up at odd
a wait- to Father's Day:
intervals, that we eat salmon every Friday, in
two decades, and if action isn't
ress
today still has only $10,000 in pur- like wildflowers. My father
was 50 homage to his Canadian heritage. was at a resort in Vermont, and he
taken this year it will be around
chasing power after selling his when I — the young
trying to tell me the facts of
est
Lessons of Geography
My father's main contribution to life as he saw
next year too. In fact, the debate is
shares. The fund did appear to brood — was born. He wasof the
them. "Some men,"
proud
family life was Sunday morning he began
likely to continue as long as inflagrow — by 21 percent — but so of his five
children, and often
My father was from Canada. He
breakfast. He made the lightest, ses are haltingly, "think waitrestion exists.
did inflation.
not nice girls. Some men," told
spoke of our accomplishments, but
fluffi
est
scram
The explanation for this oddity is
bled
eggs, bacon, he paused again, trying to
For taxing purposes. the taxpayer was always quick
find the
to explain that he
Me boyhood tales of travelers
and toast and served them to us in right
that the capital gains tax law
has earned $2,100, to be assessed communicated
words, "might try to take who got
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lost;
bed.
My favorite part of that ritual advantage.
imposes a levy on inflation. It
at whatever his or her tax rate ing once they
Don't let them," he
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Confu
colle
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was
and shattered, sensesomet
hing
causes people to pay taxes on imahe called "Coffee finally blurted.
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gined "income," on earnings that
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of
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e and
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might even tax losses.
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denly taken ill. He died two days
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da's
a frigid land," he'd
loved
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did not outpace inflation during
later,
I never knew my father as anyAs I got into high school and needn and I never got to tell him he say.
of the existing capital gains law
that period.
't have worried about my
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he
my
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be a gift to the rich, while advobeca
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more
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value of the investor's shares could always wears a suit
I
with
The isolation, cruelty. Like the
When he would drive to college to my seldom write anything about
cates of change contend that the
have dropped to 9,000 in real dol- a discreetly patterned a vest and
father, probably because I just Bay
pick me up at semester break or at didn'
existing law is a legislated snow
lar terms but, because of inflation, usually wore a hat too.tie. And he
t know him very well. Of
In winter, the end of the year, we had real
Of Fundy
job.
have given the appearance of hav- spring, and fall a
course, he has had a tremendous those unawa, which could drown
felt
fedor
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in
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Conve
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For this and other reasons, Presiabout
real
topics
.
ing risen to more than S10,000.
In impact
summer something straw.
Of danger in its tides. Sometimes
fact, it was during one of these son I on shaping me into the perdent Bush seeks to fulfill a camAlready a loser by $1,000 in real
am today. My blue eyes are you hear
He was a newspaper executive;
conversations that we decided we defini
Taign promise to lower the maxidollars, the investor becomes a he left for work early
tely
his, and I certainly inher,
and
Of strangers
didn'
t
would go in New York City ited
mum capital gains tax rate, which
double loser after paying taxes. It return home until well
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after
dark.
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chairman of the House Ways and
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Means Committee, to consider
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selection of the
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ous rcasons it never has been used.
until I was in a graduate unexplored da, unknown and
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not like to concede that inflation is
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the embrace of Moscow, let them go. all
decade ago, of the democracy move- remembered long after his ashes are
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As in Hungary in 1956, in CzechoThe woman was speaking of her ment. But,somehow, we always man- scattered to the wind, long after the
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slovakia in 1968, in Afghanistan in
husband, cut down by Communist age to deceive ourselves.
heart of China's capital city is rid of
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Today In History
Today is Thursday, June 15, the 166th day of 1989.
There are 199 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On June 15, 1215, King John signed the Magn
a Carta at Runnymede,
England, granting his barons more libert
y.
On this date:
In 1944, American forces began their succe
ssful invasion of Saipan in
the Central Pacific in World War II.
In 1967, Gov. Ronald Reagan signed a bill
liberalizing California's
abortion law.
In 1977, in Spain's first free elections in 41
years, a center-right coalition won a parliamentary majority.
In 1978, King Hussein of Jordan married
26-year-old American Elizabeth Halaby, and proclaimed his bride Quee
n Noor al-Hussein, Arabic
for "Light of Hussein."
Ten years ago: President Jimmy Carter and
Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev met for the first time, in Vienna.
Five years ago: Walter Mondale, the nominee-ap
parent of the Democratic Party, said he would interview San Franc
isco Mayor Dianne Feinstein
and Senator Lloyd Bentsen of Texas durin
g the following week as potential running mates.
One year ago: The British colony of Hong
Kong announced a clampdown on "boat people," saying newly arrivi
ng Vietnamese refugees
would be incarcerated and returned to Vietn
am if they could not prove
they fled religious or political persecution.
Today's birthdays: Democratic Congressman
na is 67. New York Gov. Mario Cuomo is 57. Morris K. Udall of ArizoSinger Waylon Jennings is
52. Singer-songwriter Harry Nilsson is 48. Come
dian-actor Jim Belushi is
35.
Thought for today: —The present contains nothi
ng more than the past,
and what is found in the effect was already in
the cause." — Henri Bergson, French author and philosopher (1859-1941
).
By The Associated Press

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Clara M. Eagle, Rodney Scott
and Harry Cartwright are just three
of the artists and craftsmen who
will display and sell their works at
the 10th Annual Arts & Crafts Festival at Environmental Education
Center in TVA's Land Between the
Lakes June 16 and 17.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hobart
Morgan were married for 65 years
on June 6.
Twenty years ago
U.S. Air Force Staff Sgt. Toney
A. Murphy has received two
awards of Air Medal for air action
in Southeast Asia at Clark Air
Force Base, Philippines.
Phil Shelton, Murray High
School. band director, spoke about
the recent trip of MHS Band to Six
Flags Over Texas at a meeting of
Murray Lions Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Births reported include a girl to
Capt. and Mrs. M.W. Healy, June
6; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Terry
McCuiston, June 9; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee Bolls and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lilbum Leonard
Duncan, June 10.
The Rev. Heyward Roberts is
pastor of West Fork Baptist
Church.
Thirty years ago
Lt. Col. Oliver C. Hood will be

transferred to Air Force Base, La'
On, France, on July 1.
Toy Garland, seaman apprentice,
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Toy G.
Garland, Rt. 1, Hazel, is serving
aboard attack aircraft carrier, USS
Ranger, in Western Pacific.
Dr. Charles Farmer Jr., son of
Mr. and MIS. C.V. Farmer of Murray, is head of Music Department
at Troy State College, Troy, Ala.
Effective June 15, haircuts will
be $1.25 and manicures $1.25, as
announced in an ad by 14 beauty
shops in Murray.
Forty years ago
The Calloway County Fair will
be held under tents in Murray City
Park Aug. 10, 11 and 12, according
to E.B. Howton, fair manager.
The bright red poppies blooming
in front of Oakhurst at Murray
State College are from seed
brought back from Greece last year
by Dr. Ralph H. Woods, MSC
president.
"Hewlett Clark and Henry Elliott
hooked two bass a piece that
weighed between 3 and 41/2
pounds," from column, "Bass
Banter."
Mr. and Mrs. Myers Sherman of
Akron, Ohio, have been the guests
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Graham and E.C. Sherman and
family.
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Gfoom's dog will serve as ring bearer Kelso and Doron vows said at church
Miss Joy Leigh Kelso and Carl
Hansford Doron were married
Saturday, May 13, at 2 p.m. at
Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church. The Rev. C. William Hart'
Buster will carry the rings
fastened to his collar and will be performed the double -ring
held by a friend until the proper ceremony.
Miss Galentine, 20, a senior at
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
momen
t, according to Miss
Indiana University of Pennsylvania,
and
Mrs. Glen S. Kelso of Lynn
said her fiance gave Buster to her Galentine.
Grove.
as a Christmas present last year.
"I'll turn around and call BusThe groom is the son of Mrs.
Since then, the three have been ter," she said. "He'll come Helen Doron and
the late Henry
inseparable.
straight to me."
Doron of Browns Grove.
A program of organ and piano
selections was presented by Mrs.
Angela Fuqua. Music was provided
by vocalists, Judy Kelso, Janey
LONDON (AP) — Princess Diashe wore to the premiere of another "License to Kill,"
the secret agent Kelso and Angela Fuqua.
na showed at a charity film preBond movie in 1983.
is played for the second time by
The wedding vows were
miere that she hangs on to her
The figure -hugging sequined
Timothy Dalton.
exchanged before an altar illumiclothes and isn't afraid to wear
gown was first worn by the prinnated by a 15-branch brass arch
them again and again.
cess in public during her tour of Skater wants to return
candela
brum and unity candle. The
The wife of Prince Charles, the
Australia with the prince earlier
NEW YORK (AP) — Former brass arch was flanked on either
heir to British throne, turned up
that year. She donned it again durTuesday night for the latest James
ing a visit to the National Gallery Olympic ice skater Tai Babilonia side by brass candle trees all holdBond movie in the stunning offin Washington in November 1985. says she is ready to return to the ing white tapers and large dusty
pink bows. An array of ferns in
one-shoulder white and gold dress
In the new Bond adventure, rink, nine months after a suicide
attempt during a time she "hit rock
brass fern stands banked the altar.
Large pink bows were used to
bottom.'
Miss Babilonia posed with her designate the family pews.
skating partner Randy Gardner in
Escorted by her father and given
Times Square on Monday to in marriage by her parents, the
announce their professional return
bride wore a formal gown of soft
Wednesday at a show in Atlantic candlelight taffeta and alencon
lace.
City, N.J.
The pearl-encrusted bodice was
fashioned with a sheer yoke of
English net and ElizabethanInside the Family Tree
inspired sleeves of sheer net and
Olympic Plaza
taffeta. Embroidered designs of
delicate pearl strands adorned the
Murray's newest boutique where you will find the most unique
sleeves and high banded lace colaccessories. Drusilla's is bringing the hottest new trends to
lar. The softly gathered skirt and
attached chapel train were accented
Murray featuring papier-mache and coin jewelry.
at the center back by a large butYou'll be in vogue with one of our most novel handbags
terfly bustle adorned with three
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
handmade taffeta roses. Pearled
The groom was attired in a charOwner Drusilla McKinney 753-2165
lace appliques accented the skirt coal
753-3355
gray tuxedo, ivory shirt, gray
and an alencon lace border bow
tie and gray cummerbund. His
encircled the hemline.
boutonniere was of bridal ivory
She wore a pearled headband roses.
with a side profile silk floral
Joe Ross of Murray served as
'design. Attached was a shoulder best man. Grooms
men were Brad
length poof veil of ivory silk Belcher of Murray, Justin Kelso
illusion.
and John Kelso, nephews of the
The bride carried a cascading bride, and Johnny Kelson, brother
bouquet of candlelight roses and of the bride, all of Lynn Grove.
star flowers fastened to a lace fan.
The men attendants and father of
The flowers were framed by dark the bride wore tuxedoes identical to
leather leaf fern and ivy with other the groom and had boutonnieres of
Backflips, Cataline, Dotti, Dunk-Is, Robby Len, Sassafras, On
greenery. Strings of pearls and dusty pink roses.
The Beach, Jantzen
ivory lace ribbons were draped in
Jody Kelso of Lynn Grove,
Reg. 25' to 68"'
streamers.
nephew of the bride, was ring bearFor something old she carried a er. He was dressed identical to the
string of pearls entwined in her other men attendants and carried an
bouquet belonging to her grand- ivory satin pillow, handmade by
mother, Mrs. Eliza Craig; some- the bride's mother. The pillow
thing new, her wedding dress; trimmed with roses and ribbons
something borrowed, pearl earrings held the bridal rings attached with
from her sister, Judy Kelso, and an pearl pins.
antique lace handkerchief tucked in
The bride's mother wore a
her sleeve from her sister, Janey street-length long-sleeved dress of
Kelso; something blue, her garter. jade georgette. The groom's mother
In her shoe for luck, she had a pen- chose a street-length dress ensemny of the year she was born.
ble of jade silk shantung. They had
Miss Judy Kelso of Lynn Grove, corsages of bridal ivory roses with
sister of the bride, was maid of lace trim.
honor. Bridesmaid was Miss Janey
Mrs. Eliza Craig and Mrs. Ruth
Kelso of Bowling Green, sister of Kelso, grandmothers of the bride,
the bride. Junior bridesmaid was were presented corsages of ivory
Miss Michelle Doron of Browns roses and ribbon.
Grove, niece of the groom. .
Miss Cathy Crawford of Lynn
They wore tea-length dresses Grove assisted at the guest register.
fashioned in dusty rose satin jac- Miss Joy Hart of Mayfield distriquard in the rose garden pattern. buted wedding programs.
Each attendant carried an ivory
Mrs. Debbie Doron, sister-in-law
lace fan accented with greenery of the groom, directed the wedding.
and ivory and pink roses with rib- Gail Doron, brother of the groom,
bon trim. In their hair, they wore a videoed the ceremony.
single comb with a spray of greenImmediately following the cereery, roses and stringed pearls.
mony, a reception was held at the
The flower girls were Miss Kris- church.
ta Doron, niece of the groom, and
The reception table was covered
Miss Slianna Kelso, niece of the with a dusty rose cloth and overlaid
bride. Their dresses were of the with ivory lace. The three-tiered
same fabric as the other attendants. wedding cake featured ivory roses
They wore ivory lace hose and a and borders with a "Precious
bow of matching dress fabric in Moments" figurine bride and
their hair. They carried ivory groom topping the cake. The flowbaskets accented with roses and er arrangement of shades of rose in
ribbons, filled with pink rose a crystal bowl was flanked on
petals.
either side by pink tapers. Mints.
McKEES ROCKS, Pa. (AP) -Perhaps proving that a best dog is
the best man's best friend, Buster
the dog will be part of Tracy
Galentine and Val Finnell's wedding next month.
Buster, a 10-month-old husky,
will carry the rings down the aisle
at the couple's July 8 wedding in
Christ Community Church in
McKees Rocks, a Pittsburgh
suburb.

"My friend will be the best man.
He'll get the ring from Buster and
hand it to me," said Finnell, 21, a
pre-medical student at Washington
& Jefferson College.

"We just sort of pulled him into
the wedding as part of the family,"
she said.

Princess wears dress for a second time

ow Open

Drusiffa's

CONCRETE

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hansford Doron

Federal Materials Co.

All Swimwear

1/4 to /
1 2 off

dress & casual

Spring & Summer Shoes

/
1 4 to I/3 off

Naturalizer, Life Stride, Auditions, Manelli and

Reg. 29°° to 56°°

nuts and punch were also served
from crystal appointments.
Serving were Mrs. Devry Lamb,
Mrs. Tressa Ross and Miss Cathy
Crawford. Coordinating the reception was Mrs. Sharon Kelso, sisterin-law of the bride, who was
assisted by Mrs. Frances Adams.
Following a honeymoon cruise
in the Caribbean, the new Mr. and
Mrs. Doron are now residing at
their home on Kentucky Lake, Rt.
6, Murray.
Out-of-town guests included Carl
Harris, Galatia, Ill.; Mrs. Wayne
ltzel, Bourbonnas, Ill.; Mrs. Devry
Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Farris,
Nashville, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Alston Norwood, Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Allbritten, Mr. and Mrs. David Allbritten and son, Steve, Puryear,
Tenn.; Representative Carroll Hubbard, the Rev. and Mrs. C. William
Hart and daughter, Joy, Mrs. Era
Duncan and Mrs. Joan Turnbow.
Mayfield; Greg Reynolds, Bowling
Green; Pam and Meagen Logue.
Benton: Carole Lattus, Hickman:
Tammy Greco and Lee Crawford,
Hopkinsville; Paula Archer,
Paducah.
The rehearsal dinner was held at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Kelso of Lynn Grove and was
hosted by the groom's mother,
Mrs. Helen Doron.
Prenuptial events included the
following:
A coffee hosted by' Mrs. Carrot
Guy, Mrs. Prue Kelly and Mrs. Joe
Ross at the home of Lt. Col. Guy;
A shower by the teachers and
staff of Southwest Calloway
Elementary School;
A tea hosted by Mrs. Billy Murdock, Mrs. Robert Hall, Mrs. Ted
Potts, Mrs. James Easley, Mrs.
Boyce Wilson, Ms. Beverly Shelton, Mrs. Johnny Kelso and Mrs.
Gail Doron at Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank;
A bridesmaids' luncheon hosted
by Mrs. Robert Hendon, Mrs. Jay
Paige, Mrs. Kenny Colson and
Mrs. Mark Ferguson at the Hendon
home.

Actress speaker for women's meeting
TULSA, Okla. (AP) — Actress
Liv Ullmann, who since 1980 has

worked to support the United
Nations Children's Fund, found an

Which is Your Best Buy?
A day of Cable TV or a can of Soda Pop.
If you picked Cable TV, you're right!
A day of Cable TV costs as little
as 50c a day, less than a can of
soda pop, and less than many
other products that you use
every day. Pennies a day are all
you pay for 24-Hour a day entertainment that your whole family
can use and enjoy...everyday!
'4
ø. Como
ahnowela ehm•too.
wily Me pa. Ira"

110 S. 5th, Murray,open daily 9:30-5, Fri. until 8:30, Sun, 1-6, 763-626
8

Bel-Alr Center

CABLE
VLSION
753-5005

attentive audience in the 1,200 delegates to the General Federation of
Women's Clubs meeting in Tulsa.
"We have enough of cynics, and
they never move the world," she
said.
She said she is glad to use her
reputation as an actress to spread
the word about the plight of the
world's homeless and destitute
children "because people tend to
listen."
"If I can spread an awareness to
one person, maybe I can change
that person's life." she said.
Ms. Ullmann was the keynote
speaker Monday for the international convention of women
involved in volunteer service.
The Murray Woman's Club and
the Hazel Woman's Club are members of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs which is a part of
the General Federation of Women's
Clubs.

Calloway County High School honor rolls released for two periods
Calloway County High School
has released the honor roll for the
fourth nine-weeks and second
semester as follows:

Freshmen
All As
Jason L. Carson, Darra A.
Mitchell and Holly D. Walston.
All As and Bs
Ginger L. Adams, Seth D. Arant,
Effie Barnes, Michael Bell, Jennif-

er Catherson, Jason L. Chapman,
Krystal M. Foley, Deshawn Joseph,
Justin Kelso, Christy Lambert,
Jennifer Lough, Lori Raspberry,
Deanna N. Seavers, Staci Shipp,
Jonathan Smotherman, Jackie Stubblefield, James T. Walker, Barry
Ward, Leslie M. Waugh, Jamie H.
Wilson and Allyson (Joy) Wyatt.
Sophomores
All As
Charity Anderson, Nancy E.
Armstrong, Jeff Enoch, Amy M.

Nesbitt, Sara E. Thompson and
Grover W. Tibbetts.
All As and Bs
Amy R. Bailey, Rachelle Bandarra, April Boswell, Stephanie C.
Carraway, Kristi J. Cowan, Lori A.
England, Monica Evans, Donna E.
Herndon, Katy Hokans, Bryan
Hosford,
John Judson, Peter J. Luciano,
Brian McClard, Benjie E. Parker,
Eddie Rehmus, Eric R. Russell,
Wendy R. Smotherman, Leanne
Vick, Benjamin J. Wright and
Jason B. Yuill.
Juniors
All As
Angela R. Bell, Scott A. Buchanan, Darrell M. Hopkins, Jonathan
D. Rose and Loren C. Wisehart.
All As and Bs
Casondra L. Canup, Lisa F.
Culver, Tonya L. Davis, Brian M.
Bells, Amy R. Fulton, Penny G.
Green, Bethany P. Haley, Eric B.
Hogancamp, Kimberly S. Hosford,

Marty L. Johnson, Angelia G. Miller, Julie A. Minter, Robert L. Orr,
Melanie J. Osbron, Lisa M. Pace,
David A. Potts, Lori G. Roberts,
Ray S. Roberts, Michael J. Ross,
Michael P. Ruccio, Jeffery D.
Schroader, Jennifer D. Spegal,
Jason D. Spiceland, Kristi S.
Starks, Michelle Stubblefield, Julie
A. Tucker, Tracy L. Walter,
Katherine A. Wilson and Michael
D. Wilson.
Seniors
All As
Stefani B. Barnett, Scott L. Bazzell, Peggy J. Chadwick, Amy M.
Ferguson, Angela E. Herndon, Victoria F. Herndon, Laura M. Jones,
Rhoda S. Jones, Kimberley A.
Lough, Richard D. Lovins, Kathy
C. Musser, Jessica K. Myrand and
Sherri R. Rule.
All As and Bs
Aimee M. Bailey, Shane H.
Black, Amy M. Browne, Jeff L.
Call, Adam S. Chambers, lane A.

Celebrates second birthdat

Cook, Karen E. Dale, Verl S.
Daniels, Kry Davidson-Staples,
Rodger N. Doughty, Tammy L.
Downs, Deanna K. Farris, Mark A.
Flood,
Jamie P. Futrell, Mitchell D.
Geurin, Jason Groppel, Gina R.
Harris, Heidi G. Heiss, Matthew
W. Higgerson, Misti L. Holcomb,
Brad L. Houston, Brian R. Jackson,
Valerie J. Jones, Kevin L. Kelly,
Kelly D. Manker, Debra D. Mon,
Rachel R. Olsen, Patrick W. Orr,
Stacy L. Parks, Michael S. Rice,
Gary L. Roberson, Michael S. Seavers, Renee D. Thweatt, Davida K.
Waldrop, Denisha C. Walker, Amy
J. Wallis, Heather D. Walston,
Erwin S. Winchester and April L.
Woods.
SECOND SEMESTER
Freshmen
All As
Seth D. Arant, Darra A. Mitchell
and Holly D. Walston.
All As and Bs
Ginger L. Adams, Effie Barnes,
Michael Bell, Jason L. Carson, Jennifer Catherson, Krystal M. Foley,
Candace Jarrett, Jennifer K. Jones,
Deshawn Joseph, Justin Kelso,
Christy Lambert, Jennifier Lough,
Tina L. Matheny, Heather Newsome, Kelly G. Oliver,
Lori Raspberry, Natalie Ross,
Deanna N. Seavers, Staci Shipp,
Jonathan Smotherman, Brittney
Stuart, Jackie Stubblefield, Melissa
L. Vance, Amy Waldrop, James T.
Walker, Barry Ward, Leslie M.
Waugh, Erika Weber and Allyson
(Joy) Wyatt.
Sophomores
All As
Charity Anderson, Nancy E.
Armstrong, April Boswell, Jeff
Enoch, Peter J. Luciano, Sara E.
Thompson and Grover W. Tibbetts.
All As and Bs
Jason C. Adams, Rachelle Bandarra, Pam Bucy, Stephanie C. Carraway, Jill Cossey, Christy R.
Cummings, Lori A. England, Monica Evans, Ray Fennel, Donna E.
Herndon, Susan Herndon, Katy
Hokans,
Bryan Hosford, John Hudson,
Tammy C. Huff, Brian McClard,
Amy M. Nesbitt, Benjie E. Parker,
Eric R. Russell, Wendy R.
Smotherman, Leanne Vick, Benjamin J. Wright and Jason B. Yuill.

ALL GIFT ITEMS

20%-50% off
Party Supplies, Rugs. Baskets, Picture Frames

Juniors
All As
Scott A. Buchanan, Darrell NI.

_ mks.

Hopkins, Regina A. Kimbro,
Angelia G. Miller, Robert L. Orr,
Jonathan D. Rose and Loren C.
Wisehart.
All As and Bs
Angela R. Bell, Lonnie G. Brittain, Lisa M. Burkeen, Lisa F.
Culver, Tonya L. Davis, Brian M.
Eells, Darby W. Futrell, Kristi L.
Graham, Melissa A. Green, Penny
G. Green, Bethany P. Haley, Carla
J. Henderson,
Elizabeth Henninger, Eric B.
Hogancamp, Roger N. Hutson, Paul
V. Lamb, Tara A. Lamb, Julie A.
Minter, Melanie J. Osbron, Johnny
M. Phillips, David A. Potts, Dana
L. Riddle, Lori G. Roberts, Ray S.
Roberts,
Michael J. Ross, Jeffery D.
Schroader, Stacey A. Sills, Jennifer
D. Spegal, Jason D. Spiceland,
Michelle Stubblefield, Julie A.
Tucker, Tracy L. Walters, Katherine A. Wilson, Michael D. Wilson
and Brad W. Young.
Seniors
All As
Scott L. Bazzell, Peggy J. Chadwick, Amy M. Ferguson, Gina R.
Harris, Angela E. Herndon, Victoria F. Herndon, Laura M. Jones,
Rhoda S. Jones, Kimberley A.
Lough, Richard D. Lovins, Kathy
C. Musser, Jessica K. Myrand,
Sherri R. Rule, Renee D. Thweatt
and Denisha C. Walker.
All As and Bs
Aimee M. Bailey, Stefani B.
Barnett, Shane H. Black, Sherrie L.
Bogard, Angie K. Brown, Amy M.
Browne, Jeff L. Call, Adam S.
Chambers, Jane A. Cook, Denese
A. Cunningham, Karen E. Dale,
Verl S. Daniels,
Kry Davidson-Staples, Rodger
N. Doughty, Chris G. Douglas,
Tammy L. Down, Deanna K. Farris, Jamie B. Futrell, Mitchell D.
Geurin, Gina M. Gooch, Jason
Groppel, Heidi G. Heiss, Matthew
W. Higgerson, Misti L. Holcomb,
Brian R. Jackson, Valerie J.
Jones, Dawn M. Kanachki, Kevin
L. Kelly, Lee A. Key, Felisha A.
Lamb, Kelly D. Manker, Charles L.
Miles, Debra D. Mott, Rachel R.
Olsen, Patrick W. Orr, Janeen L.
Outland,
Jennifer K. Parker, Stacy I.
Parks, Michael S. Rice, Gary L.
Roberson, Michael S. Seavers,
Davida K. Waldrop, Heather D.
Walston, Teresa R. Washer, Trina
M. Wilkinson, Heather M. Williams and April L. Woods.

Jessica Ashley Garner celebrated her second birthday on Thursday,
May 18, with a party at her home at 233 Rkiera Courts, Murray. She
is the daughter of Judy Garner. Her grandparents are Ruby Garner
and Chester Garner of Murray. Her great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Taz Youngblood of New Concord.

'Teacher Appreciation'
ilkill" luncheon is planned by
MOVIES
Christian Women's Club
amml

LAST CRUSADE
No P

,(1:30)
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7:20
11:45

DAILY-DAILY•DAILYBARGAIN MATINEES
--All Seats $2.50

The Christian Women's Club of
Murray will have a special "Teacher Appreciation" luncheon on
Tuesday, June 20, from 12 noon to
2 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant.
The cost will be $4.75 per person.
"We want to extend a special
invitation to our area teachers. We
realize they cannot attend during
the school years and we want to
honor them and let them know how
much they are appreciated in our
community," said Martha Yezerski,
chairman.
A special feature for the luncheon will be "Photography Tips for
Summer Memories." Yvette Watson Pyle, a chemistry and biology
teacher at Calloway County High
School, will share special helps for
amateur photographs. Mrs. Pyle
has been involved in photography
as a hobby for the past five years.
Mrs. Pyle and her husband, Billy
Joe, have two daughters and one
granddaughter.

Guest soloist and special speaker
for the day will be Cindy Edwards,
a former teacher from Louisville,
Tenn.
Mrs. Edwards is a graduate of
the University of Tennessee and
holds a M.S. degree from Virginia
Tech. She taught language arts and
social studies in Chicago, Ill.,
before moving to Tennessee where
she has been involved in career
counseling, music and television.
Reservations for the luncheon
should be made by 12 noon on
Monday, Juhe 19, by calling Freda
Lovett at 753-3999 or Linda Salley
at 753-8016.
Christian Women's Clubs meet
monthly around the world. The
club is not affiliated with any particular church or denomination.
There are no membership dues or
special requirements. All interested
ladies are welcome to attend, Mrs.
Yezerski said.
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Oaks Country Club ladies
have spring tournament

Main Street Youth Center at 205 North Fourth St., MurFay, will reopen
on Friday, June 16, at 5 p.m. The center has been closed for repairs.
Hours for the center are 5 p.m. to 12 midnight on Friday and Saturday.
Video games, foos ball,.pool, ping pong are refreshments are features of
the center. B.J. Hoskins, director, invites the youth to attend. For information call 753-TEEN.

Three churches will have a Vacation Bible School starting Monday,
June 19, and continuing through Friday, June 23, at Independence United
Methodist Church. This will be sponsored by Coles Camp Ground,
Temple Hill and Independence United Methodist Churches. Classes for
nursery through adults will be from 7 to 9 p.m. each night. For transportation persons may call Corinne Lewis, director, 759-1410.

Bethany Baptist Church at New Concord will have its Vacation Bible
School starting Monday, June 19, and continuing through Friday, June 23.
Classes will start at 7 p.m. each night. For transportation call the Rev.
David Cunningham, pastor, 436-5243.

Bethel plans for Bible School
Bethel United Methodist Church, located off Highway 94 East on
Bethel Church Road, will have Vacation Bible School starting Monday,
June 19, and continuing through Friday, June 23. Classses for nursery
through adults will start at 6:30 p.m. each night. The Rev. Don Bennett is
pastor of the church.

Spring Creek plans Bible School
Spring Creek Baptist Church, located Highway 783 North, PennyAirport Road, will have Vacation Bible School starting Monday, June 19,
and continuing through Friday, June 23. Classes for nursery through high
school will be from 6:15 to 8:30 p.m. each night. Commencement will be
Sunday, June 25, at 7 p.m. The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will be director
of the school.

The 1984 class of Calloway County High School will have a five-year
reunion on Saturday, July 29, at 8 p.m. at pavilion at Kenlake State Park
in Aurora. A DJ will be provided along with refreshments. This is free to
each class member and one guest. For more information call Lisa Chaney,
436-5813.

The 1979 class of Calloway County High School will have its 10-year
reunion on Saturday, June 24. Any class member who graduated or would
have graduated with the group is invited to attend. If possible, persons are
asked to pay in advance, but persons may pay at door the night of the 6
p.m. banquet on June 24 at Executive Inn, Paducah. A free breakfast will
be from 9 to 11 a.m. at Calloway County High School on June 24. This is
for class members, their spouses and children. Class members dressed as
Raggedy Ann and Andy and California Raisins will be present to entertain
the children. For more information call Kim Starks Phillips, 492-8989, or
Sheila McKenzie Boggess, 753-9468.

"Marketplace" will be the theme of the Vacation Bible School for Good
Shepherd and Martin's Chapel United Methodist Churches starting Monday, June 19, and continuing through Friday, June 23, from 8 a.m. to 12
noon at Good Shepherd Church, located on Highway 121 South, New
Concord Road. "Instead of classes separating the various ages of the
children who attend, each child will begon to a "family,&" with a mother
(as their teacher) and brothers and sisters (as classmates) with handmade
tents for their Bible School (classroom) homes," said the Rev. Thomas E.
Cary Jr., pastor. Assisting will be members from Coles Camp Ground,
Temple Hill and Independence United Methodist Churches. A final taint
program marking the end of the Bible study will be Sunday, June 25, atib
p.m. at Good Shepherd to which the public is invited.

Sinking Spring plans Bible School
Sinking S-pring Baptist Church will have Vacation Bible School starting
Monday, June 19, and continuing through Friday, June 23. Classes for
nursery through youth will be from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. each night. Commencement will be Sunday, June 25, at 6:30 p.m. For transportation call
753-4581.

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Milford Hicks of Murray from Lourdes; Fayetta Weatherford
of Buchanan, Tenn., and Patricia Faircloth of Murray from Western
Baptist.

Spaces available for senior trip
Four spaces are still available for the van trip for Senior Citizens and
friends on June 30 and July 1 to Memphis, Tenn., according to Toopie
Thomas Moore, tour director for Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Program, Inc. The group will visit Mud Island, Chucalissa Indian
Museum and other special activities. Reservations should be made with a
S10 deposit, non-refundable unless you can be replaced. The vans will
leave from the parking lot at North Fourth and Walnut Streets at 8 a.m. on
June 30 and return at 6 p.m. Saturday. For reservations call 753-0929 or
753-8274.

Hospital lists babies, dismissals
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
June 14, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
McGinnis baby girl, parents,
Aleeah and Max, Rt. 1, Box 261,
Almo;
Michuda baby boy, parents,
Shelly and Patrick, Rt. 1, Box 75A,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Burkeen baby boy, parents, ReIla
Dawn and Mitchell, Rt. 3, Box
13Y, Murray.;
Dismissals
Miss Natalie Mitchell, f.O. Box
167, New Concord; Mrs. Melinda
Evans, Rt. 2, Box 38A, Paris,
Tenn.;
Miss Elizabeth Dandeneau, Rt.
2, Box 70B, Murray; Mrs. Delores
Hale, Rt. 5, Box 502, Murray; Mrs.
Iris Simmons Welch, 325 Hale St.,
Mayfield;
Anthony Salyer, Rt. 1, Box 425,
Benton; Mrs. Susan Boeschel, Rt.
1, Box 355, Murray; Robert Lassiter, 900 Northwood Apts., A3,
Murray;
Lynn Newberry, Rt. 1, Box

232A73, Dover, Tenn.; Robert
Clark, Rt. 4, Box 148, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Miller, 1107 Fairlane,
Murray;
William Evans, Rt. 1, Box 283,
Almo; Orville Richardson Jr., Rt.
2, Box 302D, Gilbertsville; Clarence Britt, Mur-Cal Apts. A4,
Murray.

Chelsea Nicole Miller celebrated her first birthday with a party at her
home in Hazel. She is the daughter of Terry and Ronda Miller. Present for the occasion were her grandparents, Jerry and Joanne Windsor and Rita Miller; her great-grandparents, Neva and Fred Doughty,
Lenon Hall, and Helen Farley. Also present were Steve, Kerrie, Kyle
and Daniel Coburn, Diane Cavitt and Jamie, Donnie and Zachary
Miller, Julie Miller and Latricia Filbeck.

The ladies of the Oaks Country
Club held their Oaks Ladies Spring
Golf Tournament on Saturday, June
10, at the club.
Winners have been announced as
follows:
Championship flight - Burlene
Brewer, first, Vickie Singleton,
second, and Vickie Oliver, third,
First flight - Shelba Bamett
and Bronda Parker, tied for first,

Sue Wells and Patsy Neale, tied for.
second, and Janice Johnson, third;
Second flight - Irene Woods,
first, Nancy Rogers and LaDonna
Cooper, tied for second, and Grace
James, third;
Third flight - Crystal Parks,
Melva Hatcher and Mary C. Lamb,
tied for first, Martha Broach and.
Pat Holloway, tied for second, and
Debbie Ray, third.

SAN DIEGO (AP) - Former
astronaut Sally Ride has a new
title: professor.
Ride, the first American woman
in space; accepted a professorship
at the University of California and
is expected to become director of
the school's California Space
Institute.
Ride, 38, will leave Stanford
University, where she is a fellow in
the Center for International Security and Arms Control.
Ride accepted the UC San Diego
professorship Tuesday following a

faculty senate committee vote last
week approving her application.
She begins July 1, and her salary
will be $64,000.
The institute, which coordinates
UC space-related research, was
created by the Legislature in 1979.
It also is a liaison with the state's
aerospace industry to develop
space technologies.
Ride flew in space in 1983 and
later was on the federal panel that
investigated the fatal explosion of
the space shuttle Challenger in
1986. She left NASA in 1987.

THE( PERFECT GIFTS
FOR DAD!

Community events listed
Thursday, June 15
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Civitan Club will have
its annual family potluck supper
meeting at 7 p.m. in Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Thursday, June 15
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at MSU Pavilion to
play volleyball at 7 p.m. For information call Pamela, at home,
753-7638.

-

•Unique Men's Gifts
•Golfer's Gifts
•Hammocks
•Chaise Lounges
•Insulated Glasses

C.J.'s P&L & PATIO

Palestine United Methodist
Church Vacation Bible School will
be at 7 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Vacation Bible School will be at 6:30
p.m.
"Fools" will be presented at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. Dinner will
be at 7 p.m.
The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom,
Educational Building, First United
Methodist Church. For information
call Carol, 753-2596, Brenda.
753-2513, or Glen, 435-4143.
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will meet at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.
AA and Al-Anon will have a
closed meeting at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Post Home,
Highway 94 East.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Twin Lakers Antique Car Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Holy
Mackeral Restaurant at
Draffenville.
Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
with Jane Chapman.

OPEN
daily from 9:30 to 5:00
Friday until 8:30
Sunday from 100 to 5:00
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Harcourt-Randolph wedding planned
Dr. and Mrs, Jules Harcourt of
Murray announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter, Ann
Riley Harcourt, to David Wayne
Randolph, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Randolph of Murray.
Miss Harcourt is a 1985 graduate
of Murray High School and a 1989
graduate of the University of Kentucky, Lexington. She received a
bachelor of science degree in
accounting and graduated with
highest distinction.
The. bride-elect will begin
employment in September with the
accounting firm of Arthur Young &
Co. in Cincinnati.
Mr. Randolph is a 1985 graduate
of Murray High School and a 1989
graduate of the University of Kentucky. He received a bachelor of
science degree in accounting and
graduated with highest distinction.
In August, Mr. Randolph will
begin employment as a tax consultant with the Cincinnati office of
Deloitte, Haskins, & Sells.
A garden wedding and reception
for family and friends will be held
on Saturday, July 22, at the home
of the bride-elect's parents.
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Ann Riley Harcourt and
David Wayne Randolph to marry

Gray, Edwards named to Lions' band
Shannon Gray of Calloway
County High School and Chris
Edwards of Murray High School
have been selected to participate in
1.he 1989 Kentucky Lions All-State
Band.
The band will be assembled to
rticipate in the 72nd Intemationdi Lions Club Convention and
Parade to be held in MiamiNiami
Beach, Fla., during the period of
June 21-24.
The International Parade will be
neld on the evening of Wednesday,
June 21, at 6 p.m.
A total of 60 students, two direc:ors and eight additional chaperones are to arrive on the Murray
State University campus today,
June 15, to prepare for the parade
and concerts associated with the
convention.
In addition to marching with
Kentucky delegation in the 121-unit parade. composed of entries from
throughout the free world, the band
has been invited to march with the
West Virginia delegation.
The band will participate in
other convention activities, tour
Miami, attend Disney World, parti-

MDO

cipate in the Magic Kingdom Parade at Disney World, and participate
In the filming of a Disney World
Special for national TV in the new
MGM Studio. This will be shown
on NBC-TV from 8 to 10 p.m.
(EDT) on Tuesday, July 4.
The band will offer a short free
concert on the Murray State University campus outside Elizabeth
Hall on Saturday. June 17, at 7
p.m.
In addition to rehearsals while
on the Murray State campus, band
members will tour the National
Scouting Museum on Friday afternoon and have a pizza party on
Saturday evening.
Members are nominated to the
band by their high school band
directors. Gray is the daughter of
Homer and Liz Gray. Edwards is
the son of Don and Sherry
Edwards.
Not only are the band members
outstanding musicians, but ,are
quality students and ambassadors
for their communities and for the,
state of Kentucky. Support for each
member to the Kentucky All-State
Band is provided by Lions and Lio-

Shannon Gray

ness Clubs in the members' own
community.
Directors of the 1989 Kentucky
Lions All-State Band are David
Caldwell, director of Henderson
Senior High Band, and William
Bradford Jr., director of the Reid land High School Band.
Lions Clubs International has
1.36 million members in 39,000
clubs in 665 districts and 164 countries and geographic areas.
In Kentucky there are approximately 8,500 Lions in 150 clubs, as
well as approximately 1,500 Lionesses in 57 Lioness clubs.
An excess of 30,000 Lions and
guests are expected to register for
the 1989 Lions International
Convention.

Best selling records
for the past week
.
named by magazine
Best selling Top Ten and
Country-Western records of the
week of June 11 have been
released as follows:
The Top Ten
1. "Wind Beneath My Wings," Bette Midler
2. "Soldier of Love," Donny Osmond
3. "Rock On," Michael Damian
4. "Patience," Guns N' Roses
5. "Satisfied," Richard Marx
6. "Every Little Step," Bobby Brown
7. "I'll Be Loving You (Forever)," New
Kids on the Block
8. "Real Love," Jody Watley
9. "Good Thing," Fine Young Cannibals
10. "Buffalo Stance," Nench Cherry
Country-Western
I. "She Don't Love Nobody," Desert Rose
Band
2. "Where Did I Go Wrong," Steve Wanner
3. "I Don't Want To Spoil the Party,"
Rosanne Cash
4.: 'The Gospel According to Luke," Skip
Ewing
5. "I Got You," Dwight Yoakam
6. "Better Man," Clint Black
7. "Love Out Loud," Earl Thomas Conley
8. "They Rage On," Dan Seals
9. "After All This Time," Rodney Crowell
10. "If I Ilad You," Alabama
(Source: Cashbox magazine)

Chris Edwards

The No and three-year-old class of Mothers' Day Out of First Baptist Church took a field trip to the
Murray State University horse barns as part of a unit on farm animals. Pictured are Jonathan Hodge,
Jonathan Chapman, Nathan McCoy, Christine Hatcher, Ian Fletcher, Sara Smith, Angela Earwood, Emily
Seay, Michelle McDaniel, Jonathan Fuller, Elizabeth Jetton, David Breeding, Lindsay Paschall, and
Debbie Seay, teacher. Teresa Hatcher, another teacher, is not pictured. Other field trips taked this year
include a trip to the fire station, MSU business department to see where some daddies work, and the
Murray -Calloway County Park. The program operates from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. each Tuesday and
Thursday for preschoolers, six months through five years of age.

Community...

(Cont'd from page 7A)

Friday, June 16
Palestine United Methodist
Church Vacation Bible School will
be at 7 p.m.

Friday, June 16
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

Owen's Chapel Baptist Church
Vacation Bible School will be at 9
a.m.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will - be
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Elm Grove Baptist Church Vacation Bible School will be at 6:30
p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Vacation Bible School will be at
9:30 a.m.
Cooperative Bible School for
First Christian and First Presbyterian will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church,
Vacation Bible School of Hazel
and Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Churches will be at 80
a.m. at Hazel church.
Twilight golf for men and ladies
will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
West Side Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
"Fools" will be presented at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. Dinner will
be at 7 p.m. For inforfmation call
759-1752.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Events. in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Buttermaking at 3 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Turtles of LBL
at 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.
Saturday, June 17
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will meet at 10 a.m. in the home of
Mrs. John Twomey.
Free concert by Kentucky Lions
All-State Band will be at 7 p.m.
outside Elizabeth Hall, Murray
State University.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 6 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce to go to Juke Box
Bar and Grill, Paducah, for dinner
and dancing. For information call
Pamela at home, 753-7638.
Cadiz Main Street Program will
be from 4 to 8:30 p.m. on three
stages in downtown area. Art displays also will be featured.
"Fools" will be presented at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. Dinner will
be at 7 p.m. For information call
759-1752.
Jonathan Creek-Aurora Committee will have its second annual
Antique Trade Show and Flea
Market at Aurora starting at 7 a.m.
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Black or Vanilla
Deluxe 5 Foot Lawn Glider for relaxing
on the lawn or in the garden. Weather
resistant wood seat, & steel tubular frame.

sq

G.A.E. 20 year Fiberlass Shingles.
Cash & Carry Only.

806 765/FR64V(0-1)

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.

29

Reg. 39.95
Front WIndng Hose Reel holds 225'of 5/i" hose.
Non-rusting all poly earl & basket has 41/2'
leader hose. 721905

The Single Connection will eat
out. For information call Carol,
753-2596, Brenda, 753-2513, or
Glen, 435-4143.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
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In stock wallpaper.

Do-it Water
Seal
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6' Wood Step Ladder

1001 Pc.
Fastener Set
88

Concrete Mix. Premixed. Just add water.

Round Point
Shovel

1

Fiesta Royale Swings & Frames
Choose from Black or Vanilla.
59.88
Swing Seat

Watering
Cans
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770779

653126

4'x8' Lattice
Panels
69

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY

EINOCIC
Open

7 Dews A Week

759-1390
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Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Archaelogy Weekend will be
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Wick-

161179

Treas Lumber Denuder.
Sale Ends 6/18/89
All Sale Prices Are
Cash & Carry
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Saturday, June 17
liffe Mounds Research Center,
Wickliffe.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Log Building
Workshop from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Four Rivers Folk Festival from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., and Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Visit with the
Eagles at 1 p.m. and Summer Fishing Opportunities at 2:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Composting at 1 p.m. and Wagon Rides
at 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm.

Folks at Okmulgee
plan to bake world's
largestlecan pie
OKMULGEE, Okla. (AP) Folks in this Plains town say
they're nuttier than people in Georgia. And to prove the point, they
plan to bake the world's largest
pecan pie.
Rusty Milroy, co-chairman of
the sixth annual Okmulgee Pecan
Festival today through Saturday,
says the 40-foot diameter,
161/4-ton confection will eclipse a
mark set last fall by Moultrie, Ga.
Steel beams will support the
huge pie pan north of the Council
House Square in downtown
Okmulgee. Engineers were called
in to make sure the pie wouldn't
crack the street.
The gargantuan creation dwarfs
Okmulgee s first giant-sized effort,
a 12-foot diameter, 3,200-pound
pie in June 1986. That was enough
to gain entry in the Guinness Book
of Records, but not for long. Later
that year, bakers in Albany, Ga.,
stirred up a pie that weighed 600
pounds more.
In June 1987, Okmulgee's pie
pan was increased to 20.7 feet in
diameter and the pie weighed 6,300
pounds. Georgia bakers moved to
Moultrie and put together a 22-foot
pie.

Nancy Reagan takes
campaign against
drugs to London
LONDON (AP) - Nancy Reagan took her campaign against
drugs to London and offered a few
tips to the British, telling them substance abuse is an international
problem.
On her first visit to London since
her husband, Ronald, left the White
House in January, she spent 35
minutes with police and officials
on Wednesday.
Mrs. Reagan, who headed a
"Just Say No" campaign in the
United States to help children turn
down drugs, told the officials how
she went on a "crack" raid with
Los Angeles police.

rrin
GO TO THE HEAD OF THE CLASS WITH
Classes Available for the Summer
• Any Grade Level

TUTOR
753-2351
Cyndl Cohoon

• Any Subject Area

SERVICES

753-2358
Joan Hurt
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MSU Military Science Department Commissions Officers

William T. Hathcock, an electrical engineering technology major at
Murray State University and a newly appointed officer in the U.S.
Army is having his 2nd Lt. bars pinned by (left to right) his mother,
Mrs. Wanda Baggett, Paducah, and his fiance, Shaun Haller, Evansville, IN. 2nd Lt. Hathcock received his commission in ceremonies
held recently at the University. Obtaining his appointment through
the Early Commissioning provisions of the University's Reserve Officers' Training corps (ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Hathcock will be
assigned to a unit of the Kentucky National guard while completing
requirmeents for his baccalaureate degree, which he will receive next
May. During his ROTC career he was the Alpha Company Squad
Leader, the Bravo Company Platoon Leader, and earned the award of
Scholastic Achievement.

Bart T. Parnall, a psychology major at Murray State University and a
newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army, is having his 2nd Lt. bars
pinned by Mrs. Faye Wells, Cadet Records Manager, in the University's Military Science Department, and his father, Peter Parnall, of
Waldoboro, Maine. His mother Virginia Parnall, of Damariscotta,
Maine, was unable to attend the ceremonies held recently at the University. 2nd Lt. Parnall received his appointment through the Early
Commissioning provisions of the University's Reserve Officers'
Training Corps (ROTC) program. He will be assigned to the Individual Ready Reserve while completing requirements for his baccalaureate degree, which he will receive in December. A Regular Army
selectee in the Field Artillery Branch, 2nd Lt. Parnall will attend the
Officer Basic Course at Ft. Sill, Okla., starting in March, '90, with
permanent assignment.

Christopher H. Curtis, an agronomy major at Murray State University and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army, is having his 2nd
Lt. bars pinned by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Curtis, Owensboro. 2nd Lt. Curtis received his commission in ceremonies held
recently at the University. Obtaining his appointment through the
Early Commissioning provisions of the University's Reserve Officers'
Training Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Curtis will be assigned to
the 441st MEDEVAC Unit of the Kentucky National Guard, located
in Frankfort. He will drill with the unit one weekend per month while
completing requirements for his degree, which he will receive in May,
1991. During his ROTC career, he was a member of the University's
Rifle Team, Pershing Rifle Company, Color Guard, and was the
Cadet Battalion Asst. Operations Officer and the Alpha Company
Executive Officer. He earned the awards of Expert Marksman and
Color Guard service.

Penelope B. Henley, a physical education major at Murray
State University and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army is
having her
2nd Lt. bars pinned by Lt. Col. Jim Vaughan, Chairman
of the University's Military Science Department, and her mother, Mrs.
Bonnie
Henley, Valley Station. 2nd Lt. Henley received her commissi
on in
ceremonies held recently at the Unviversity. Obtaining her
appointment through the Early Commissioning provisions of the University
's
Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd
Lt. Henley
will be assigned to the 614th Military Police Company of
the Kentucky. National Guard located in Murray. She will drill
one weekend
per month while completing requirements for her
baccalaureate
degree, which she will receive next May. During her ROTC
2nd Lt. Henley was the Cadet Battalion Supply and Logistics career,
Officer
and Squad Leader. She also earned the Scholastic Achievem
ent.

Kevin D. Miller, a wildlife biology major at Murray State Univers,
and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army, is having his 2nd
Lt.
bars pinned by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Miller, and
his
fiance, Kacey Fraysure, all of Maysville. 2nd Lt. Miller received
his
commission in ceremonies held recently at the University. Obtaining
his appointment through the Early Commissioning provisions
of the
University's Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd
Lt. Miller will be assigned to the 441st MEDEVAC Unit of the
Kentucky National Guard, located in Frankfort. He will drill with
the
Unit one weekend per month while completing requirements
for his
baccalaureate degree, which he will receive next May. During
his
ROTC career, 2nd Lt. Miller was the Cadet Batalion Executive
Officer and Platoon Leader. He earned the awards of Recondo and
Distinguished Military Student.

Janie M. Stephen, a journalism major at Murray State Universit
y and
a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army, is having her
2nd Lt. bars
pinned by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Stephen, Nepture, Nov
Jersey, and her husband, 2nd Lt. Jerome Wilson, Both 2nd Lts.
Stephen and Wilson received their commission in ceremonies
held recently at Murray State University. Obtaining her appointment
through
the early Commissioning provisions of the University's Reserve
ers' Training Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Stephen Officwill be
assigned to the Individual Ready Reserve until she receives her
baccalaureate degree in July. Selected for active duty in the Ordance
Branch, she will attend the Officer Basic Course in Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, startng July 18, with permanent assignment pending.
2nd. Lt. Stephen attended the Judge Advocate General
School
Charlottsv ille, VA. During her ROTC career, she was the Cadet at
Battalion Personnel Officer and Asst. Public Relations Officer.
She
earned the awards of Scholastic Achievement, Paducah Sun Minority
Scholarship and was selected in 1987 and 88 as an Outstanding Young
Woman of America.
-1
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Henry L.(Charlie) Sanders,Jr., a safety engineering and health major
at Murray State University and a newly appointed officer in the U.S.
Army, is having his 2nd Lt. bars pinned by his girlfriend, Tammy
Slemmons, and his mother, Mrs. Henry Sanders, all of Louisville. 2nd
Lt. Sanders received his commission in ceremonies held recently at
Murray State. Obtaining his appointment through the Early Commissioning provisions of the University's Reserve Officers' Training
Corps(ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Sanders will be assigned to a unit of
the Kentucky National Guard. He will drill with the unit one weekend
per month while completing requirements for his baccalaureate
degree, which he will receive next May. during his ROTC career, 2nd
Lt. Sanders was Commander of the Cadet Bravo Company; was the
Cadet Battalion Training Officer; and earned the award of MS IV
General Military Excellence. He is Vice Presidnet of the Student Government Association and President of the University Center Board.

Greg Sanders, a business administration major at Murray State University and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army, is having his
2nd Lt. bars pinned by Lt. Col. Jim Vaughan, Chairman of the Military Science Department, and Mike Mahoney, Head Football Coach,
both at the University. 2nd Lt. Sanders received his commission in
ceremonies held recently at Murray State. Obtaining his appointment
through the Early Commissioning provisions of the University's
Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Sanders
will be assigned to the Individual Ready Reserve until he receives his
baccalaureate degree in August. Selected for active duty, he will
attend the Armor Officer Basic Course at Ft. Knox, in November,
with permanent assignment pending. During his ROTC career, he was
a starting wide receiver on the University's varsity football team, a
member of the Cadet Battalion A Company, and earned the Cadet
Chain of Cammand Award.

Ronald Kohlenberger, Jr., a history/spanish major at Murray State
University and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army, is having
his 2nd Lt. bars pinned by his parents, Ronald and Hetzel Kohlenberger, Murray. 2nd Lt. Kohlenberger received his commission in ceremonies held recently at the University. obtaining his appointment
through the early Commissioning provisions of the University's
Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Kohlenberger will be assigned to the 1/123rd Armor Unit of the Kentucky
National Guard located in Hickman. He will drill with the Unit one
weekend per month while completing requirements for his baccaluareate degree, which he will receive in December. During his ROTC
career, 2nd Lt. Kohlenberger attended Cadet Troop Leaderhsip training at Ft. Knox, was Commander of the Pershing Rifle Company and
Commander of the Color Guard. He earned the awards of Scholastic
Achievement, ROTC Service, Expert Marksman, Academic Achievement, Color Gurad Service, Outstanding Pershing Rifleman, and
President's Honor Platoon.

David W. Reed, a safety engineering and health major at Murray
State University and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army,
having his 2nd Lt. bars pinned by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Reed, Paducah. 2nd Lt. Reed received his commission in ceremonies
held recently at the University. Obtaining his appointment through
the Early Commissioning provisions of the University's Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Reed will be assigned
to the 1/123rd Armor Unit of the Kentucky National Guard, located
in Hickman. He will drill with the Unit one weekend per month while
completing requirements for his baccalaureate degree, which he will
receive in December, 1990. During his ROTC career, he attended the
Air Assault Badge, Scholastic Achievement, Academic Achievement,
and Distinguished Military Student. 2nd Lt. Reed was also selected
for the Dean's List and as an Outstanding Student of America.

._
Charles E. Crabtree, a political science major at Murray State University and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army, is having his
2nd Lt. bars pinned by his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. William Pierce, and his mother, Mrs. Margaret P. Crabtree, all of ilopkinsville.
2nd Lt. Crabtree received his commission in ceremoneis held recently
at the University. Obtaining his appointment through the early Commissioning provisions of the University's Reserve Officers' training
Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Crabtree will be assigned to the
Headquarters Company, 1/123rd Armor Unit, of the Kentucky
National Guard, located in Paducah. He will drill with the unit one
weekend per month while completing requirements for his degree,
which he will receive in December. During his ROTC career, 2nd Lt.
Crabtree attended Cadet Troop Leadership Training, at Ft. Knox;
was a member of the Pershing Rifle Company; and was the Ranger
Company Commander. He earned the awards of Academic Achievement, Sharpshooter, President's Honor Platoon, and the Outstanding
Ranger two consecutive years.

Jeffery A. Perry, a safety engineering and health major at Murray
State University and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army, is
having his 2nd Lt. bars pinned by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Buster
Perry, Paducah. 2nd Lt. Perry received his commission in ceremonies
held recently at the University. Obtaining his appointment through
the Early Commissioning provisions of the University's Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Perry will be assigned
to the 614th Military Police Company, located in Murray. He will
drill with the Unit one weekend per month while completing requirements for his baccalaureate degree, which he will receive in August,
1990. During his ROTC career, he attended Cadet Troop Leadership
Training, at Ft. Leonardwood, Mo, and the Airborne School, at Ft.
Henning, GA. 2nd U. Perry was a member of the Ranger Challenge
Team three years; was the Ranger Squad Leader and the Cadet Battalion A Company and B Company Platoon Leader. He earned the
awards of General Military Excellence, Physical Readiness, Recondo,
Parachutist Badge, and Distinguished Military Student.

Jerome Wilson, a nursing major at Murray State University and
a
newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army, is having his 2nd Lt.
bars
pinned by (left to right ) Mrs. Freda Huddleston, the University
's
College Coordinator of the Ft. Campbell Center, and his wife, 2nd
Lt.
Janie M. Stephen. Both 2nd Lts. Wilson and Stephen received their
commission in ceremonies held recently at Murray State 2nd Lt. 11
ilson is the son of Charlie Wilson and Ms. Sybil Wilson, New Bern,
NC.
Obtaining his appointment through the Early Commissioning provisions of the University's Reserve Officers' training Corps (ROTC)
program, 2nd Lt. Wilson will be assigned to the Individual Ready
Reserve while completing the requirements for his baccalaureate
degree, which he will receive in May, 1992. During his ROTC career,
he was the Cadet Battalion Logistics Officer and Squad Leader and
earned the awards of Recondo, Society of the War of 1812, and
Academic Achievement. 2nd Lt. Wilson was selected in 1987 and 88 as
an Outstanding Young Man of America.

Michael Shane Wallace, a criminal justice major at Murray State
University and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army, is having
his 2nd Lt. bars pinned by (left to right) his mother, Ms. Sandra Wallace, Arlington, and his father and step-mother, Gary and Vickie
Wallace, Murray. 2nd Lt. Wallace received his commission in ceremonies held recently at the University. Obtaining his appointment
through the Early Commissioning provisions of the University's
Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Wallace
will be assigned to the 1/123rd Armor Unit of the Kentucky National
Guard, located in Hickman. He will drill with the Unit one weekend
per month while completing requirements for his baccalaureate
degree, which he will receive in December, 1990. During his ROTC
career, 2nd Lt. Wallace was a meinber of the Pershing Rifles, was the
Cadet Alpha Company Commander and was the Cadet Battalion
Executive Officer. He earned the awards of Expert Marksman, MS
III EL Tigre, Parachutist Badge, Distinguished Military Student and
President's Honor Platoon. He also attended Airborne School at Ft.
Benning, GA.

Christopher J. Yaeger, the son of John Yaeger, Shepherds% ille, and
Geneva Yaeger, Preston, is an accounting major at Murray State University and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army. he is having
his 2nd Lt. bars pinned by his girlfriend, Wendy Martin, Louisville,
and his father. 2nd Lt. Yaeger received his commission in'ceremoneis
held recently at the University. Obtaining his appointment through
the Early Commissioning provisions of Murray State's Reserve Officers' Training Corps(ROTC) program, he will be assigned to the Individual Ready Reserve while completing requirements for his baccalaureate degree, which he will receive in December. He will then serve
in reserve status with a reserve or national guard unit in the Finance
Branch, while pursuing his civilian career. Dunn; his ROTC tenure,
2nd Lt. Yaeger was the Cadet Battalion recruiting and Publicity
Officer and Squad Leader and earned the awards of Recondo and
Distinguished Military Student.
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Consumer group rates summer toys
WASHINGTON (AP) - - Helmets are absolutely necessary for
children on bicycles, a consumer
safety group said Wednesday,
while warning that seemingly innocuous toys like balloons and water
slides can pose serious dangers.
"Kids and balloons just don't go
together," said Ann Brown, chairman of the Consumer Affairs Committee of Americans for Democratic Action.
Among the top causes of death
among children is inhaling pieces
of balloons, which can obstruct the
windpipe and choke a child,
explained Brown at an outdoor
news conference called to discuss
the safety of summer toys.
The committee, which has held a
similar pre-Christmas event for
several years, decided to add a
summer version this year to deal
with the many seasonal toys on
sale.
Children are out of school and
more on their own at this time of
year, meaning that parental supervision is less available to prevent
mishaps, Brown commented.

With bike riding popular, she
urged making sure that helmets are
worn to protect all rides from
accidental head injury. "It is the
most important thing," she said.
Backyard gym and swing sets
are popular too, and Brown encouraged parents to make sure these are
securely anchored and have no
exposed metal to cut or pinch
children.
Recently popular water slides
can pose a hazard to children, she
added.
These slides are plastic sheets
that children wet with a hose and
then slide on. Brown said the
slides, sold by many companies,
can lead to injuries from slips and
falls and also from the sharp
anchor stakes used to hold them
down.
Other hazards cited included
chemical light sticks that can irritate children's eyes if the chemical
spills out and motorized toy cars
that reach speeds of up to five
miles per hour, a rate Brown said is
dangerous for occupants aged 3 to
5.

The committee also found some
safe and fun toys that it recommended. They included:
—Sand Factory by Fisher-Price,
a series of tubes, shapes, shovels
and funnels for sand play, especially at the beach.
—Waterbarrow by Fisher-Price,
a plastic toy wheelbarrow with
water tank and hose for sprinkling
flowers "and oneself."
—Weekender by Fisher-Price, a
lightweight suitcase for children.
—Grow With Me Picnic Table
by Fisher-Price, a heavy gauge,
durable plastic table with attached
benches.
—Big Teeter-Totter by Little
Tikes, a sturdy board that can take
up to 80 pounds yet is lightweight.
—Scoots by Playskool, a plastic
scooter for 3- and 4-year olds.
Training wheels can be attached if
needed.
—Splatter Up by Worlds of
Wonder, a water toy that uses pressure from a hose to shoot a plastic
ball into the air on command,
allowing a budding major leaguer
to swing away with a plastic bat.

Ford submits names to fill Court seat
court judgeships and vacancies on
the 6th Circuit that are appropriately considered Kentucky seats.
The current vacancy was created
when Judge Pierce Lively of Danville, Ky., assumed part-time
status.
The three nominees selected by
the commission and submitted by
Ford are Walter A. Baker of Glasgow, Francis Mellen of Louisville
and John A. West of Lexington.
All three are attorneys.
McConnell's nominee, whose
name has also been forwarded to
Bush, is Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge R.W. "Robbie" Dyche

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., on
Wednesday submitted to President
Bush the names of three candidates
to fill a vacancy on the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals.
Ford urged Bush to "respect the
competence and integrity" of the
Kentucky Federal Judicial Selection Commission's selection process regarding nominees, even
though Ford's Republican counterpart, Mitch McConnell, had submitted his own nominee.
The commission "continues to
represent the most objective, nonpartisan process for evaluating
potential candidates," Ford said in
a letter to Bush.
The commission's charter mandates that the two U.S. senators
from Kentucky — in this case,
Ford and McConnell — forward
names recommended by the commission to the president for district

McConnell announced last
month that he would disregard the
commission process because he
considers the panel defunct now
that the three members he
appointed have resigned.
McConnell also contended that

Police officer in good
condition after shooting
TOMPK INS VILLE, Ky.(AP) —
A Tompkinsville police officer was
in good condition after being shot
through the windshield of his cruiser, state police said Wednesday.
Patrolman Herbert Proffitt, 59,
was shot once in the right arm.
His alleged assailant, Larry
Bryant, 31, was in satisfactory condition on Wednesday at a Bowling
Green hospital recovering from a
neck wound received in Tuesday
night's incident.
Trooper Ron West of the KSP
said the shootings occurred shortly
before midnight after Profitt was

dispatched to a neighborhood to
investigate a report of a prowler.
Proffitt attempted to stop Bryant
and during a struggle, Proffitt's
gun fell to the pavement. Bryant
grabbed the gun and fired on Proffitt, who had crawled back inside
his cruiser in search of another
weapon, West said.
Patrolman David Graves, arriving in another cruiser, then shot
Bryant, West said.
Bryant was charged with criminal attempt to commit murder and
first-degree assault, West said.
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the seat would not necessarily go to
a Kentuckian, but Ford disagreed.
The 6th Circuit hears cases from
Kentucky, Ohio, Michigan and
Tennessee.

Judge rules C-J
cannot have all
records asked for
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
federal judge has ruled that The
(Louisville) Courier-Joutnal cannot
have all the records it requested
under the U.S. Freedom of Information Act concerning closed federal criminal investigations.
Records sought by the newspaper involved investigations of Kentucky public officials, including
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard and the
administrations of former governors Julian Carroll and U.S. Sen.
Wendell Ford.
U.S. District Judge Charles M.
Allen ruled Monday that the newspaper could not have all the records
because the targets of the investigations have a right to privacy if
they were not convicted of a crime.
Disclosing information from
investigations in the newspaper
could subject the individuals to
rumor and innuendo and damage
their reputations, Allen wrote in a
memo accompanying his order.
In some cases, the targets were
not charged and therefore would
not have a chance to clear themselves in court, Allen wrote.

Rangers look for
backing in desire
for police powers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Rangers employed by the Kentucky
state parks on Wednesday sought
legislative backing for their desire
to be given statewide police
powers.
The Department of Parks has
taken no official position on the
request, said deputy commissioner
Bob Bender.
The authority of the rangers was
restricted in 1982 when the General
Assembly said it would apply only
on parks property and public highways crossing the parks. An attorney general's opinion earlier this
year said rangers could also pursue
a person off park grounds who was
suspected of violating a law while
on the grounds.

THE FAR SIDE

Chicken pox may pose risk for fetus
DEAR DR GOTT My sister is 21
and two months pregnant She has
chicken pox. What can this do to her
baby?
DEAR READER: This could be a
problem Varicella-zoster virus, the
cause of chicken pox, has been known
to cross from the mother's circulation, through the placenta into the developing fetus. Serious damage to the
infant can result. This is, however, unusual. Most pregnant women, who
contract chicken pox, deliver perfectly normal babies. Nonetheless, the
risk is present I urge your sister to be
examined by specialists at a teaching
center. These super-obstetricians will
be able to test your sister and advise
her further.
DEAR DR. GOTT What is a fatty
tumor? Will one disappear if I lose
some weight?
DEAR READER: Benign fatty tumors are called lipomas. They are
soft, rubbery nodules of fat beneath
the skin and tend to form on the trunk,
back of the neck and forearms. They
rarely cause symptoms and are corn
mon in normal adults.
Lipomas do not disappear with
weight loss; in fact, they may become
more prominent as people lose the fat
around them.
Occasionally, lipomas cause dis
comfort, especially if they are large
The tumors can easily be removed by
excision or liposuction (a technique
that literally vacuums out the fat).
Very rarely, lipomas become malignant, therefore, a rapidly growing
nodule should be biopsied or removed
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 73-year-old
brother has been plagued with skin
cancers for years. His surgeon recommended no more removal because
he's so frail. She did suggest he use hydrogen peroxide on the healing areas.
Now he's going to an osteopath who is
administering hydrogen peroxide internally — both orally and intravenously. Is
this a
legitimate
medication?
DEAR READER: I'm afraid that
your brother is a victim of medical
quackery. Oral or intravenous hydrogen peroxide has not been shown in
any valid scientific study to be of use
in treating disease. When used topically, on wounds or abrasions, it is an
excellent antiseptic, however.
I'm surprised that the surgeon has
discontinued removing your brother's
skin cancers. Ordinarily, this is a sim-

pie office procedure, performed under local anesthesia, with excellent
results. The fact that your brother is
"frail" is not, in my opinion, a justifiable reason to withhold surgical excision of skin cancers
I recommend that your brother discontinue the osteopath's therapy and
seek an opinion from another surgeon
or a qualified dermatologist. Although repeated minor surgery may
be necessary, some types of skin cancer can be successfully treated with
special anti-cancer creams, such as
Five-Fluorouracil Hydrogen peroxide has no role in the therapy of skin
cancers or any other malignancy. To
give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health Re-

port "Fads II - Herbs and Other Supplements " Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1.25 with
their name and address to P.O Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title
0 MS NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Military Science Department
Commissions Officers

Richard D. Berry, a political science graduate and newly appointed
officer in the U.S. Army, is having his 2nd Lt. bars pinned by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Berry, Route 2, Bernie, Mo. 2nd IA.
Berry received his degree and commission in ceremonies held recently
at Murray State University. Obtaining his appointment through the
University's Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd
Lt. Berry was selected for Regular Army in the Infantry Branch. Ile
is attending the Basic Officer Course at Ft. Benning, GA, after which
he will be permanently assigned in Hawaii. 2nd Lt. Berry graduated
cum laude. During his ROTC career, he attended Airborn School;
was a Ranger, a Color Guard member, the Cadet Battalion S-3, and A
Company Commander. A Three-year ROTC scholarship recipient, he
earned the awards of: Academic Achievement; Scholastic Achievement; Color Guard Service; Ranger Challenge; Physical Readiness;
Superior MS II Cadet; MS II Scholastic Excellence; Parachutist
Badge; President's Sabre and Distinguished Military Graduate.

Agencies warn
against eating
Ohio River fish
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State agencies on Wednesday
issued a warning against eating certain species of fish caught in the
Ohio River because of chemical
contamination.
The advisory was issued after a
report by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency that the fish
could be contaminated by polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) or
chlordane. Both chemicals are
believed to cause cancer.
The advisory will remain in
effect until further notice.
The advisory covers the following species and areas:
—Channel catfish caught near
Cincinnati at the Mill Creek confluence, McAlpine Lock and Dam,
West Point and Smithland Lock
and Dam.
—White bass caught near Cincinnati at the Mill Creek confluence and West Point.
—Carp caught near Smithland
Lock and Dam.
The EPA study showed fish were
contaminated with levels in excess
of the limits set by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration.
PCBs and chlordane accumulate
most in high-fat species such as
carp, suckers and catfish. Low-fat
species such as bass and bluegill
are not as susceptible to
contamination.

READ THE
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DR. GOTT

John R. Watson, a journalism and history graduate and newly
appointed officer in the U.S. Army, is having his 2nd Lt. bars pinned
by (left to right) his uncle, Dr. Kenneth Winters, president of Cambell's (KY) College, and retired Master Sgt. Aray Barron, Jacksonville, Fl, a former member of Murray State University's Military Science Department. 2nd Lt. Watson received his degree and commission
in ceremonies held recently at the University. Obtaining his appointment through the University's Reserve Officer's training Corps
(ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Watson was selected for Regular Army in
the field Artillery Branch. He will attend the Field Artillery Officer
Basic Course at Fort Sill, OK. starting June 19, with permanent
assignment to the 2nd Army Cavalry Regiment, in Germany. A threeyear ROTC scholarship recipient and magna cum laude graduate,
2nd Lt. Watson attended Northern Warfare Training at Ft. Greely,
AK, and Airborne School, at Ft. Benning, GA. During his ROTC
career he was Commander of the Pershing Rifle Company and the
Cadet Battalion. 2nd Lt. Watson earned the awards of: Scholastic
Achievement; Academic Achievement Sharpshooter; ROTC Service;
MS II General Military Excellence and Leadership; Outstanding Pershing Rifleman; Parachutist Badge; Superior MS IV Cadet; and the
first Battalion Commander's Saber presented at the University. 2nd
Lt. Watson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert K. Watson, Route 7,
Marion.
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Anthony A. Sims, a history graduate and newly appointed officer in
the U.S. Army, is having his 2nd Lt. bars pinned by his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Owen Abbott, 7205 Harborton Way, Louisville. 2nd Lt.
Sims received his degree and commission in ceremonies held recently
at Murray State University. Obtaining his appointment through the
University's Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd
Lt. Sims was selected for Regular Army in the Field Artillery Branch.
He will attend the Officer Basic Course at Fort Sill, OK,starting June
19, with permanent assignement to the 3rd Infantry Division, in Germany, During his ROTC career, 2nd Lt. Sims attended Cadet Troop
Leadership Training, at Ft. Sill, and Airborne School, at Ft. Benning,
GA. He was the Cadet Battalion Commander and earned the awards
of Ms II Leadership; Physical Readiness; Ms III Superior Cadet;
Academic Achievement; Athletic; Scholastic Achievement; George C.
Marshall; and Distinguished Military Graduate.
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John D. Carrol, a political science major at Murray State University
and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army, is having his 2nd Lt.
bars pinned by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carroll, Owensboro, 2nd Lt. Carroll received his commission in ceremonies held recently at the University. Obtaining his appointment through the Early
Commissioning provisions of the University's Reserve Officers'
Training Corps(ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Carroll will be assigned to
the 614th Military Police Company of the Kentucky National Guard,
located in Murray. He will drill with the unit one weekend per month
while completing requirements for his baccalaureate degree, which he
will receive in May, 1990. During his ROTC career, he attended
Cadet Troop Leadership Training at Ft. Sill, OK, and the Airborne
School, at Ft. Benning, GA. 2nd Lt. Carroll earned the awards of:
Color Guard Service; Ranger Challenge; Scholastic Achievement;
Outstanding Color Guard member; Academic Achievement; and
President's Honor Platoon.
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INVITATION
TO BID
The City of Murray
Sanatation Division
will accept quotes on
gasoline and diesel
fuel for city operations. Specifications
are available at the
City Clerk's office,
5th
and
Poplar
Streets, Murray Kentucky. Quotes will be
received until 4 p.m.,
June 22, 1989.
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estaste
fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed
with the fiduciary within
six months of date of
qualification.
Sally Bessie Adams, 506
North 5th St., Murray, KY
42071 deceased,
Nell Zaremba, 506 North
5th St., Murray,KY 42071
Executrix - Appt. 05-1789, Robert 0. Miller,
Courthouse Bldg., Murray, Ky 42071 Attorney.
C.C. Coy, 416 South 9th
St., Murray, KY 42071
deceased, Howard Coy,
Almo, KY 42020, Executor - Appt. 05-17-89, Sid

Legal
Notice

ray, KY 42071 Executor
Appt. 05-31-89, Stephen
C. Sandexs, 608 West
Main Si, Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Grace Lettie Curd, Route
#1, Dexter, KY 42036 deceased, Russell Keel Curd,
Route #5 Box 194, Murray, KY 42071 Executor Appt. 05-31-89, Stephen
C. Sanders, 608 West
Main Si, Murray, KY
42071, Attorney.
Audis Maxine Williams,
CR Box 168 New Concord, KY 42076 deceased,
Paula Jo Burgess, Route
#1 Box 196 Dexter, KY
42036 Administratrix Appt. 05-31-89, Stephen
C. Sanders, 608 West
Main Si, Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Herman K. Wicker,208 N.
8th St., Murray,KY 42071
deceased, Tommy Carraway, Route #1 Box 130,
Murray, KY 42071 Executor-with-Annexed
Appt.06-12-89, Robert O.
Miller, Courthouse Bldg.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

ment must be filed in the of Wave! H. Cassity, de- the Calloway District
Calloway District Court ceased. Exceptions to this Court by Ronda Burks
on or before 9:00 a.m., settlement must be filed in administrator of the estate
June 26th, 1989, the date the Calloway District of Arnerie Laken Burks,
of hearing.
Court on or before 9:00 deceased. Exceptions to
a.m., June 26th, 1989, the this settlement must be
Ann P. Wilson,
filed in the Calloway DisCircuit Court Clerk date of hearing.
trict Court on or before
Ann P. Wilson,
LEGAL NOTICE
Circuit Court Clerk 9:00 a.m., June 26th,
A final settlement of
1989, the date of hearing.
accounts has been filed in
LEGAL NOTICE
Ann P. Wilson,
the Calloway District
A final settlement of
Circuit
Court Clerk
Court by Mary Jo Dortch, accounts has been filed in
Administrator of the estate the Calloway District
LEGAL NOTICE
of Mary Susie Workman, Court by James Lee HarA final settlement of
deceased. Exceptions to mon, Executor of the es- accounts has been filed in
this settlement must be tate of Alfred Hugh the Calloway District
filed in the Calloway Dis- Cooper, deceased. Excep- Court by Willie Brown
trict Court on or before tions to this settlement Wrather, Executor of the
9:00 a.m., June 26, 1989, must be filed in the Callo- estate of Gracie Clyde
Easley, 204 S. 6th St.,
The date of hearing.
way District Court on or Wrather, deceased. ExMurray, KY 42071 Attorbefore 9:00 a.m., June ceptions to this settlement
ney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Scott Riano, #262 Riviera
Circuit Court Clerk 26th, 1989, the date of must be filed in the Callohearing.
way District Court on or
Cts., Murray KY 42071
LEGAL NOTICE
before
9:00 a.m., June
Minor Child, Betty Riano,
Ann P. Wilson,
A final settlement of
#262 Riviera Cis., Murray,
Circuit Court Clerk 26th, 1989, the date of
accounts has been filed in
hearing.
KY 42071 Guardian the
Calloway District
LEGAL NOTICE
Appt.05-17-89, Robert 0,
Ann P. Wilson
Court by Marie Wallace,
A periodic settlement of
Miller, Courthouse Bldg.,
Circuit Court Clerk
Executrix of the estate of accounts has been filed in
Murray, KY 42071 AttorLottie Belle White, de- the Calloway District
LEGAL NOTICE
ney.
ceased. Exceptions to this Court by Frieda Cox, AdA final settlement of
Obid D. Burkeen, Route
settlement must be filed in ministratrix of the estate of accounts has been filed in
#1, Alrno, KY 42020 dethe Calloway District Phillip A. Thurman, de- the Calloway District
ceased, Charles Burkeen
Court on or before 9:00 ceased. Exceptions to this Court by Frankie ScheiRoute #4, Murray, KY
a.m., June 26th, 1989, the settlement must be filed in man,Executix of the estate
42071 Executor - Appt.
date of hearing.
the Calloway District of Bradie Denham White,
05-22-89, Robert 0.
Court on or before 9:00 deceased. Exceptions to
Ann P. Wilson,
Miller, Courthouse Bldg.,
LEGAL NOTICE
Circuit Court Clerk a.m., June 26th, 1989, the this settlement must be
Murray, KY 42071 Attordate of hearing.
filed in the Calloway DisA final settlement of
ney.
trict Court on or before
accounts
has
been
filed
LEGAL
in
NOTICE
Ann P. Wilson,
Elbert M. Allbritten,
9:00 a.m., June 26th,
the
Calloway
A
District
periodical
Circuit
settlement
Court
Clerk
Hazel, KY 42049 de1989, the date of hearing.
ceased, William R. All- Court by Ruetta 0.Turner, of accounts has been filed
LEGAL NOTICE
Ann P. Wilson,
britten, Box 247 Puryear, Administratrix of the es- in the Calloway District
A final settlement of
Circuit Court Clerk
TN 38251, Executor - tate of Rue Overbey, de- Court by Elenor KendallAppt. 05-23-89, Sid Ea- ceased. Exceptions to this Holmes (Tipton), Guar- accounts has been filed in
sley, 204 S. 6th Street, settlement must be filed in dian for Ketha Enid KenMurray, KY 42071, Attor- the Calloway District dall-Holmes, minor child.
Court on or before 9:00 Exceptions to this settelney.
a.m., June 26th, 1989, the ment must be filed in the
Euple L. Buller, Route #1, date of hearing.
Calloway District Court
Almo, KY 42020 deon
or before 9:00 a.m.,
If you recognize
Ann
P. Wilson,
ceased, Kenneth R. Dix,.
June 26th, 1989, the date
Circuit
Court
Clerk
Route #5 Box 250 Benton,
this person, call
of hearing.
KY 42025 Executor LEGAL NOTICE
Ann P. Wilson,
and wish him a
Appt. 05-23-89, Stephen
A periodic settlement of
Circuit Court Clerk
C. Sanders, 608 West accounts has been
filed in
Main St., Murray, KY the Calloway
District
LEGAL NOTICE
42071 Attorney.
Court by Margaret Roach
A final settlement of
Stafford Ray Curd, Route & Earnest Madrey, Co- accounts has been filed
in
#1 Dexter, KY 42036 de- Executors of the estate of the Calloway District
ceased, Russell Keel Curd, Myrtle Macirey, deceased. Court by George
E. CasRoute #5 Box 194, Mur- Exceptions to this settle- sity, Executor of the estate

INVITATION TO BID FOR
GASOLINE AND DIESEL
The Calloway County Board of Education will
receive sealed bids for gasoline and diesel for the
Calloway County School District until 1:30 p.m.,
on the 22 of June, 1989.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building, 2110
College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and
interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms
there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside the
name of the job, the name of the bidder, and the
date and time of bid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all
bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

Ready For Summer

NI,MARCIE .JUT SORT
CORLES I CAN'T NEAR
OF 0-IECKIN6 IN. ARE
WHAT SAE'S 5ASIN6 IF
YOV AND(PUCK HAVING i '(01.! KEEP NIBBLING
A 600r TIME AT(AMP?
ON MY EAR!

\
p

618-524-2533 or 524-2141

SOME PEOPLE
ARE LEARNING!
OH,JUS1
LYING HERE_
IN THE CORNER,
THINKING ABOUT
MY BIRTHDAY AND
COUNTING MY
WRINKLES

1. Bennett & Associates can
save you money on Medicare
Supplement Insurance.
2. Bennett & Associates has
excellent rates and coverage on
Major Medical Insurance.
3. Bennett & Associates is the
place to get Nursing Home Insurance.
CALL

THE ONLY THING. THAI CAN
CHEER ME UP 15 TO HAVE A
REALLY GREAT
eIRTHPAQ PARTY...
WITH ALL MY
BEST FRIENDS

J'm PAv?5
oTTo LOOKS
LIKE HE HAS
A GOOD TIME

ARE YOU
KIPPING

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
INSURANCE

HE'S THE ONE WHO TAUGHT
sPupG MACKENZIE
HOW TO PARTY

AND LEARN WHATSO MANY OTHERS
HAVE ALREADY LEARNED.

753-7273
ATLAI.1iC AMER WAN LIFE INSURANCE
CONIPAAY

CorsinsrealCasiaftyCoraperie

-

i ;4-jai
t_L
rEL,
_

A

AND EARPLUGS
[OR THE eNTIRE
RAWL,
/

It'

OVA
Imt nil lie Comaineola low Nalb•

/

753-4199

COUNTRY Jean's 5 miles
94E, 759-1062, Fridays
4-6p m , Saturdays
10a m •4p m Jeans for
men & misses, irs & wo•
men Lee, Levis, Jordache,
Lawman, and many more
Blouses shorts, tops, Jackets some Jeans Yr price
sizes 3-20 and 32-40 waist
sizes

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

GLASS Repair and Replacement Work Auto
glass, plate glass, window
glass, store fronts, insulated glass, glass table
tops, mirrors, storm windows and screens repaired M & G Complete
Glass Co , Dixieland Center, Phone 753-0180
Fresh Fish
to Insure maximum freshress, phone ahead

Lease For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1969 Camero $240 56mo •
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax. Title & License
48 Mo. Closed End Lease,

Help
Wanted
A GREAT Opportunity Fo
The Right Person! A highly
successful company dealing with Ceramic Heat Refracting Products looking
for pro's to sell to industry
We have the right product
at the right time For more
information call Dave
Lewis at 1-800-345-5306

INTERESTED in bridge? AUTO Mechanic ExpandLessons will begin Septem- ing business needs experber 1 Call 753-1748
ienced auto mechanic
Must have own tools
KIDSI Kids' Kids!, 804 Col- Hourly
pay plus commis0
/n
dwater Rd Come for 20
sion Call 759-1331, ask for
off storewide by saying "AuRob
gust 23" Cash sales Sale
through June 17
BE On TV Many needed
for commercials Now hiring all ages For casting
information
call
Open House
(615)779-7111 Ext T-143
Contempo EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
Fashion
No experience Send self
Jewelry
addressed stamped envelope to P.0 Box 23189,
Door Prizes
Detroit, MI 48223
Sat., June 17
1-5 _p.m.
EARN MONEY Reading
books' $30,000/ year inHomaplace
come potential Details (1)
Family
805 68 7 6000 E x t
Restaurant
Y-10706
Hwy 121 759-9798
FATHER'S Day Special!
8mm film transferred to
video tape Only 6c per foot
with this ad! Expires June
18 Call Donna Darnell
Video Production Specialties 759-9246

AS

Spas
Spa Enclosures
Personal Sauna
Tanning Booth
Toning Table
Pool & Spa
Water Clearifers

FEDERAL Jobs Earn
$19,654 to 72,500 a year
All
occupations
(717)327-5341 Dept
EB-64
HEAD
NURSE
EMERGENCY ROOM Minimum 5 years experience
as Registered Nurse preferred 12 hour shifts To
apply contact Personnel
Department Box 1030,
Paris TN 38242 or call
(901)642-1220 ext 721
LEGAL Secretary Requirements include telephone skills, typing (minimum 80 words per minute),
computer knowledge and
experience Salary negotiable based on qualifications Send resume to P 0
Box 1040-J,Murray

MEDICAL RECORDS:
Transcribe, coding, plus
other medical record duties 40 hours per week_
Experience required_ ConCall 753-1916
tact. Personnel Director
(901)642-1220 or send resume and salary requireGLIDDEN Latex wall paint ments to Personnel Depart5 gal can $29 99 Get at ment, Box 1030, Paris,
Blacks Decorating Center, Tennessee 38242
701 S 4th St Murray
RN-LPN: For physician's
office Excellent clinical arid
patient skills required FlexKey Miniible hours and full salary
Warehouses
and benefits offered Send
resume with salary history
Hwy. 121 South
to P.O. Box 1040-K, MurSqes from 5,00 to 10x30
ray, KY 42071
753-5562 If no answer:
753-6078, 753-0496
SENIOR CITIZENS Not all
Medicare supplements are
alike Compare Find out all
about Medicare Catastrophic Care Call for your
free comparison today
Bankers Life & Casualty,
603 South 4th Street,
753-3422

Del-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible Dolls
Giftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
753-9234

Murray

1:
4
1)

Please
check
the first insertion
ofeach ofyour ads
for errors. Report
all errors to the
Classified Advertising Department
as soon as possible so that we may
make the necessary
changes
promptly.
The
Murray Ledger&
Times will be responsible for errors in the first
Insertion only.

"free local claim service"

(;\

#111,

Check
Your Ads!

Jerry McConnell
Insurance

Hwy 94 East
753-5693

I sk
i

Classified
Advertisers..,

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free information
call:

Murray
Bait Co

50-foot Captain's Craft, V-8,dual air,
tub & shower, excellent condition

rekomm‘riCA

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Sa

v-01604._ 411
nitifr
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NOW
INTERVIEWING...
for 4 hair stylists in
ultra-modern styling
salon. Want to try a
new way to work'
,Paid
vacation, paid holidays, medical, dental,
life insurance, store
discounts, profit sharing and excellent salary plus high commission available to experienced stylist with
or without customer
following in this area
For personal,
confidential Interview
call:

J C Penny
Styling Salon
759-9811
and ask for
Pam Puddle
Interviews
Tuesday, June 20
8:30 - 10:30 a.m.
WAITRESS Needed Day
& night shifts Apply in person. Homeplace Restaurant, 1906 Coldwater Rd
WAITRESSES Now taking
applications Apply in person only Valley Drive-In
Hwy 94 East
Situation
Wanted
AMERICAN teacher cur
rently living overseas de
sires house setting position
July 5-Aug 8. would consider rental Doing graduate work, references available Contact Chris at
812-985-3847
BI WEEKLY and weekly
house and office cleaning
Also window cleaning References supplied
759-1578 or 753-4897

The Murray Board of Education is accepting
applications for Head Maintenance Worker for the
Murray Independent School District. This is a
twelve (12) month position. A high school
diploma, post secondary training and experience is
required.
Send resume and letters of application to
Murray Board of Education, 814 Poplar Street,
Murray, KY 42071, by Tuesday. June, 20, 1989.
Salary will be determined by educational background and experience.

Career Opportunity
We have a pennon availatie in our company for a professional
person. The successful candidate should have a college degree,
knowlege of computer, excellent phone skills. willingness to
team, and a minimum of at lean 5 years work experience. We
offer an excellent compensation package, including fringe
benefits and the opportunity for advancement.
Send resume to:

Hot Tubs
insurance company*.
American Republic

INVAPE„ (THAT MEMO
R.,NEED
THE PRINCE'S DECISION„,

MONSTER,
-94! CruKE,,,

SEIZE THAT

)
- 40

A/EA/ow/LE, INsrrestarv.„
ANY MEWS
YET FROM
BARCNKHAN
ABOUT. TWE
RUNT'S
'ACCIPEWIAL
DEATH?

OSIAOUSLY,
THEY DON'T
SUSPECT
•
HIM.

TRANSPORT LIFE
Union Bankers
Pioneer Life Insurance Company
What do all these companies have in
common? In Murray, they are all
represented by:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

115 So. 13th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Personnel Department
Route 4
Murray, KY 42071

Antique

and

Yard Sale

Residue of 15 years of antique dealing. Come look through the boxes
and take home a bargain.
Odd pieces of furniture, Early American Fostoria, China, crystal, also
childrens clothes, womens size 14, toys & misc.

Formerly

Mavis Moore Antiques
Across from Fairgrounds

Hwy 121 North
Fri. 7-S & Sat. 7-12

•

so•Nt
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150
Ankles
For Sale

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Business
Rentals

100 AMP with pole $100
Call 753-0653 after 6p m

12x50 TRAILER Air, ap
pAances, $2,800 or bes
offer 436-2326

4 CAR Shop Has office
and paved lot 753-9386 or
753-4509

Inauucuon
WILL mow lawns any size,
reasonable rates Call atter
5P M Mon Fri anytime
weekends, Wayne
489-2342
Train to txt a Professional

WILL do housecleaning
excellent references
753-3247

-SECRETARY
-EXECUTIVE SEC
•INORCI PROCESSOR
eotAt veer +xis T FINNING
•FlNANCIAL AA AVAIL
-308 PLACEMENT ASSIST

WILL mow lawns and trim
Free estimates 436-2631
WILL sit with sick or elderly
nights Experienced Refer
ences Call for more information 753-4590

1-800-327-7728

ARROW storage buildings
109 ft. building with door
56 wide x 59 height,
$229 99 10x12 ft. building
with door 56' wide x 61
he+ght, $299 99. 10x9 high
gable building with door 5§
wide x 60' height, $289 90
Coast to Coast Hardware,
753-8604

100
Business
Opportunity

41•11.
.."".•

BIG PROFITS with an es
tablished company saving
customers thousands on
heating and cooling Positive proof through testing
and customer letters from
S military to people like
you and your neighbors
Get started with as little as
$2,240 Protected territories available Call Dave
Lewis 1-800-345-5306

•TRAVEL AGENCIES

BARRELLS for sale
Thornton Tile & Marble,
612 South 9th

HOME STUDY/RES. TRAINING
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
*JOG PLACIMEMT ASSIST.

DRAFTING machine and
table, 36" power trowel, fruit
jars 492-8841

• AIRLiNES
•CRUISE LINES

1-800-327-7728

140

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 after
5p m

Instruetion

BROKEN or used VCRs
753-0530

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE

TRACTOR -TRAILER
•No exp.nerIC•
'WPC
•DOT CA•NrINAN.0/,
•I c• p•11 law
ironotg
•PiNcerneni Oupl
•imenc A. AK/

BUYING. aluminum cans
50c lb , battery. scrap
metal, copper and Junk
cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days. 498-8785
nights

ALLIANCE
TRAC TOR-TRA/A. R
TRAINING CENTERS
EBANON TN
CAI Toll Free

1-800-334-1203

MISS MURRAY STATE'S
PAGEANT DRESSES For
Salel Call 759-1657 or
753-5770
Prices
negotiable

T TRAVEL SCHOOL
•.4dotrs Porhoaho Bch FL

AC
star

110

ct

t

Train for Careers In

CAPITAL needed to
reopen restaurant Will pay
reasonable interest plus
percentage ownership
759-9948, leave message

For Sale

8' CAB over camper $400
8x12 storage building, 1
window, $650 or $700 delivered Dog houses $35
and up Do bushogging
blade work, order gardens
Call 753-8590, 3 houses
west of Midway Human
Coles

WE buy scrap aluminum,
copper, brass and aluminum cans. Call Balcan Recycling @ 753-0338.

Desk

Call 753-6298
After 3p.m.

1SS

WASHER, dryer, refrigerator deep freeze, set of
speakers and air conditioner 753-4684
160
Home
Furnishings
CARPET 106 yards, excellent condition, like new, 2
years old 753-9930

Antiques

Location: Bunch Bros. Auction Barn, Hwy. 339 Downtown Wingo,
Ky. From Fulton take Hwy. 45N 15 miles to Wingo. From Mayfield
take Hwy 45 South 10 miles to Wingo.
Oak high back bed,2door oak ice box,oak wash stand w/towel bar,small
oak secretary desk w/Oueen Ann legs, oak rocker, poplar tin door pie
safe, 35 old quilts, quilt tops, walnut dovetail quilt box, 2-cane bottom
wing back rockers, baby high chair, old wooden wall telephone, old tin
door cupboard, 2 matching Windsor rockers, oak center table w/ball &
claw feet, 3/4 oak bed, old doll bed, Shirley Temple cookie jar, pine table
witurned legs, several small dresser bases, old crank-type butter churn,
old meat scales, dough trays and rolling pins, small cedar trunk w/dove
tail corners, several old wooden boxes,childs rocker, several old churns
& crocks, stone jugs, old crank-type ice crusher, old baskets, several old
wash boards, several old kerosene lamps, milk glass Aladdin lamp, old
stone mixing bowls, old wooden bowls, old cedar water bucket, sugar
bucket, wooden stirrups. 2 broad axes, cast iron muffin pans, several
kerosene lanterns, old dishes, cotton scales,old blue fruit jars, old picture
frames,old cross cut saws, pot belly stove,cast iron implement seats, old
advertising thermometers, 2-old mantle clocks, some depression glass,
John Deere floor model corn sheller, flour barrels, cow bell, graniteware,
old cast iron lemon squeezer, old floor model pea sheller w/originial red
paint & stenciling, old unusual popular quilting frames, well pulleys,
spongeware,several ladder back chairs and more and more and more!!!!
Terms: Cash
Refreshments

Auction Conducted by

Bunch Bros
Your

Auctioneers

in Wingo, Ky.
TN LIc. #2094

Steven J Bunch
376-2922

376-2992

Roy Bunch
376-5542

"Better Auctions are Bunch Auctions."

Auction
Saturday, June 17th 1989 - 10:00 a.m.
Locatiorv Hwy 94 & Beech Grove Rd. In South East Graves County
Right beside Harpoles Grocery. Watch for signs!

Automobiles
1968 Ford Mustang, 1966 Ford Pick-up, 1966 Salvage N tustang,
Salvage Trucks, 1964 Ford Galaxy, 1955 Chryser Windsor Deluxe,
Salvage Gleaner Combine, Salvage 7000 JD Planter

* Antiques *
Several antique kerosene lamps, small crock jars, Spanon 7 RCA old
wood radios, old jars, old books, quilts, smokers stand (wood),cast iron,
vases (several), cast iron kettles w/stands, drawing knife, oak table & 4
chairs, old victrola (portable), old metal tongs (large), old light fixtures,
graniteware, oak table, milk bottles, old hats, one man saw, crosscut
saws, jewelry.

Household Items & Misc.
Sears upright deepfreeze, Mont. Ward portable dishwasher, Broyhill
couch, electric train set, pictures & frames, old & new toys, several
clocks, electric heaters,dishes,stemware, kerosene heaters, brand new
faucets, oak rocker, fancy wrought iron stool, milkcans, wicker bassinet,
several lamps (some old), rockers, 8.25 X 20 truck tires, round
hay
feeder, 100 & 200 amp electric boxes, portable TV's, color console TV's,
bicycles, lawn seeders,electric drill, electric fences, tool boxes,old metal
bed, old wood table, tiller, weight bench & wts., hand tools.
& Much, Much More!
Terms: Cash Day of Sale
Lunch Available

Auction Conducted by

Bunch Bros/
Your Auctioneers
in Wingo, Ky.
Steven J. Bunch ni Lic. 92094
Roy Bunch
376-2922
376-2992
376-5542
"Better Auctions are Bunch Auctions!'

4110

Farm
Equipment
NH 851 baler hydrolic tie,
new chain, $4,500 NH 273
baler, $1,800 Deutz-Allis
PTO driver rake, $2,000
Deutz-Allis 7' disc mower.
$2,000 All shedded, clean,
good working condition
753-6870

FISHER Stereo Rack
Speakers 100 watt, 36'
high, 1' wide, 10" woofers,
brand new, $135
753-8942

2A0
Miscellaneous
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
GO carts, go carts, go carts'
5 HP single and double
seats Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center, Industrial Road
Call 759-9831
HOFFCO Lul Hoe Garden
Tiller only 25Ibs , $229 95
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, Industrial Rd
Murray.
759-9831

Mobile

Homes For Rent
2 BEDROOM 2 bath mo
bile home Furnished, in
cludes washer and dryer,
deck, garden $275 per
month 753-7724
2 BEDROOM Trailer City
limits, no pets, adults preferred 753-9866
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209
TRAILER For Rent See
Brandon Dill, Dill's Trailer
Court

Heating
And Cooling
AIR CONDITIONER
19,000 BTU, GE, $250
759-4864
AIR Conditioner 2,100
BTU Kelvinator, good condition, $250 753-6063
AIR Conditioners: Two
110s, good condition
753-9866
LARGE central air conditioner
Dill Electric
759-1577
QUASAR 110 A/C 12,000
BTU, 4 years left on warrenty, $250 753-8428

300

Business
Rentals

Commercial
Building
For Rent
Good Location.
753-4682 or
753-5870
Commercial
Building
204 S. 4th St.
Available July 1st
Max Brandon
Days 753-3231
Nights 753-19'75

Commercial Bldg.
on Main Street. for rent.
4000 and 30x70

753-6111 Days
753-0606 Evenings.
310
Want
To Pont

Apartments
For Rent
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment close to university and hospital, some utilities paid Call 753-8756 or
753-4012
1 BEDROOM Apartment
Nicel Partly furnished, low
utilities, $200 plus deposit,
no pets Days 753-1953,
nights 753-0870
1 or 2 BEDROOM Apartment Fully furnished, heat
and water included Call
759-1743 or 759-1999
2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment 7, mile from
campus, water paid,$175 1
person. $185 2 people.
Available now. No pets No
children 753-5980
2 BEDROOM apartment for
rent no pets Call 753-0521
before 3.30p m
or
753 9475
2 BEDROOMS . Furnished,
washer & dryer, 72 block
from campus. 914 Coldwater Rd Water paid, no pets/
children Available June 15,
$250/ month. 753-5980
2 BEDROOOMS: Furnished and unfurnished,
1604 Miller, very nice, partial utilities paid Phone
753-0932 or 753-5898
3 BEDROOM Apartment.
Central heat & air, stove,
refrigerator. 7, utilities, carport. $400 plus deposit.
Days 753-1953, nights
753-0870
3 ROOM Apartment Private entrance, no pets
753-4591.
5 ROOM Apartment Could
also be used for office
space Located at 703
South 4th St Call 753-0839
or 436-2935 after 5p m
DUPLEX 2 bedrooms,
central HA, stove, refrigerator, no pets lease 1909 B
Westwood, $295
753-5400 or 1-527-7382 after 5p m
DUPLEX 2 bedrooms. in
Northwood $295/ month
759-4406
NICELY furnished 1,2 or 3
bedroom apartments located near campus Also, 1
house with 3 to 4 bedrooms 753-0606 nights,
753-6111 days

1004 MAIN 5 rooms, 1
bath, carpeted, freezer,
stove, refrigerator, central
H/A, $300, $300 deposit
759-1265 after 4p m

YOUNG couple moving to
Murray area July 29 needs 2 BEDROOM Red Brick
to rent 3 bedroom, 1-2 Children welcome Availbaths, central air, kitchen able July 5 1616 Loch Loappliances, 1-2 car garage, mond Dr. Call after 5p m
completely fenced back- 753-1116
yard Will consider rent to
LEE'S Pools & Spas is own Can pay between 2 BEDROOM House Extra
Nicel Stove, refrigerator inmaking pool care easier for
$350 and $400 per month cluded, washer/ dryer
Murray, Chemicals supWife is employed at Murray hook-up, fenced backyard,
plies, parts, paint and water
State University as an as- 606 Sycamore $350 per
testing are available Come
sistant professor. Husband month plus deposit Call
by C J s Pool & Patio, 106
is a dog trainer and 753-1772
North 4th Street, 759-1911
groomer We own 3 competition obediance Cocker 2 BEDROOM House 8
2S0
Spaniels Will be in Murray miles SE, carpeted, range,
area looking for houses refrigerator, wood stove or
Radio
July 12-14 Can call hus- electric heat References
ZENITH 25" color console. band after 5p m at home and deposit No pets
good condition Call collect at (205)345-8728 492-8594
Serious callers only please 3 BEDROOM. 1 bath, brick
753-6190
ranch home for rent Central gas heating, central
electric cooling Located on
DIRECTOR OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
quiet residential street in
Murray $395/ month ConTbe Director of Amountingand Financial Services, under the daemon
of Ike lice Pirating for Finance and Administrative SaVICIM(V FFA S), is
tact Kopperud Realty
resporsibk for all amounting and financial data of the University and acts
753-1222
U the university controller. The Drecsor of Accounting and Financial
Services manages and provicks overall &anon to the Murray Stale
CUTE, clean, spacious 3
University Accounting Office. The accounting office includes: Payroll,
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath house
Fund Accoanting, Gram and Colinas Accounts Payable, Travel,
Gas heat and air. garage
Anemias Receivabk, Cashiers, Soackni Loans Accomung, and Found
DISCOUNTED rent is
mon Accounting.
$410 753-8734
Qualifications oduck• a IscheJors &gra in smarms from an
acaecised instantion; conent Certified Rib's Accountant(CPA)certili
4110
cancel fi.
(
, years expenence a auditing or system accounting including
financial reporting: demonstrated provesevely responsible accountni
Publk
sudiong exprience; bee years of this eapmence in a saporvisory/
Sale
managerial pause; knowledge of cuncrU and changng federal and state
requirements and regulations. Referred qualtfications usclude
6Xi
iC7rtlf
I i lel Management Accountant(CMA) and/se Master of Busirrn
Adrnmstratoon(MBA)is highly desirable; recess expenena ma college
and aroversay censorial:at, knowledge of andkr expenence aSh Stale
supported colleges and urverartaes; clemorotrated effective oral ad
wrtnen consammation ahOy
Salary wil be consanwirre with a:terrace and qualifications
Those amesand amid read a letter of applications resume, and the
nines aid àuçs umbers of at lean Mee professional rekensoss
8:00 - 4:00
i aria amen=
Sailboat,
Vice Rendes kir Fiume aid Administrative Savior'
chddrens
Marty Sisk Unoversity
clothes, ladies & men
Speaks Hall, mid Box
clothes
by, KY 42U/1
Bernard agittioos will beget nareduiely and will =name until
Located at
dr polies is

3 Family
Yard Sale
Fri. & -sat.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
AITINIMATTVI acnotr awtonst

Yard Sale
Thur. & Fri.
8:00 - 5:00
94 E. to 280
8.2 miles on
left side.
Red A-frame

Yard Sale
Come 94 West &
turn south on 783.
3rd driveway. Signs.
Small appliances, dishes,clothes, 150 good
used tires all sizes,
riding mower, 2 shotguns, knives & push
mower,

Rain or shine.

Six Family
Yard Sale
Thursday
Friday
1/2 mile north of
Hardin on 641.

Public
Salo

2-Party

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

804 Minerva Place

modern fac
mate for a
grooming n(

Coach Estates
Trailer F-3
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.
Household
items,
bedspreads, curtains,
clothes, misc.

4 Party
Yard Sale
Sat. Only
501 So. 6th
7:30-4:00
Adult clothes, lots of
good boys clothes size
4-7, bedspread, curtains, home interior,
childs desk & chair,
manual
typewriter,
lots of misc. items,
tools, quilts,furniture.

4 party
Garage Sale
Fri., June 16th
7:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
2213
Edinborough Dr.
Baseball cards, old
and
new
quilts,
houshold items, vacuum cleaner, clothing
and toys.

501 N. 7th

open - 8 a.m.
810 Broad St. Ext.

RESIDE
Commercial/
property Cal
tate (502).'l
(502)474-885

A little of
everything.
Very reasonably priced.

Yard Sale

Lc
For

1010 County Cork
and Edinborough

21 ACRE hill 1
tree tops (trial
3 roads) cei
County Look
ton's lights!
turkey Nc
$62,500 Joe
753-9622/ 52

Clothing, ping-pong
table, bicycles, pool
table, ski boat, 10'x3"
insulated stove pipe,
moped,26"TV,video
camera 8c player, furniture.
Sat., 8 am -2 pm
Only

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m..?
218 Brentwood
Located oft Poplar between S. 15th & 16th.

electric piano - Wurlitzer, accordian Wurlitzer, lots of miscellaneous

LAKE Prope
Near Para(
waterfront
wooded acre
753-2643

16th & 17th
8:00

Thurs., Fri. &
Sat.

Wicker items, heaters,

KOPPERUD
fers a corri
Real Estate
wide selectu
homes, a
753 - 1 2 22
1-800-251711L

Multi-Family
Yard Sale
June

Friday 7-12

Electric sewing machine,3 typewriters, 1

EXCEPTIO
Cabin Cor
ished on 214
lake front lot
Center Ridg(
lucky Lake.
days or 71
5p.m. and a

Dishwasher,
air
cond., trinkets, linens,
cooking
utencils,
bicycles, countertops,
range & oven - no
serious offers refused.
Something For
Everyone!

Yard Sale

Coach Estates

RED Bone I
Registerec
489 2605

Fri., 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat., 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Garage Sale

highchair. infant boys
clothes & girls sizes
0-5 some women,
Winnie the Pooh acc.,
vacuum, & lots more.
•

753-6 756

.110

Public
Sale

Yard Sale
E-1 & E-2

GROOMINC
Coldwati

3 BEDROOM House $300/
month, gas heat. TVA insu
lated Call 753-0332

DUPLEX La
Howard
753-4389 or

2 BEDR001
Stella Area: H
siding, $18,9(
mornings or I;
753-1474.

3 BEDR001
siding, low I
front sunporcl
ity porch, on I;
negotiable. C
or (618)543-5.

Home interior, figurines,
baskets, boys clothes
sizes 14,16, 18, childrens
toys, clothes, books,
small office desk, bedspreads,full size sheet sets

1.

Yard Sale
Fri., June 16
7:30-5
Rollaway bed, lamp
tables,
television,
folding chairs and
much more.

222 S. 11th
Murray, KY

4-Family
Carport Sale

Yard Sale
Sat., June 18th

1009 Sharpe

7:00 a.m..?

Fri. 8-4
Sat. 8-12

Dexter In front of old
post office - grocery
store next to rail
road track.

TV, clothes, books,
shoes, furniture, helmet, crafts, curtain
rods, and much more.

3 BEDROO
country pric
S20s. 753-98
BY Osur“,
bath,CAN
BY Owner 3
bath, KeenIc
duced! Appo
474-2342

EDINBORO!
Pool, new cei
753-2280

Micronaire
2
air
cleaners, antique doll
bed & misc.

Houses
For Rent

LARGE, large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery. Acree Portable Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
502-247-7831

AM 'JAL OPPORTIP T

3 BEDROOM, 1/, bath
house near university
SCOUNTED rent is $340
753-8734
510

Public
Sale

Want
To Rent

BUSINESSMAN and family
want to rent 3 bedroom
MOBILE Home 3 bed- house in Murray as of Aurooms, 1 ./, baths, plus liv- gust 1 Respond to Patricia
ing room and dining room Phelps Route 3 Box 320-B,
addition, large carpeted Dawson Springs, KY
porch 753-6257
42408 365-7069

WASHER & Dryer Whirl
pool less than 1 year old
Must sell, 753-3041

PUMP organ, china cabinet 753-1474 evenings

Friday Night Antique Auction
June 16th 1989 6:30 p.m.

1989 BUCCANEER 3 bedrooms, 2 baths Call
753-7181

2 BEDROOM house for
rent, newly redecorated
753-4109

310

Appliances

LAZY Boy rocker recliner,
PAGEANT Dress. Gold se- swivel rocker, arm chair
quin, size 10 435-4127
with ottoman and night
PAINTING Equipment: stand All in excellent conBink's airless spray rig with dition 753-4575 after 6p m
8HP gas compressor, 150' LOVE Seat $100, Ethan
of hose, 3 guns, on trailer, Allen hutch $150, braided
$2,800. 759-1987
rug, 9x12, $50, channel
back chair $25, chest
POOL Table Sears, reg- freezer $25
Call 753-2643
ulation size 753-7246
NEW Furniture Ask for
XEROX copier 2830 Neal at Starks
Brothers Mo753-5147, ask for Bub or bile
Homes 753-2922
Gay.
ROLL AWAY Bed and
SALES-Direct $44,200 mattress 753-3752
Guaranteed with opportunity to make more Excellent WATERBED Queen-size,
training Experience helpful pine drawers, excellent
but not required Serious condition 753-9572
inquiries only Call PersonIRS
nel Dept Wed. Thur. or Fri
only (901)373-6004

Auction

12x60 GRANVILLE 2 bedrooms, all electric, mobile
home for sale, $5,000 Call
437-4940

Houses
For Rent

321 N 5th
753-3011

Carport Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 - ?
Hwy 121 N.
2nd house passed
National Guard Armory.
Inboard boat, corner
cabinets, truck bed
liner, clothes, stereo,
comforter, curtains.

Four bedr
room, fan
Separate

KC
CONTEMPORARY 3bedroom,2'h bath,on 1 acre wooded lot in
city. 2500 square feel includes living roan, dining room, family
room with fireplace, large game room and spacious deck, 2 car
garage,cathedral ceilings in master suite and living room. Built in
1987 this is a MUST TO SEE! Call 753-7273 or 759-1486.

Estate Auction
Sat., June 17th 1989 at 10:00 a.m.

711

Mal

SePtil
(Installatic

Sewei
Ditc

At The Dan Miller Auction Barn.
From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to Lynn Grove, Ky. From Mayfield, Ky
take 121 South to Coldwater Turn south onto 1836 approx. 3 miles to
auction. Watch for auction signs.
Will be selling for the late Mr.Elbert & Mrs Lula Ailbritten of Hazel,Ky,&
others.
4 spindle back chairs - straight chairs - old picture frames - knee hole desk bookcase - old vanity lamps - library table - old harvest table - quilting frames quilt box - floor lamp - nice oval glass China cabinet - camel back trunk - nice
Duncan Phyfe drop leaf table & chairs - nice bedroom suite - nice cherry
bedroom suite- odd beds & chest - old dressers- old rockers - nice table &
chairs - old kitchen cabinet - cedar chest - iron bed - nice old piano - corner
cabinet - flour barrel - couch & chairs- recliners - color T.V. - coffee & end
tables - electric sewing machine - nice washer & dryer - stove & refrigerator chest freezer - needlework - linen - pots & pans - some old glass & China old
kerosene lamp - old Lincoln drape Aladdin lamp - small kitchen appliances covered wagon light - like new kerosene heater - vacuum cleaner - porch swing
- flatware - wringer washer - meat grinder - old corn sheller - walking canes cast ironware - feather pillows - elect. blanket - heaters - Snapper Comet riding
mower rear tine tiller - push mower - 3-2 wheel trailers - carpenter tools - service
pole - wheel barrow l'h ton chain fall 1976 Chevy Impala one owner 4 dr., P/S,
P/B,& air,66,XX X miles - 1964 Plymouth 4 dr. that belongs to Mr. Allbritten 1979 L.T.D. Ford 4 dr., nice car - sharp 1977 Chrysler Newport,P/S,P/B and air
- nice old 10 ga. single barrel shotgun - misc. items.
This is only a partial listing. WIU be an all day auction. Not responsible for
accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
I it (.11..cri

Itogiritil iii 1. Lk I. tin. #128I

Darrell Beane - Icrr Paschall - ‘octioneci s
"ity Stnite /h,csn't Ow, It

The
Associa
full-timi
in this
include
guidanc
includet
referral
A M.
ence is
ment b
depend(
benefits
The
nursing
ing med
current

Dr
Ut
M;

THURSDAY, JUNE IS, 1989

CLASSIFIEDS
380

460
Pets
& Supplies

GROOMINGDALE'S 2513
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756 Clean, new,
modern faciltiy The ultimate for all your pet's
grooming needs

30/

RED Bone Coon Hounds
Registered, all ages
489 2605
NMI

430
Real
Estate
EXCEPTIONALLY Nice
Cabin Completely furnished on 2'4 acre wooded
lake front lot, located in the
Center Ridge area on Kentucky Lake Call 753-8850
days or 753-8990 after
5p.m and ask for Ed
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711 L

i=11

MOM

;

oink

dd0

3 BEDROOMS. 1 4 baths,
1115 Circarama, redecorated, by appointment
759-1401

CHEVY small block 400 4
bolt main $500 exchag
small block 350 4 bolt main,
TRW postons crane cam
big valves $600 exchng 12
bolt positrac, highgeared
$125 Chevy Shop 641
North, 753-4184

BY Owner 3 bedroom
brick, large living room with
fireplace, den, utility, all
carpeted, mini blinds, outbuilding, 12/10 acres on 94
West, 4'4 miles from Murray $46,500 Must sell!
Make offer 759-1987
3 BEDROOMS, plenty of
extras, neat brick house
located in excellent neighborhood 2 baths, 2 car
garage, central gas heat
and air, built in heated pool
with complete system
1725 Keenland Dr ,
759-9579
3 BEDROOM Victorian
home located near Farmington Priced at $45,000
Phone Kopperud Realty
753-1222

PRICE just reduced on this
4 bedroom brick home,
convenient to elementary
school and MSU A great
investment offered now in
the low 60s Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222.

Lots
For Sale

WELL Constructed. 3,000+
sq.ft. brick home on nice,
conveniently located lot;
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
potential bedrooms; detree tops (triangle bound by 2-4
tached 2-car garage, large
3 roads) center Marshall
rooms, many extras- 2 fireCounty. Look down on Benplaces, spacious sun room
ton's lights! Deer and wild
opening on to professionturkey. No building.
ally landscaped deck/
$62,500. Joe W. Nanney,
patio/ & privacy area, lots of
753-96221 527-7864.
storage, workshop space
DUPLEX Lots For Sale available 1017 Sharpe
Howard
Brandon. Street Adjoining rental
753-4389 or 753-5960
house available at 1023
Sharpe Street Call (weekdays)753-1268 or (nights &
860
weekends) 753-1863 for
Homes
appointment.
For Sale

i

2 BEDROOM Home in
Stella Area. Has fence and
siding, $18,900 Call early
mornings or late evenings, 1982 HONDA GL 500 Inter753-1474.
state Silverwing, $1,500.
3 BEDROOM aluminum 354-8471.
siding, low heating bills, 1983 HONDA 650 Night
front sunporch, built-in util- Hawk $1,500, sharp
ity porch, on large lot. Price 753-8061
negotiable. Call 345-2642
1987 YAMAHA Banshi:
or (618)543-9476.
Perfect condition, Moto3 BEDROOM house in cross
boots and helmet.
country priced in lower
Call after 5p m 753-0523.
$20s 753-9866
ATV parts, accessories,
BY Oweez
.
1-5-r%
-c
1 tires & service for all
bath ,C
61
.
--•°9 brands! Keith's Lawn &
BY Owner 3 bedrooms, 1 Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murbath, Keenland Dr Re- ray. 759-9831.
duced! Appointment only. COME see the world's
474-2342
most innovative line of PoEDINBOROUGH Drive
Pool, new central gas unit
753-2280

390
Auto
Parts

LOVELY lakefront home in
Center Ridge Subdivision.
Beautiful lake view and priLAKE Property For Sale. vate boat dock with year
Near Paradise Resort, round water Situated on
waterfront cabin with 5 large wooded lot Offered at
wooded acres, $70s Call $70,000 through Kopperud
753-2643
Realty, 753-1222.
RESIDENTIAL/
Commercial/ & Waterfront
property. Call Lile Real Estate (502)354-6338 or
(502)474-8891

laris ATVs! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray 759-9831

Used
Cars

KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222

Septic Tank

Trenching

(installation & repair)

Sewer Lines
Ditching

Water Line
Installation

Gene Steely
Backhoe
NURSING INSTRUCTOR
The rapidly growing Pennyrile Regional
Associate Degree Nursing Program offers
full-time teaching positions. Responsibilities
in this innovative quality nursing program
include teaching continuing education, student
guidance and advising. Clinical affiliation
includes a 401-bed regional. teaching and
referral hospital.
A M.S.N. with community college experience is preferred. A 10-month annual appointment beginning in August offers a salary
dependent upon qualifications with generous
benefits and vacation plan.
The ongoing commitment, to expand the
nursing program, offers you progressive teaching methods augmented by the challenge of the
current nursing shortage.
Send resume to:
Dr. James Kerley
Madisonville Community College
University Circle
Madisonville, KY 42431
EOE

- AA E

$195.25
For 48 Mos
$7,987 Sale Price

S341.50

MUST SELL!
1987 Toyota
Cressida

17 Pon* Grand-Ain LE

A beautiful, fully °primed
luxury car with PWR,
Sunroof and New Radials.
Not a ding, dent or scratch.
Garaged, non-smoker.
Steal It For

'87 Toyota Corolla FX

$11

900

$245.72
For 42 Mos
$8,987 Sale Price

S235.49
For 4 Mos.
$9,487 Sale Price

522-6294

'87 Toyota Camry

Cadiz
Ask for Tom

8272.92
For 48 Mos.
$10,987 Sale Price

1966 CORVAIR 4-door,
Monza, automatic, A/C,
49,XXX miles 753-3429
1967 MUSTANG Convertible 289 automatic, excellent condition 489-2873

46217.51

For 48 Mos
$11,987 Sale Price

'§6 Olds Calais

S232.99

1968 CHRYSLER Newport Custom, 2-door, good
work car, $300 Call
489-2578

For 42 Mos.
$8,487 Sale Price

1976 GRAND MARQUIS
Mercury, 2-door, 74,000
miles 753-0334 after 6p m

S232.99

1981 CUTLASS Cruiser
SW, good condition Call
759-4805
1981 DATSUN 200 SX
5-speed, has all options,
excellent condition Call
759-1414 after 5p m
1981 GRAND Prix LJ PS
PB, air, bucket seats,
$2,700 753-4523

16 Olds Calais
For 42 Mos.
$8,487 Sale Price

'86 Chevy Eur_mott

$178.09
For 42 Mos
$6,487 Sale Price

'85 Olds Clera

$237.71
For 36 Mos
$7,487 Sale PrIce

't4 Buick Reg

S206.05

Rent A Car
From Us At

515 S. 12

'84 Toyota Camry
For 3e Mos
$5,487 Salo Price

753-4961

1981 MAZDA 626 Luxury
sport coupe 2-door, sunroof, factory mag wheels,
5 -speed
$1,500
436-5255
1981 MONTE Carlo, green
Residence 220 South 13th
St Phone 753-3922 or
753-1722
1981 OLDS Toranado
Loaded, new tires, must
sell Call 753-2499 after
5p m

10% Dow
tial APR

For 36 Mos
$6487 Sale Price

$174.21

TOYOTA

'84 Pontiac 6000 LE

$174.21
For 36 Mos
$5,487 Sale Price

'83 Ford Tempo_ GL

$157.00
For 24 Moe.
$3,787 Sale Price

'83 Che

Malibu

5175.91
For 24 Mos
$3,987 Sale Price

'82 Buick Riviera

$219.47
For 36 Mos
$6,987 Sale Price

'80 Olds Cutlass

'111900
'249m,

887.84
For 24 lecis
$1,987 Sale Price

[

40 Hos.
OAC Tax, Lit Extra

Cain's

Ka
Jeep

Hwy 841 No
Korey, 75341448 =
11
1
1982 REGAL Summerset
Limited: Fully loaded, T
tops, extra nice. 753-0509
759-1543.
1983 BUICK Regal 4-door,
V-6, steering, brakes and
air, 50,000 actual miles
759-4059 after 5p m
1983 PONTIAC Grand
Prix Excellent condition,
68,000 miles, $3,250
753-9181

1984 HONDA CRX Fully
loaded, excellent condition,
62,000 miles, $4,000
753-3947 before 4p.m. or
753-4123 after 4p.m.
1985 MAZDA 626 LX 1
owner, sharp, must sell
753-6125. 753-2615
1985 PONTIAC Bonneville
LE 50,000 miles tilt steering, cruise, power locks,
AM/FM stereo, rear defroster. $4,600 437-4723

ON THE SPOT]
FINANCING

TRUCKS

'85 PLY
RELIANT WGN
Perfect for the
family
Autornabc, A/C, roof
rack Local mi
nister trade in
Ole APR

or
114 tki

OAC Tat, Lie. Este

Cain's

1982 CHEVY High miles
$3,200 753-6215

$272.72
For 48 Moe
$10,987 Sale Price

'67 Ford 150 Cony. Van

5347.18
For 48 Mos
$13,987 Sale Price

Tqota 4X4 SR-5

8232.99
For 42 Mos
$8,487 Sale Price

'86 JImmy
42 Mos
$9,987 Sale Price
For

'85 Blazer

8247.45
For 36 Mos
$7,987 Sale Price

'35 K-10 Blazer

8297.79
For 411 Moe
$11,987 Sale Price

8215.47
For Ie Mos
$8,9417 Sale Price

Joon
ivisensi
Hwy 841 N3
7534149 Gamma

losrissi Clusiod st1U %
API WV% Deem

Hours - M-F 8-7
Sat. 8-5

Services
Offered

530
Services
Offered

MOODY Mower Repair
Pick-up and delivery, all
work guaranteed
753-5668

SIRESS Roofing Free estimates Guaranteed work
15 years experience
437-4752
SMALL engine repair
436-5895, 436-2642
SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping pruning tree re
moval Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484

A-1 TREE Service & Stump
NEW homes built, decks
Removal 50 aerial bucket
and additions Hourly or
truck Spraying and feed
510
contract 435-4306
ing 35 years experience
3i29
Glen Joiner owner Call PLUMBING repairman with TELEPHONE wiringCampers
jacks
753-0906 Free Estimates same day service Call installedphones moved 24' PROWLER Camper Al
436-5255
residence and business
APPLIANCE REPAIR We
extras excellent condition
experienced Call Bobby
Service dishwashers dis
PORCHES and decks and
759-9848 after 6p m
Wade 753-2220
posals, ranges ovens, re
remodeling Call G & A
29 AIRSTREAM Rear frigerators
New & Used
washers & Construction 436-2617
bath awning all around, dryers Service
GM Executives &
on most PROFESSIO
Much of
NAL Lawn
like new inside and out
Program Vehicles
makes and models G E
Care Reasonable rates
753-0114
factory
trained
The Ap- 759-4440
901-642-31900
evenings
Class
USED EQUIPMENT 2500 pliance Works, Dr Rob MaHwy, 79 W. - Paris
Auto di Bost Cleaners.
watt generator. 20' son Rd • Hwy 783, ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
Carefree awning, Reese & 753-2455
We Come to
painting, plumbing, conEasy Lift hitches and sway APPLIANCE SERVICE
You to Wax.
OWNER wants offer on this
crete Free; estimates Call
controls, other misc trailer Kenmore, Westinghouse
Call for an
, 474-2307
spacious 3 bedroom, 2 bath
or 753-6973
appointment.
Whirlpool 29 years experibrick home at 1712 Ryan equipment 753-0114
753-5646
ence Parts and service, SAND Blasting Call Craig
Ave Central H/A, den with
Used Appliances Bobby at 436-5245
fireplace, great location
Hopper, 753-4872 or
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Reduced again to $54.500
LAWN Mowing Service 10
436-5848
Service Center, cleaningPhone Kopperud Realty
years experience Any type
753-1222.
14' ALUMINUM boat 20HP ATKINS & Carrico Painting of lawn care 436-2744 or servicing $15. most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
electric start trolling motor Free estimates with over 20 436-5211
Almo 753-0530
and locator Trailer with
years
experience
Call
Weak Credit?
SEWING Machine Repair
custom cover 354-8586
354 8985 or 437-4221 after
WET BASEMENT/ We
All makes and models
Bad Credit?
make wet basements dry
14' EXTRA wide John, 5p m
home and industry Call
We Finance,
25HP Johnson and trailer, BRICK, block and con- Kenneth Barnhill, Work completely guaranteed Call or write Morgan
Buy Here. Pay Here. $800 753 4828
crete, basements, founda- 753 2674, Hwy 121 North,
Construction Company,
tions, driveways, sidew- Stella, Ky
14' LOCKLEY Sea Witch
Route 2 Box 409-A, PaduMainsail and jib, used very alks, patios Free esti- SHEETROCK hanging cah, KY 42001 or call
Cars From
mates
Chimneys
new
and
little, good condition $595
1-442-7026
new or repair, 489-2117
$500-53,000
repaired 28 years experi(502)522-7080
ence. 753-5476
SHEETROCK finishing, WILL do plumbing installa525435 Per Week
18' MARK Twain 305 V-8
tion & repairs .111 guarannew or repair 436-2811
CONCRETE
driveways,
or Payments
Chevy engine, excellent
teed Free estimates
slabs
&
blockwork
Tipton
SHOLAR
Plumbing & Phone 753-3247
Every 2 Weeks
condition, $5.700.
or
759 9731
Electric For your everyday 753-1308
759-1882
plumbing
and
electrical
20 Cars
1985 40' CREST Pontoon CONTRACTOR- Portable needs call us at 474-2366 YARDS mowed, trimmed
to Choose from.
Houseboat Like New! storage buildings, pole or 437-4113
753-5476
Sleeps 6, air conditioning, barns, general home imgenerator, loaded with ex- provement Quality work for
Call Sammy
tras. Must see to appreci- less Free estimates 8'x12
ate. Priced to sell Call for $585 489-2663
753-0036 days, 759-4186 DUANE & Tracy Hauling
nights
Service We will load, haul
CUSTOM KITCHER CABINETS
1987 197, ASTROGLASS and pay dumping fees Will
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OF MURRAY
anywhere
go
Call anytime
Fish & Ski. 1988 Yamaha
All Types Of:
515 S. 121h
Phone
200HP V-6 outboard tan- 753-0820
Custom Woodworking
Murray, KY 753-4961
dem axel trailer, all the ELECTRICIAN Quality
extras Sharp! Must sell. work at a price you can
753-1622 days, 753-7217 afford 24 hour service No
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
4015
nights
charge service call Ru'Drop by & .7
shoo
wro mJetiR„R:Aus,r,4(3e,
areeci
nyon Electric Service
Bunny
MAGNUM
motor
foot
guide
Vans
759-9682
controlled trolling motor24 MOVING Van Excel
excellent condition
FAMILY Lawn Care. Now in
lent condition, for sale or
753-8850 daytime
it's 2nd year! Specializing in
trade Mayfield, 247-2367
753-8990 after 5p m
lawn maintenance, including hedges and shrubbery
Also hauling. Now serving
Wayne Darnell/ county and city. 10% off for
Senior Citizens. Call now
/Marine Repair
for dependable service.
1980 FORD F-150. Auto
Free estimates 492-8838
Buy, Sell, Trade!
matte, 6 cylinder, shor
sx,
x
wheel base, high mileage ?) Used boats, motors,
FARLEY'S Roofing, ReFOR SALE BY BUILDER
gtrailers and salvage/
but extra nice, $2,500 Call r
modeling and Plumbing
(
/parts. Over 20 years
759-9698
Call after 5p m 753-9785
Beautiful 2700 sq. ft. brick home on 3 or 6
experience. All wor
1982 FORD F-150 Pick-up
FENCE sales at Sears
acres, 5 minutes from town, 3 bedroom, 2
guaranteed.
For Sale or Trade 302 V-8
now Call Sears 753-2310
bath, quality built in every way, gas heat.
1 Mile from
1986 motor, 56,000 miles,
for free estimate for your
Charlie Jennings - 753-8673
2-tone white & brown,
Murray on
needs
Greg Mayan - 753-7617
chrome mag wheels, new
Hwy 94 East
FOR most any type drivetires, PS, auto, good condi753-0079
way white rock also, any
tion $3,750 759-1559.
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763

Now it's

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Palls, TN

TOYOTA

0
p

4
2

Mattress Sale

AUCTION
TUESDAY, JUNE 20, 1989
5:00 P.M. - RAIN OR SHINE
FORMER DAKOTA RESTAURANT

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

'87 Astro Van

510
Services
Offered

20 SUMMERSET V hu I MOBILE HOME
Speaalistwith walk through winds repair,
leveling, underpin
hield. 76 Mercruiser 351 ning set
ups tear-downs
with 233HP with turbo prop roofs floors
plumbing, wir
skis and Jacket, Mark Twain mg,
washing, hurricane
trailer 436 5545
straps 436-5255

1986 CHEVY C320 Dual
wheel with 8'x9' bed PS,
PB 4-speed, 350, 4 barrel'
sharp very clean Call
753-2951 or 753-6556

At The Intersection Of 16th and Chestnut
The Northwest Corner of M511 Campus

For 60 Mos
$9987 Sale Price

Boats
& Motors.

1983 FORD Ranger
67.000 miles, PS, PB air
conditioning 753-5981

5223.21

$1600

311

10% Down

1986 PONTIAC Bonneville
4-door, 6 cylinder, cruise,
tilt, A/C, 1 owner, under
40.000 miles, excellent
condition 753-6687
1989 PLYMOUTH Reliant
4 door, white, red interior,
PS, PB, air, low mileage,
extra sharp 753-5216

531)

520
Used
Trucks

'88 Dodge Caravan

'83 Slvtrado

Preklifit

-•-•••••,,

'88 Chevy Nova

SOO
Used
Cars

'87_Tqola 4 Runner

1984 CHRYSLER LAZER
A/C, tilt, AM-FM cassette,
PS, PB 753-4993 after
4p m

Service
753-6156

CARS

For 5-4 Mos
$13,987 Sale Price

Sleek, sporty 4
door, like new with
all the optons, priced to sell,
12,XXX rtsles

SPACIOUS FAMILY HOME
Four bedrooms, two baths, living room, dining
room, family room plus walk-out basement.
Separate workshop and 2-car garage. $74,500.

Toyotas Cost Less
In Murray

490

'88 EAGLE
PREMIER ES

711 Main St.

Miirray Ledger & Times

d85
Moose
For Sale
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RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
Vulcan Walk In Cooker.8', 12' By 6'6"H • Large Walk in Refrigerator And Freezer. With 4 Work Doors. Stainless Steel Work Area
Around The Outside With Sink Compartment • Double Door Refrigerator. 36W,51"L.6•5"fl • Under Counter Double Door Cooler,
29-W,54-L. 33-H • Stainless Steel Refrigerator With Serving Top.
28"W.46"L, 36"H • Stainless Steel Master Built Freezer. 36"W. 30
1 21... 75"H • Scottsman Double Door lcemaker. 42W.66"L,67-H
• Detield Cooler Salad Keeper, Litt Top & Door. 29W. 27"L. 41"H
• 2-Gas Grills & Stands. One Is 15W. Other 31 -W. Both are 361,.
.10"H • Vulcan Gas Grill & Stand. 39W, 36"L, 40"H • Deep Fryer
29W,14"L, 42"H • South Bend Gas Oven and Broiler. 2 Ovens. 1
32w.31'1. 70-H• Vulcan Double Oven, Therm Alive. 30"W
35"L . 61-H • US 6 Burner Gas Range. 30W.36L. 34"H • Stainless
Steel Food Warmer,1 7-W.56-L. 20"H • Stainless Steel Fried Food
Drainer w Wood Finish. 30W. 25'L. 34"H • Toast Master Double
Drawer Bread Warmer. 23"W. 241. 24"H • Hobart Microwave
23"W /VI • Tappen Microwave, 15W, 25-L. 21''H • Hoban 20
Quart Mixer • Salamander Mixer & Cart • Hobart Meat Slicer, Model
1712-R • Salad & Lunch Cooler w Butcher Block Work Ares. 33"W
461. 36"H • Steam Table w 4 Trays. 23-W.59L.34"H • Stainless
Steel Work Table w Drawer, 29 1 2-W,58"L, 34"H • Butcher Block
Table 30W.47-L. 37-H • 8' Salad Bar re 7 Trays. 28W.81. 48-ii
• Wood Cart Work Area, 30W, 24"L, 33"11 • Industrial Stainless
Steel L Shaped Sink, 30W,64"L, 52"H • Industrial Stainless Steel
L Shaped Sink 23W, 99''L. 40"H • Industrial Stainless Steel
Double Sink 28W. 72-L. 42"H • Dish Storage and Dispenser
Wood Finish 18W. 32"L. Spring Loaded • Numerous Stainless
and Metal Carts Storage Racks and Shelves • Numerous Kitchen
Utensils, Pots. Pans. Etc • Numerous Serving Utensils. Plates.
Knives, Forks Platters • Large-Med Small Serving Trays • Drink
Trays • 19 Wooden Upholstered Chairs • Wooden Booster Seals.
Highchairs • I Shaped Wood Hostess Station • 11 Black Vinyl
Chairs • Wooden Tables 24-Seats 4 4-Seats6 3-Seats 2. 2-Seats
8 • Tablecloths. Dinner Napkins • Close Circuit Camera & Screen
• R C Allen Cash Register • Litton Swede Cash Register • Sansui
9090 Stereo System • 2 Drawer File Cabinet -4 Drawer File Cabinet
• Metal Desk • Several Adding Machines • 18M Electric Typewriter
• Metal Signs • Many, Many Kitchen Items And Serving Items Too
Nuntexous To Mention

Over 300 Lots To Be Auctioned!!
THIS IS A COMPLETE RESTAURANT SELL OUT!!
NOTHING HAS BEEN TAKEN OUT!!
TERMS: Cash. Cashiers Checks Or Check With
Irrevocable Letter Of Credit From Your Bank!
Complete Payment Must Be Made Day Of Sale!
For Pre Sale inspection
Phone 502-354-6234

JAMES R. CASH
REAL ESTATE BROKER
AND AUCTION COMPANY
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY 42039
PHONE (502) 623-8466 OR (502)623-6388

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642
GRASS Cut Quick, inexpensive, helps college
fund Call Clint 759-1830
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
HAND quilting, piecing and
alterations 435-4150
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing Free estimates
759-1683
H&H CONSTRUCTION
Roofing, painting, concrete
and tree trimming 20 years
experience Free estimate
Quality work 474-0107
INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
LANDSCAPING, bushhog
ging, leveling driveways
and buildings flower beds
436-5430
L A 'S Stump Removal
Free estimates Call
489 2862
LICENSED electrician re
sidenbal and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
LP
Fred's Repair
753-7203
LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast courteous
service 759-1835
MITCHELL PAVING 30
years experience Hauling,
excavating, seal coating
and striping For estimate
call Rocky, Guy. or R B
753-1537

Good Selection
Simmons Beauty Rest
Twin-Full-Queen Size
Firm

Luxury

Extra
Firm

Firm

Woodcrafters
Gallertes
Chestnut Hill Ctr.

759-4522

Rental Income
Properties For Sale
•32 Unit Apartment Complex in
prime location just south of Main
Street on 12th Street(Hwy 641). All
units are 2-bedroom and have central electric heat and air.
•12 Unit Apartment Complex across
from MSU campus.
•8-Unit Apartment Building. Located
two blocks west of Murray State
University campus.
AU units have great potentialfor higher
than present renL All units have excellent occupancy rate.
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OBITUARIES
Rev. Wilson E. Jones
The Rev. Wilson E. Jones, 74,
Murray, died today at 1:45 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired after 32 years as a
United Methodist minister. His last
appointment was for nine years at
First United Methodist Church,
Whitesville, Tenn.
A graduate of Bethel College,
McKenzie, Tenn., he attended
Lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn.,
and Emory University, Atlanta, Ga.
He was a veteran of World War 11
and a member of First United
Methodist Church, Murray.
Born May 19, 1915, in Marshall
County, he was the son of the late
E.A. Jones and Nellie Collie Jones.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Reba Cathey Jones, to whom he
was married on Sept. 25, 1936; two
sons, Wayne Jones and wife, Anita,
Shelbyville, Tenn., and Hal Jones

and wife, Sally, Houston, Texas;
three grandchildren, David Jones,
Athens, Ga., and Bryan Jones and
Kristin Jones, Shelbyville, Tenn.;
two sisters, Mrs. Wanetta Easley,
Murray, and Mrs. Harlan (Betty)
Spurrier, Louisville; one brother,
Milburn Jones, Fairdealing.
Services will be Saturday at 3
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
A. Nowell Bingham and the Rev.
Bob Dotson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Union
Ridge Cemetery in Marshall
County.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. Friday at the funeral home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to a favorite charity or
First United Methodist Church,
Murray.

Mrs. Roxie McCreery
Mrs. Roxie McCreery, 89, Rt. 5,
Murray, died this morning at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Jim McCreery,
died March 4, 1977. She was a
member of New Hope Baptist
Church, Detroit, Mich.
Born Oct. 9, 1899, in Murray,
she was the daughter of the late
Dee Parker and Jessie Evans
Parker.
Mrs. McCreery is survived by a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Katie Parker,

Rt. 5, Murray; three nephews,
Tommy Parker and wife, Martha,
Donnie Parker and wife, Linda, and
Charles Outland and wife, Mary,
all of Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Old Salem Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Mrs. Notie E. Miller
Funeral rites for Mrs. Notie E.
Miller are today at 2 p.m. at Hazel
Baptist Church. The Rev. Gerald
Owen is officiating. Music is by
the Church Choir with Mrs. Oneida
White as organist.
Pallbearers are Johnny Miller,
Dick Orr, Don Orr, Rex Stinnett,
Mike Holland and Ed Miller. Dea-

George L.
Keeslar
Final rites for George L. Keeslar
were Tuesday in the chapel of
Beams Funeral Home, Freemont,
Ind. Burial was in a cemetery there.
Mr. Keeslar, 77, died Sunday
morning at his home in Orland,
Ind.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Keeslar; three sons, Joe
Keeslar and wife, Suzanne, Rt. 1.
Almo, James Keeslar, LaGrange,
Ind., and Steve Keeslar, Angola,
Ind.; two sisters; two brothers; six
grandchildren including Kurt Keeslar and Carl Keeslar of Murray;
two great-grandchildren.

cons of the church are honorary
pallbearers.
Burial will follow in Hazel
Cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mrs. Miller, 90, Hazel, died
Tuesday at 9:45 p.m. at West View
Nursing Home.
She is survived by one son, Gene
Orr Miller and wife, Jerrie, Hazel;
a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Thelma
Miller, Hazel; a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Brenda Orr, Murray; four grandchildren, Debbie Holland, Sherre
Stinnett, Johnny Miller and Jennie
Pat Kingins; two greatgrandchildren.

Roscoe
Williams
The funeral for Roscoe Williams
is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Jackson Funeral Home, Dukedom,
Tenn. Connie Stroup is officiating.
Burial will follow in Mount
Pleasant Cemetery.
Mr. Williams, 81, Rt. 2, Wingo,
died Sunday at his home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Wilma Williams, and one son,
Charles Williams.

U.S. spends more fighting AIDS than heart disease
BOSTON (AP) — The federal
government is spending more to
control AIDS than to conquer heart
disease, which kills 20 times more
Americans, but some critics contend it is still not enough.
A report today, described as the
first to sum up the entire federal
AIDS effort, found the government
this year is spending $2.2 billion
on the epidemic, with more than
half going to research and prevention. The figure will grow to $4.3
billion in 1992.
"We were surprised to learn the
extent to which so many different
individuals and agencies were
involved in AIDS efforts," said Dr.
William Winkenwerder, who
directed the analysis. "The breadth
of the effort of the federal government was greater than we thought
it might be."
In an editorial published with the
study in the New England Journal
of Medicine, Dr. David E. Rogers
of Cornell Medical College in New
York said he believes the nation is
still spending "vastly too little" on
AIDS.
Rogers said he would like to see

more spending on AIDS education
for people at high risk of the disease, especially teen-agers, as well
as disaster relief for cities most
severely hit by the epidemic. He
also recemmended even higher
spending for basic research on the
AIDS virus and new treatments and
vaccines.
Dr. Sheldon Wolff of Tufts Medical School, co-chairman of a
National Academy of Sciences
review of federal AIDS efforts
three years ago, agreed that the
government should put more
money into AIDS.
"We are not doing enough," he
said. "Are we doing more? Hell
yes. The federal government has
responded, but belatedly, to
AIDS."
The analysis shows that AIDS
spending now makes up nearly 10
percent of the total budget of the
U.S. Public Health Service, which
oversees government medical
research, and by 1992 it will
account for nearly 13 percent.
Spending on AIDS research,
education and prevention is com-

Reworking state's school system will affect politics
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The 1990 unless the Senate passes it
process of reworking Kentucky's first.
public school system will effect the
Wilkinson legislative aide Tom
political futures and fortunes of Dorman said succession will not be
many in the state, especially the an issue during the education
people who might want to run for discussion.
governor in 1991, legislative leadFinance Secretary Rogers Wells
ers say.
said he hadn't discussed succession
Of critical importance could be scenarios with Wilkinson, but "I
the timing of the session of the think all of us still feel like it's a
General Assembly where the issue
possibility."
is addressed.
But House Speaker Don BlandGov. Wallace Wilkinson reiter- ford said, "I don't see as much
ated this week that it should be support for succession as we had in
done in a special session this year the past session."
instead of waiting for the regular
House Majority Leader Greg
session that begins in January or a Stumbo, agrees — but does see a
special session next year.
possible connection.
Some legislators said this week
"If the spirit of cooperation
that an early special session would that's now being held forth prevailallow Wilkinson to get the issue s, and some of the personal objecout of the way and earn points for tions that the Senate had to Gov.
approval of a constitutional amend- Wilkinson succeeding himself ...
ment to allow gubernatorial succes- are put to rest by the joint effort
sion in the regular session.
that I see developing," Stumbo
They said if he helps lead the said, "the General Assembly ought
push for school reforms and taxes to reassess its position on
to fund them, hea.ould aigue for,..—suocession."
the chance to fully implement the
As for Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones,
legislation in a second four-year Stumbo said, "This whole deciterm.
sion's absolutely sunk B.C. Jones'
"That's a palatable argument to campaign platform."
me," said Rep. Kenny Rapier of
Stumbo differed with legislators
Bardstown, whip of the Democratic
who said that, if the legislature
majority in the House.
bites the tax bullet, Jones' willingIn the 1988 session, the House ness to raise taxes would be less of
approved a succession amendment an issue for his opponents.
applying to Wilkinson and other
Jones and Floyd Poore, a Wilkstatewide officeholders, but it died
inson aide who harbors ambitions
in the Senate. Because of that, to run for governor, said they did
House leaders have said they will not know what the ruling would
not consider the amendment in
mean to their politicial futures.

Republicans
want more
representation
on school panel

Crowd cheers,jeers at North's speech

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —tie
Republican leader in the Kentucky
Senate wants more representation
for his party on a panel to develop
a new new public school system,
but Democratic leaders apparently
will not budge from the current
makeup.
Senate Minority Leader John D.
Rogers told Senate President Pro
Tern John "Eck" Rose on Monday
that he wants the entire membership of the Legislative Research
Commission — five Democratic
leaders and three Republican leaders of both the House and Senate
— to make up the special education panel charged with developing
a new school system.
But it appears Democratic leaders in control of the process will
not change plans to create a commission of seven Democrats — the
five leaders and two committee
chairmen — and one Republican
from each chamber, plus an undetermined number of representatives
from Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
staff.

SAN CARLOS, Calif. (AP) —
People came to cheer and jeer
Oliver North, and ended up shouting at each other, with American
flags on both sides and police in
the middle.
North's final speech before his
sentencing next week for three
Iran-Contra convictions brought
out the passion in the crowd outside the Circle Star Theater, where
about 150 protesters traded barbs
with about 70 supporters.
Some called him a criminal,
others a hero. Chants of "Jail 011ie
North!" competed with "01-lie,
01-lie!"
Inside, the 45-year-old retired
Marine lieutenant colonel insisted
his actions were lawful and won
hearty applause from a crowd that
half-filled the 3,700-scat auditorium Wednesday.
He claimed his legal problems
stemmed in part from "an increasingly imperial Congress" that is
preventing the executive branch
from carrying out foreign policy.
North was found guilty on May
4 of aiding and abetting the

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICI PARTS

641 South
Murray
733-2617

GM

•••••••, 0,1101.4

Keep Mr Grebt GM F'thaw N

Gereuvw

'

***********
1984 Chevrolet 1/2 Ton
4x4, loaded, yellow 8, white
99,500.00
***********

Good
Nttighbor
Chary
Stars

parable to other diseases that "will lion. Federal support for such
continue to have a far greater effect major afflictions as stroke, high
on U.S. mortality," the report blood pressure and Alzheimees
concluded.
disease will also be far behind
Winkenwerder, former AIDS
AIDS spending.
coordinator of the Health Care
However, Winkenwerder noted
Financing Administration, is now a that the number of AIDS deaths
physician with the Southeast Per- will increase rapidly as people now
manente Medical Group in Atlanta. infected get sick, while deaths from
His report found that between other major diseases will remain
1982, when the epidemic began, stable.
and the end of this year, the federal
Among other findings:
government will have spent $5.5
—AIDS programs funded this
million on illness caused by the year by the AIDS budget of the
AIDS virus.
Public Health Service will require
This year alone, federal AIDS 1,700 full-time employees.
spending will total $2.2 billion, or
—AIDS-related work now takes
about 1 percent of all federal health up about 40 percent
of the budgets
expenditures. Of this, about $1.3 of the
U.S. Centers for Disc*
billion will be spent for research Control
and the National Institute
and prevention. The disease will on Drug
Abuse.
take about 35,000 lives.
—Government-funded Medicaid
By comparison, the government programs cover about 40 percent of
will spend $1.5 billion on research all patients with AIDS.
and prevention of cancer, which
—Last year, federal, state all
will kill 500.000 people this year, private sources spent S4.4 billion
and $1 billion for heart disease, on AIDS, and 35 percent, or $it
which will kill 777,000 Americans. billion, came from the federal go
For diabetes, which will kill ernment alone. This compares with
about as many people as AIDS, the 30 percent for health care in
government will spend S267 mil- general.

obstruction of Congress by helping
prepare a false chronlogy of arms
sales to Iran in 1985 and by
destroying documents. He also was
convicted of accepting a S13,800
home security system from arms
dealer RIthard V. Secord.
North faces a possible 10-year
prison term and fines up to
$750,000.
The former National Security
Council aide was acquitted of nine
other charges, including allegations
that he lied to investigators about
his involvement in U.S.-Iran arms
sales and providing secret aid to
the Nicaraguan rebels.
North received a standing ovation when he entered the theater
and was never booed or interrupted
by the audience that paid $17.50
for a ticket. He received $25,000
for his appearance.
He spoke about the virtues of
faithfulness and ideals, about God,
family and country. He attacked
communism, warned against trusting Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev too much, and condemned
"the butchers in Beijing."

"The world we live in today
looks more to me like 1939 than
1989," he said, comparing Gorbachev to Adolf Hitler.
"Neville Chamberlain and the
leaders of Europe ... were swayed
by the mighty Wurlitzer coming
out of Berlin. And my concern is
that we not be swayed by the
mighty Wurlitzer in the Kremlin,''
North said.
North never expressed remorse
over his actions in the Iran-Contra
affair and didn't blame former
President Reagan or any other
executive branch officials for his
troubles. Instead, he attacked
Congress.
"In an increasingly powerful
Congress, we have a system of special persecutors ... uh, prosecutors," he said, pausing to laugh
with the crowd at what he called a
slip of the tongue.

U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford, who is
pondering a race for governor in
1991, took the unusual step of issuing a statement this week on a
state-government issue — saying
that the legislature should also
improve higher education as it
deals with the court decision.
Some legislators said more
money to do great things would
appeal to Ford, but others said
strong action by Wilkinson and the
legislature might persuade Ford his
services are not needed as much in
Frankfort as they are in
Washington.
Ford indicated Wednesday that
the latter notion might hold true.
If the legislature and the governor do the sorts of things I believe
the people want for their children,

I'd have to take a step back aid
look at it a little bit harder," he
said.
But Ford noted that the legislature is not likely to act until next
year and that he wants to make a
decision before then.
Some lawmakers said taxes likely will be an issue for the next governor because the legislature is
unlikely to do all that needs to be
done in human services, corrections and other areas.
No matter what the legislature
does, education will "more that
ever be the premier issue in the '91
campaign," said Attorney General
Fred Cowan, who figures most
prominently in speculation for
lieutenant governor but has not
ruled out seeking the top job.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-13.81
I.B.M.
Previous Close
2,503.36
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
43% -1
/
4
.lerrico
A.T.C.-Class A
52% B 53% A
Kmart
AT&T
35% -¼
Kroger
Bell South
48% +
McDonalds
Briggs & Stratton
26% unc
JCPenney
Chrysler
25% -'/
Penwalt
CSX Corp
331/2 •¼
Quaker Oats
Dean Foods
33% +1
/
4
Sears
Dollar Gen. Store 11% B 11% A
Texaco
Exxon
44% -3/,
Time Inc.
Ford
49% -%
UST
General Motors
41% -3/1
Wal-Mart
Goodrich
54% unc
Woolworth
Goodyear
54% .%
C.E.F. Yield
BETTY BOSTON
COURT SQUARE
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Open - Wooded - Scenic
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney
"A PRIVATE COMMUNITY"

OPEN HOUSE
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2217 Edinborough
Gatesborough

Which is Your Best Buy?
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PAT GOSSUM
753-3366

BUILDING SITES

North spoke on schedule at II
a.m. after police worked through
the night to remove 21 fake bombs
planted in the theater 30 miles
south of San Francisco.

A day of Cable TV or a long distance call.
If you picked Cabe! TV, you're right!
A day of Cable TV costs as little
as 50c a day,* less than a long
distance call, and less than many
other products that you use everyday.Pennies a day are all you
pay for 24-Hour a day entertainment that your whole family can
use and enjoy...everyday!
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Large family room, dinning room, kitchen, 10 ft.
ceilings, hardwood floors, tile, carpeted, 3-4
bedrooms, 3 full baths, 2-car garage, gasileatcentral air, lots of extras in this house.

Towery Building

753-3966
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Murray, KY
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Medicare overhaul passes subcommittee

Woodman of the World Lodge #728 distributed American flags to
several city and county government offices Wednesday including the
office of Calloway County Judge/Executive George Weaks. Pictured
from left is Weaks, W.O.W. lodge president Candace Dailly, lodge
secretary Debbie Settle and county treasurer Sue Outland.

Board extends time
of sentence for man
who stabbed actress
VACAVILLE, Calif. (AP) —
The deranged fan who stabbed
Theresa Saldana won't get out of
prison for at least nine months, but
that's still too soon, says the
actress.
The state Board of Prison Terms
on Tuesday extended Arthur Jackson's parole date from Thursday to
March 15, 1990, for breaking windows and disobeying orders in prison. He has served seven years of a
I2-year sentence for attempted
murder.
The Scottish drifter, who has
vowed in letters to Miss Saldana to
complete his "divine mission" to
kill her, had earned time off for
good behavior and had been scheduled for early release from the
California Medical Facility.
Miss Saldana, who is six months
pregnant, said, "I am temporarily

Input into
parole sought
Tim Graham, 87-CR-093, is
being considered for parole. Anyone wishing to have input into this
case should contact Michael D.
Ward, commonwealth's attorney
for the 42nd Judicial District of
Calloway and Marshall cotrnties at
118 East 12th Street, P.O. Box 359,
Benton, KY 42025. The telephone
number is (502) 527-9131.

WASHINGTON (AP) — An
13 percent this year.
overhaul of the Medicare system
The plan is being watched careaimed at curbing the cost of pro- fully for possible application by
viding health care to the elderly by private insurance companies, which
putting an unprecedented ceiling on are also trying to find a way to cut
physician reimbursements has health-care costs.
cleared a House subcommittee.
Under the package, Congress
The proposal also would estab- would set an "expenditure target"
lish a national, uniform fee struc- beginning in fiscal 1991 that would
ture for physicians in the $90 bil- limit payments for physician serlion program and protect its 33 mil- vices for Medicare beneficiaries
lion beneficiaries by limiting the based on total nationwide spending
amount doctors can charge beyond - the previous year. Adjustments
the Medicare-approved fees.
would be made for inflation and
The physician payment plan is increases in the number of
being considered as part of the fis- beneficiaries.
cal 1990 Medicare budget, though
If the target is exceeded one ,
it would not contribute to savings year, the Congress could
order cutuntil future years.
backs the next year. The initial
This is a broad new program target probably would be
in the
and it will take three to five years range of 10 percent
to 12 percent,
to see it fully implemented," said Stark said.
Rep. Pete Stark, D-Calif., chairman
Limiting increases in physician
of the House Ways and Means sub- fees paid by Medicare has not
con-\
committee on health, which trolled spending in the program
approved the bill by an 8-3 vote because doctors have responded
by
Wednesday.
performing more services; accordThe action is being proposed in ing to subcommittee .staff
and
response to an alarming rate of health officials.
growth in Medicare payments to
-There's no way under the predoctors.
sent system to control volume" of
Last year, Medicare outlays to physician services, Stark said.
physicians totaled $24.5 billion.
American Medical AssociaThis figure has been growing at tion strongly opposes
spending
more than 15 percent annually for targets as a form of health-car
e
much of the decade, more than rationing. The group says the govdouble the rate of inflation. Total ernment should instead spend
Medicare spending on doctors and money to evaluate procedure
s
hospitals is expected to be up about being performed by physicians and

develop practice guidelines they
should follow.
The AMA, however, supports
the proposed redistribution of payments among physicians, though
many within its ranks whose fees
now are reimbursed at a higher rate
than other medical services object
to the plan.
Payments to physicians would
continue to increase overall, but
fees for primary care doctors —
including family practitioners and
internists — would go up more.
Fees reimbursed for medical specialties like surgeons and ophthalmologists would go up less.
The proposal, advanced by the

Physician Payment Review Commission set up by Congress to
advise on Medicare spending for
doctors, would make the current
reimbursement system more fair,
but more importantly for consumers the changes would encourage
family practice and internal physicians to continue taking Medicare
patients, said Lauren LeRoy, an
official at the commission.
The Bush administration has
indicated its support for the package, and the Senate Finance Committee has been looking at similar
reforms. The Medicare program
has not seen any major changes in
the way physicians are reimbursed
since it waF enacted in 1965.
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As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, new parents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you!
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

Ingeborg King, 492-8348

relieved and I'm glad we can have
the baby and not be worried about
a release date around the time of
my baby due date."
However, she expressed dismay
that the man who tried to kill her in
front of her West Hollywood apartment in 1982 would ever be freed.
"It's very confusing," she said.
"Everyone tells me 'Just have him
committed.' Everyone feels that
will be the solution. Looking at it
logically, that would be the solution. I just don't understand."
Last week, Los Angeles District
Attorney Ira Reiner charged Jackson with making death threats from
prison, and he could face nearly
eight more years if convicted.
"Somebody who is sitting in a
prison cell and making threats is
hardly entitled to time off for good
behavior," Reiner said.
"It is unfortunate that the law
under which Jackson was sentenced
allows an individual with his atrocious record to have any hope of
ever being paroled," Gov. George
Deukmajian said.
Jackson, 53, has been diagnosed
a chronic paranoid schizophrenic,
said Dr. V. Meenakshi, the prison's
chief psychologist.
"If you look at it in the way the
courts look at it legally, then no,
he's not dangerous in legal terms,"
the doctor said. "But he's dangerous in psychiatric terms.-
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FOUNDATION

Tools
Cordless Screwdriver

Beg $108.0
69"

In
Sets

LIVING ROOM
Sofa

Reg.

189"

129

$

Sale Ends
Friday, June 23rd
HOLESALE
206 E. Main
Murray, KY

I;
• ;11.1 •

SUPPLY

Orbital
Palm Sander

$19

D—sser
Mr, Of

Includes$159
2 Bunkie
Mattresses

DAY BED

Entire
Stock on
Sale As
Low As

29

BUNK BED

tboarci$199
Chest

Victorian Brass

LIVING ROOM TABLES

RUGGED WOOD

Complete 4 Pieces

RECLINER

149
249

Entir.
Stock
on
Sale I 2
Ott
low a

YOUTH BEDROOM

Famous Maker
A Fine
$299
Value Ai$169
Twice
I he Price

Chair
Love
Seat

841014

3
Positions,
Variety
of
Colors
RTA

$39 $89

T

LAMPS
Circular Saw

RECLINER

Complete
With
Rails
Bedding
Extra
RTA

SLEEPERS
Starting at

5-Piece Wood

•. 2sehlair $299
LIVING ROOM SUITE

Er,c1
Tabies
'Cock all
Table

Oak Pedestal

TABLE AND CHAIRS

$99 299
$7 $79 f`l

4 Chairs$399
Bow
Back

lirass

4-Drawer

STUDENT
DESK

PLANT STAND

CHEST

Full 4

Boxed
RI A

Ft. Wide
Choice of
Finish

.
1 DT 8141e1

$49

ton

Reg. r75")

$49"
LECTRIC
(502)
753-8194

YOU DON'T NEED CASH
90 DAY-FREE
FINANCING
Up to 36 Months To Pay
CHECK-CASH
VISA-UC-DISCOVER
FREE Delivery

PURDOM'S
On The West Side of Ward Elkins on the Square
202 S 5th St
Downtown Murray

FURNITURE
& APPLIANCES

753-4872

It Will Pay
You To Drive
Miles To
This Sale

Sponsors botch sinking of Hitler's yacht off Florida
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP)- A
yacht built for Adolf Hitler and
sunk with great fanfare to commemorate the "Voyage of the
Damned" was mistakenly dropped
on a delicate coral reef in a shallow
shipping lane, officials said
Tuesday.
"They're going to have to move
it," said Coast Guard spokeswoman Veronica Cady.
The 85-foot Ostwind yacht was
supposed to ecome an artificial
reef in 250 feet of water about two
miles off the coast.
It was sunk June 4, 50 years
after the U.S. Coast Guard turned
away the SS St. Louis as its more
than 900 Jewish passengers were
seeking refuge from the Holocaust.
The sinking site was supposed to
be near where the Coast Guard
intercepted the St. Louis, whose
passengers also were turned away
by Cuba and forced to return to
Europe. Most of the passengers

later died in Nazi concentration
camps.
For unexplained reasons, the
Ostwind was pushed off a barge
about a mile north of the site, and
is resting in 25 feet of water on a
living reef.
"It was truly an incredible,
incredible historic event, and suddenly - boom!- somebody made
a mistake," said Mayor Abe
Resnick, a Holocaust survivor and
a sponsor of the event.
Federal and Dade County officials who allowed Resnick to sink
the boat are upset about the result.
"They didn't even come close,"
complained Susan Markely, an
administrator with Dade's environmental department.
Coast Guard U. Al Crespo said
the yacht is balanced on a delicate
living reef, threatening damage to
coral and sponges. It's also close to
an anchoring spot for freighters and
other vessels heading to the port of

Miami and has been marked with a
flashing buoy, he said.
"It's close enough that if a ship
swings on its anchor, it could hit
it," Crespo said.
The Army Corps of Engineers
said the Ostwind must be moved or
cut to pieces by June 22. If it's not,
the government will remove it and
bill Resnick.
Resnick blames the mistake on
A.M. Daly Jr., captain of the tug
that towed the yacht to where it
was sunk.
Daly, however, said Chris Cadley, captain of a passenger boat

LONDON (AP) - Queen Elizabeth II conferred an honorary
knighthood on former President
Reagan Wednesday, the highest
honor Britain can give a foreigner.

The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier
must receive your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They buy their papers
from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before th 10th of each month. They depend on you to write
their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the right change and you
avoid the bother of monthly collection.

that accompanied him, had agreed
to lead him to the site.
Cadley denied that, saying he
only agreed to meet Daly off the
coast.
Resnick said someone will have
to pay.
"1 think's that's going to end up
being decided by attorneys," said
Ben Mostkoff, the county's artificial reef director.
The Ostwind was built at Hitler's direction, although he rarely
used it. After World War H, the
badly decayed boat wound up in
the hands of a Jacksonville marina
owner.

"I feel greatly honored," Reagan said as he left Buckingham
Palace holding the insignia of the
knighthood: a star, badge and crimson silk sash. "I can't say how
proud I am."
The queen, standing alongside
Reagan, warned him jokingly,
"Don't drop them."
Buckingham Palace announced
the award as Reagan and his wife,
Nancy, lunched with the queen and
her husband Prince Philip on the
fourth day of his British visit.
The palace said the queen made
Reagan an Honorary Knight Grand
Cross of the Most Honorable Order
of the Bath, an order established in
1725 that recognizes services to
Britain.
Reagan is the 58th American to
receive an honorary knighthood. It
is the highest honor Britain bestows on Americans, but only Britons can use the title "Sir."
The Reagans arrived in a fourcar motorcade at a private entrance
to the palace and were greeted on
the steps in brilliant sunshine by
Prince Philip.
The queen met them inside for
the lunch, which was attended by
just the two couples.
The Reagans, on their first visit
to Britain since leaving the White
House in January, arrived Sunday
and are due to leave for Paris on
Thursday.
Burke's Peerage, which chronicles the British aristocracy, said
earlier that Reagan had accepted
the offer of an honorary knighthood. Buckingham Palace previously had refused to confirm or
deny its intentions.

SAVE ON MEN'S SHIRTS, SLACKS, JEANS, SHORTS, MORE
SALE 1

A 09

The Fox' shorts for men
I Reg. $19. Cool cotton Dacron' polyester
sailcloth shorts. Waist sizes 32-44.

All men's swimwear
Sale $12 Reg. $16 Nylon swimsuit with
elastic waist and inside drawstring.
Sale 5.99 Reg $12. Cotton boxer style

NOW 21.99

Levi's' stonewashed jeans
for men

De
Level of 1988 income at which a two-parent family
of four begins
owing state income tax; rounded to nearest $100

4. Kentucky
4. North Carolina
6. Alabama
7. Arkansas
8. Hawaii
8. Virginia
10. Montana
11. Michigan
12. Iowa
13. Pennsylvania
13. West Virginia
IS. Missouri
16. Arizona
17. Delaware
18. Oklahoma
19. Georgia
20. Oregon

21. Ohio

22. Wisconsin
23. Utah
24. Louisiana
25. Massachusetts
25. New Mexico
27. Colorado
27. District of
Columbia
27. Idaho
12,800
27. Kansas
12,800
27. Minnesota
12,800
27. Nebraska
12,800
27. North Dakota 12,800
27. South Carolina 12,800
35. Maryland
12,900
13,000
37. New York
14,000
38. Rhode Island 15,100
38. Vermont
15,100
40. Mississippi
15,900
41. California
18,100

4,000
4,300
4,300
4,400
5,600
5,900
5,900
6,500
7,200
7,500
8,000
8,000
8,200
8,400
8,600
8,900
9,000

9,300
10,400

Change
from
1986-88
+1,600
+6,600
0
+5,600
0
+6,600
+8,800
•4,800
+6,800
•3,500
+4,800
+4,800
+2,500
+7,070
+6,800
+3,400
•5,500
+7,100
0
+3,800

Husband With Herpes Has Left
Wife Alone With Bitter Legacy
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a woman in

my late 30s,recently divorced after a
nine-year marriage. I have been told
I am attractive, personable and
marriageable. So what's my problem?
A year after my marriage, I
learned that I had herpes! My world
came tumbling down. I had been a
faithful wife, and the only way I
could have gotten herpes was from
my husband. He finally admitted
that he had had mild symptoms when
he met me, but didn't think it was
anything to be concerned about. It
wasn't easy, but we were able to live
with it.
After nine years of marriage, my
husband told me he wanted to be
"free," so we were divorced. As soon
as our divorce was final, he remarried - so I suspect he had a lady
waiting in the wings.
It has been two years, and I am
having a hard time dealing with
being single and having herpes. I
hurt,knowing that no man will want
to marry me knowing I have herpes.
I have avoided forming any serious
relationships for this reason.
I feel totally alone, but I'm sure
there are others in the same boat.
Could some ofyour readers who have
this problem share their solutions
with me? Maybe it will give me some
hope for my life, as I have no one to
talk to. I have so much love to give
the right person, but I am afraid.
ALONE IN WICHITA, KAN.

DEAR ALONE: You may feel
alone, but you are far from it. An
estimated 30 million Americans
have become infected with herpes-although less than half of
them are aware of it.
The Herpes Resource Center
has a network of approximately
90 local support groups around
the country.They provide information and emotional support,
and offer an opportunity to talk
about your situation(or listen to
others) in a confidential environment. Sharing experiences
and obtaining a broader knowledge of how the virus affects its
victims' lives is the main theme
of these meetings. Being able to
talk with other people will relieve much of the stress, embar-

SALE
1599
Hunt Club' knit shirt for men
1 Reg. $22. All-cotton interlock with cuffed
sleeve one pocket S-XL

IT')

•Sale prices effective through Monday. July 10th.

17.99-20.99

Men's slacks,

Reg. 21.99428. Good-looking styles from
St Johns Bay', Par Four'. City Streets'.
and The Fox'

rassment and confusion about
life with herpes.
For a list of local support
groups and a free pamphlet that
answers basic questions about
herpes, send a long, self-addressed, stamped (45 cents)
envelope to: Herpes Resource
Center, P.O. Box 13827-H, Research Triangle Park,N.C.27709.
The Herpes Resource Center is a
program of the American Social
Health Association (ASHA), a
United Way agency.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
have a beautiful 3-month-old baby
girl who is the joy of our lives. All I
took was a six-week maternity leave,
then returned to work for financial
reasons. I would rather have stayed
home with my baby, but we couldn't
afford that luxury.
I feel so guilty leaving my daughter every day - I try to spend as
much time with her as I can after
work to make up for it. This has
created another problem: My husband is jealous of the baby. He resents my giving so much attention to
the baby instead of him, and it's
putting a strain on our marriage. Is
there a solution to this problem?
FEELING GUILTY
DEAR FEELING GUILTY: It
is not a cop-out to suggest that
you do your best to give "quality

time" (a much overused term
these days) to the two loves of
your life.
And who said that baby care
is the responsibility of the
mother only? Don't be selfish.
Give your husband a chance to
care for his daughter, too, and
he won't feel that he is competing for your time and attention.

Don't put off writing thank-you notes,
letters ofsympathy,etc. because you don't
know what to say. Get Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions."
Send a check or money order for $2.89
43.39 in Canada/ to: Dear Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
61054.(Postage is included.)

All Royal Comfort' men's
underwear
Save now on comfortable, long-wearing
all-cotton basics

All Stafford' Gentry' and
Towncraft* dress shirts
Choose solid colors or patterns,
with button-down or point collars

• 25 MIL Liners
• 7 ft Deep End Option
• Expenenced Installers

You're looking smarter than ever at
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

Sale prices effective through Sat June 17th, unless otherwise noted All
percentages off represent savings on regular prices
Saki does not include
JCPenney Smart Values

Above Ground Pools

DOUGHBOY POOLS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
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Design finished for $6 million Korean War memorial
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
design for a $6 million Korean War
veterans' memorial unveiled at the
White House contemplates visitors
walking among statues of 38
weary-looking soldiers and becoming "at one with the figures."

President bush, guest of honor at
a Flag Day ceremony Wednesday
in the White House Rose Garden to
unveil a model of the planned
memorial, said: "Until recently,
the Korean War was not formally
remembered. ... It's time to
remember."
Also on hand were a dozen celebrated Korean War veterans and
advice columnist Abigail Van
Buren — "Dear Abby" to her
readers — who has helped raise
funds for the project.

The memorial, to be erected on
the stretch of parkland known as
the Washington Mall, will be built
near the Lincoln and Vietnam Veterans memorials when the $6 million it costs is raised.

Bush credited the columnist with
"almost unbelievably" raising
$330,000 from readers by writing
about plans for the memorial.

landscape design.
About half the money for the
memorial has been raised thus far,
and it is uncertain when it will be
constructed. Contributors include
the Veterans of Foreign Wars and
the American subsidiary of Hyundai Motor Co.
Statues in the memorial depict
38 soldiers heading unevenly down
a 120-yard, tree-lined path toward
the American flag. Some of the
soldiers face in different directions,
and two appear to help an injured

Some 5.7 million Americans
served in Korea during the 1950-53
conflict. More than 54,000 were
killed.
Four Pennsylvania State University architects won a contest to
design the privately financed
memorial, which they said combines sculpture, architecture and

Officials chase leads after bridge collapse
CINCINNATI (AP) — Hamilton
County authorities, still searching
for other possible victims of a May
26 bridge collapse into the Great
Miami River, said they have

received information that negates
what had appeared to be a new
lead.
Earlier, sheriff's officers had
said they received the first missing-

person report that appeared to lapsing bridge. Only a car and the
match descriptions of a pickup
bodies of two Cincinnati -area
truck said to have plunged into the
women who were riding in it have
river when the temporary bridge
been recovered so far from the
collapsed at Miamitown.
accident. Those victims were idenA Hamilton County resident told
tified as Helen C. Zorn, 52, of
sheriff's detectives late Tuesday Green Township, and her daughter
that her brother, who was in India- Terry Siemon, 27, of Cleves.
napolis visiting their parents, had
Divers using the sonar search
planned to drive his 1972 yellow equipment are gradually expanding
Chevrolet pickup truck to her home their search to include an area sevfor a short visit before beginning a eral miles downstream from the
Fraaces Drake
trip to Florida. Sheriff's spokesman collapsed bridge.
Frank Weikel said Helen Dixon got
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the
a call from her brother, Harold
forecast given for your birth sign.
Haynes, 43, on May 24, just two
FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 16, 1989
ARIES
days before the bridge failed. She
of a group activity.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
SCORPIO
said he was vague about when he
Dating activity will increase in the (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
would get to her house, but that it
coming months. Financial negotiaIf you want to be effective, first would be within a couple of days.
tions are liable to become bogged
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
you'll have to make up your own
Sheriff's investigators began to
down now. Travel is a plus. Take the mind. Extra drive today
—
Actress Zsa Zsa Gabor said she
opens new think Haynes' disappearanc
e might was handcuffed and
lead in romance tonight.
doors for you in business. Money
made to sit in
have been related to the bridge colTAURUS
prospects improve.
the street while a police officer
lapse. But, Weikel said Wednesday
(Apr.20 to May 20)
SAGITTAR RJS
arrested her for allegedly slapping
You'll soon be making some impor- (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
a family member told investigators
him after he pulled over her white
tant changes at home. Small differTravel will soon be on your agenda. Haynes has been seen since the
Rolls-Royce.
ences of opinion could arise between You're good at promoting
yourself accident.
Miss Gabor was booked for
partners now. Tonight accents family and your ideas today. Try not
"A relative said they saw him
to let
investigation
of evading a policelife and domestic decisions.
money slip away now. Make a point several days after the bridge colGEMINI
man, battery on a policeman, drivof saving.
lapse," Weikel said.
(May 21 to June 20)
ing without a valid license, driving
CAPRICORN
Professional divers hired for
You have extra energy and drive (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
an unregistered car and driving
their expertise in investigating with
now, but you may meet with delays
You'll be doing some research
an open alcoholic container,
bridge collapses have been using
regarding your career interests today. today about investment opportunipolice
said
Lt. James Smith.
Let a loved one know how much you ties. You may have mixed
boat-carried sonar equipment to
feelings
She
was
released Wednesday
care tonight. Dating should prove to about a new acquaintance. Be
make soun-image pictures of the afternoon
on top
on
her
own recognizance.
be exciting.
of work obligations.
river's bottom. But, the divers have
Miss Gabor told the authorities
CANCER
AQUARIUS
been unable to locate a second veh- she struck
the officer in self(June 21 to July 22)
)14E (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
from the collapse of the one- defense.
icle
Today you'll derive more satisfacA muddled situation could exist in
lane U.S. 52 bridge, at a site 12
tion from work than from pleasure connection with business today,
"Lots of people stopped and
but
miles west of Cincinnati.
pursuits. The day favors the begin- you'll be an enthusiastic participant
said, 'How can you do that to Zsa
Sheriff's investigators say they Zsa?' This
ning of new projects. A romantic in a group activity. Partnership
is not a reason to coninterhave interviewed six witnesses who fiscate
interest may not be ready to make a ests are also highlighted.
a
$215,000
car and put
commitment.
say they saw a light blue or yellow handcuffs on me and make
PISCES
me sit
*ow
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
pickup truck plunge into the rain- in the street," the Hungarian-born
moo
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You have new incentive about
swollen, flooded river with the col- actress said.
You may not get around to some work today and will be opening

Your Individual
Horoscope

buddy. A red line is to be drawn
down the middle of the "platoon"
for visitors to follow.
A statement released by the
architects said: "The visitor is an
observer, in the act of commemoration, and is simultaneously at one
with the .figures, the 39th
presence."
There will be 38 statues because
the war began after the Soviettrained North Korean army crossed
the 38th parallel into South Korea.
Fighting ended with a truce on July
27, 1953.
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chores at home today. A family
member could be extra sensitive
now. Tonight you're in a pleasureseeking mood and will attract
romance and adventure.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You may be feeling uncertain about
some questions that have recently
arisen between you and a loved one.
Evening hours favor family life and
getting things done around the house.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Some extra expenses could arise in
connection with the home. Social life
picks up now and in the coming
months. You may become a member

doors
for yourself. Initiative will pay off. A
-confusing situation could exist with a
friend.
YOU BORN TODAY are a natural
critic of society and its values. You
often serve the community in such
advisory fields as law, religion, and
psychological counseling. Both the
arts and sciences are likely to appeal
to you. Often visionary, you need a
job that allows you somelreedom of
self-expression. You would never be
happy working in a rut. You have
much originality, which demands to
be expressed. Birthdate of: Stan
Laurel, actor; Jack Albertson, actor;
and Katharine Graham, newspaper
publisher.

Apiefr.)

Bush said the Korean War exemplified the American policy of containing communist aggression. That
policy, he said, "created the conditions for the tide toward democracy
now changing and uplifting our
globe."

ONE THING HAS
INFLUENCED EVERY
PRESIDENTIAL DECISION
IN THE HISTORY
OF THE UNITED STATES.

Gabor arrested,
reportedly hit
police officer

ft

The soldiers depicted will
include blacks and members of various ethnic groups. No women are
included but female nurses and
other support personnel are to be
featured on etchings on a wall that
is part of the memorial.
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The Constitution.
For 200 years, through war, the Depression, even civil
unrest, the Constitution has influenced every Presidential
decision.
It's what the framers of our Constitution wanted. They
knew what it was like to live in a country governed by a king. So
when our Founding Fathers created the Constitution they wrote
Article Two specifically to define the powers of the Presidency.
To take a closer look at one of history's most
important job descriptions, send for a free information /
kit which contains a copy of the Constitution. Write:
r
Constitution, Washington, D.C. 20006-3999.

THE CONSTITUTION

7

The words we live by

SAVE ON ALL •SHEETS • BLANKETS
• PILLOWS• COMFORTERS •TOWELS
• BATH ACCESSORIES
SALE

9.99

TWIN

Fitted mattress pad
Reg. 15.99. Soft, quilted polyester cotton

It
It

pad with fiberfill Elasticized skirt
Full size, Reg 18 99 Sale 14.99

Is

SALE

-

I.

5.99

STANDARD

of*,

Astroplus' pillow
Reg.9.99. Polyester fiberfill, polyester cotton
cover Available in Soft. Medium, or Firm
Other sizes also on sale.

Cool Savings.

SALE

3.99

BATH

Ebb Tide towels

0

I Reg. 4.99. Plush cotton polyester velour
I Sale 2.99 Reg 3 99 Hand towel
I Sale 1.99 Reg 2 49 Washcloth

SALE

2 s9

SALE

for
Plain hem sheets
I Reg.4.99 ea. Cotton polyester sheets in

13Frigidaire
MODEL AR18NS2F
•Ouiet Operation •2 Speed Cooling

woe.

assorted colors
I Sale 5.99 Reg 6 99 Matching pillowcases
Other sizes also on sale.

SALE 1

9

•Copper Coils

I •‘,../

-5

3

17,500 BTU
24 monthly payments
of $26.45
or
$6.10 per week for 104 weeks
'With Approved Credit APR % 1616

ONLY

$499

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
FREE DELIVERY!
On The Square

753-1713

blanket with nylon binding Available in an
assortment of solid colors
Other sizes also on sale.

arCIR
0,911981

Cri

Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-900-222-6161

BATH

The JCPenney Towel

All bedspreads and
comforters

1 Reg.$8 Luxurious cotton terry loops
in a kaleidoscope of contemporary colors
Other sizes also on sale

Reg. 19.99-29.99. Polyester cotton cover.
polyester fill Choose from assorted patterns

33,

25%

OFF

TWIN

Acrylic thermal blanket
I Reg. $18. Machine-washable acrylic

4.99

$3.$5oFF

OFF

JCPenney bath mats
1 Reg. S7-13.50. Thick pile bathmats
of Dupont' nylon add beauty to
your bathroom Assorted colors, skidresistint backing

All tufted accent rugs
Sale 11.99. Reg $16 Nylon rug with
no-skid Latex' rubber backing
Sale 13.49 Reg $18 Dacron • polyester rug

j pe
nney

You're looking smarter than ever at
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

Sale prices effective through Tuesday. July 4. unless otherwise noted All
percentages off represent savings on regular prices Sale does not include
JCP•nney Smart Values

"••• .111.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071

len JCPenney cowmen,. Inc
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Kat-Man-Doo owner
faces weapon charge

4*4

Judge rules toddler
was purchased by couple
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Items less food and energy

Terry Edmiston of Murray, owner of Kat-Man-Doo on U.S. 641
north of Puryear, Tenn., was
arrested Saturday night and
charged with possession of a deadly weapon with intent to go armed
and inciting a riot.
According to a report from the
Henry County (Tenn.) Sheriff's
Department, Edmiston called the
sheriff's department to report a
fight at the club. When deputy
Steve Page arrived, Edmispn
reportedly was in the parking lot,
waving a handgun and people were

in the parking lot. Page said broken
bottles and pool sticks were in the
parking lot, too.
When Edmiston refused to drop
his weapon, the report stated Page
then drew his weapon and again
told Edmiston to drop the gun.
Edmiston again refused and ran
back into the club, where he was
arrested.

.5
.4%.4

.4

.4.4

It
flit

AMJJ

He is scheduled to appear in
General Sessions Court in Paris
June 23 and also at the Henry
County Beer Board meeting July 6.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY wOLFF
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Subcommittee approves
Social Security bill

"We may take Fancy for a companion, but must follow Reason as our
guide."
- Samuel Johnson
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Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South West
North
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1•
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2•
2•
Pass
4•
All pass

WASHINGTON (AP) - A bill
approved by a House Ways and
Means subcommittee would allow
older Americans to earn more
wages before losing a portion of
their Social Security pensions.
The latest in a long series of
Today's West recognized a heart
efforts to reduce the Social Securiruff as the most likely source for the
ty earnings limitation would permit
setting trick. When that didn't matethose between the ages of 65 and
rialize, he failed to see a second
69 to make almost $1,100 more
shot.
next year before they have to give
West cashed two high diamonds
and switched to a heart, hoping that
up part of their pensions.
East could ruff. Dummy's heart ace
The increase was added to a
survived, and declarer led a low
package of amendments that
spade back to his king and West's
includes one to strip the Social
ace. Desperately West shifted to
Security Administration away from
clubs and drew a blank. South won,
the Department of Health and
drew trumps and had an easy claim
Human Services. The administrafor the remaining tricks.
tion would be set up as an indepenWest was right to look to the
dent agency governed by a threeheart suit for a possible setting
Opening lead: Diamond king
member board appointed by the
trick. However, he should have been
president. The board would appoint
more patient. Instead of the silly
BID WITH THE ACES
an executive director to operate the
hope to find East with the club ace South holds:
6-15-B
agency.
(what would South have opened the
The package now goes to the full
46 A 10
bidding with?). West should have
Ways
and Means Committee,
J
10
9
84
based his play on a more reasonable
where there is considerable support
•
A
K
9
6
hope. If he could find East with as
for raising the earnings limitation.
•10 3
little as the jack of spades ...
South North
The Senate went on record in favor
After winning his spade ace, West 1 V
1+
of a higher limit earlier this year.
should have led another heart. East 2•
2+
The limitation is as old as the
would have ruffed with the jack of
Social Security system. When the
spades to uppercut South, and ANSWER: Pass. Nice spades, but
pension program was enacted in
West's 10 of spades would have been the overall strength is too minimal
1935, it included a prohibition
promoted to the setting trick.
to encourage further action.
against
paying benefits to any perWhen partner is known to have
Send bridge questions to The Aces PO Box son still earning wages. Before the
little strength. better to play him 12363 Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self-addressed. first pension check was paid, that
for a lower honor rather than an stamped envelope fur reply
was modr110:1 terbar a benefit in
Copyrig,ht
1989
United
Feature
Syndicate
ace.
any month in which a person

T1 Annua

25
%
3oh)
3

earned $15 or more in wages.
The limit has been amended several times in recent years, as more
people declined to take themselves
entirely out of the work force at the
traditional retirement age of 65.
Under present law, a person aged
65 through 69 may earn up to
S8,880 without losing a part of the
Social Security pension. Beneficiaries under 65 may earn $6,480
without penalty. The limits are
increased each year to reflect inflation. For each S2 earned above
those limits, the pension is reduced
by Si.
Starting in 1990, the penalty will
be Si for each $3 above the limit.
Under the subcommittee's bill,
the limitation for those between 65
and 69 would rise next year to
about S9,720 and the following
year to about $10,440. The final
figures would be determined by the
full Ways and Means Committee.
The limitation for those under 65
is scheduled under present law to
rise next year to $6,840. It would
be frozen at that level for another
year instead of being allowed to
rise to adjust for inflation, and the
money saved would help finance
the higher 65-69 limitation.
The amendment raising the earnings limit was a joint effort of Rep.
Andrew Jacobs, D-Ind., chairman
of the Ways and Means subcommittee, and Rep. Hank Brown of
Colorado, the senior Republican.
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Office Phone 759-1400
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Pinstripe tote

Reg.$13. Large all-cotton twill tgte for all your
summer essentials Webbing handles make
it easy to carry, bright colors make it fun.
Sale prices effective through Sat.. June 17th.

MIAMI (AP)- A tearful judge
took a toddler away from the couple who raised her from infancy
and placed her in state custody
after prosecutors said the husband
and wife had bought her for
$1,100, a plane ticket and a box of
candy.
The judge also denied a custody
plea by 17-month -old Crystal's
maternal grandparents, who began
a nationwide search for the girl
after learning their unwod daughter
had given her up for adoption.
"I did not buy this baby,"
Richard DeMetro said after Monday's hearing, during which Circuit
Judge Frederick Barad ordered him
and his wife, Judy Williams
DeMetro, to hand the sleeping girl
over to a social worker.
"It is a very sad case because it
is obvious the child was taken care
of by the DeMetros as if she were
their own child," the judge said.
But he added, "Children are not
to be bought."
The couple sobbed as they handed the baby over.

Hostage released in Lebanon
SIDON, Lebanon (AP)- A Belgian hostage, Dr. Jan Cools, was
freed today after nearly 13 months
in captivity and turned over to a
leftist militia leader in this southern port city, an aide to the leader
said.
Cools, 32, a physician with the
Norwegian Aid Committee, NORWAC, was "turned over" to Mustafa Saad, leader of the Nasserite
militia in Sidon, 25 miles south of
Beirut, said the aide, who insisted
on anonymity.
The aide said three Belgian officials were at Saad's residence with
Cools, but would give no other
details.
Cools was kidnapped on May 21,
1988, near the Palestinian refugee
camp of Rashidiyeh, where he
worked, on the outskirts of the
southern port of Tyre.
' A group calling itself Soldiers of
Justice claimed reponsibility and,
in said Wednesday that it would
free Cools as a gesture of goodwill.
The group, in a typewritten
statement delivered to a Western
news agency, cited an appeal from

Libyan leader Col. Moammar Gadhafi as a reason for freeing Cools.
It also said the decision resulted
from negotiations undertaken by
Fatah-Revolutionary Council, the
radical Palestinian guerrilla faction
headed by terrorist mastermind
Abu Nidal.
The Soldiers of Justice in a previous statement had accused Cools
of spying for Israel.
There has been widespread speculation in Lebanon that Cools was
abducted by Abu Nidal's group
despite its public disclaimers.
Many analysts believe Soldiers of
Justice is one of many names used
by the group.
Fourteen other Westerners,
including nine Americans, are
missing and believed held hostage
in Lebanon.
Most are believed held by proIranian Shiite Moslem extremist
factions. The longest held is
American journalist Terry Anderson, chief Middle East correspondent for The Associated Press. He
was kidnapped March 16, 1985.

Filmed submarine sinks tub
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A
nuclear attack submarine used in
filming "The Hunt for Red October" accidentally snagged a tugboat,
sunk it and left one crewman
missing.
The search for the night watchman aboard the tugboat Barcona
was suspended and no rescue effort
was planned today after the sinking
10 miles from shore.
The submarine, a San Diegobased vessel with a crew of 140,
wasn't damaged and it surfaced
after the accident to assist in the
search for the missing sailor, the
Navy said.
Brian Bellanger, who was keeping watch at the time of the accident early Wednesday, was missing
Wednesday night at the end of a
search by four U.S. Coast Guard
vessels, two helicopters and three
Navy craft, said Coast Guard Lt.
Rick Button.
There was no immediate word
on how the accident occurred and
officials said both the tug and the
sub apparently were in the correct
sea lanes.
Dan Rodriguez and Mike Lynk
escaped the tug and were rescued
unhurt after the 6,900-ton USS
Houston snagged the Barcona's
tow line, said Coast Guard Petty
Officer 2nd Class Elizabeth Neely.
The two scrambled onto one of
two empty barges being towed by
the Barcona, owned by Long
Beach -based Connelly -Pacific
Marine.
Bellanger's brother, Glenn, said:
"The water just caved in the boat,

(which) just went straight down.
Mike had the wires for the microphone, the radio, all wrapped
around his neck. He said he didn't
think Brian was going to make it.
"We're all hoping right now that
he did, but there's 450 fathoms of
water out there and that's, that's
pretty deep."
The sub was used this week in
the Paramount film production
"The Hunt for Red October,"
based on the best-selling novel
about a runaway Soviet sub by
Tom Clancy. The film stars Scan
Connery and Sam Neill. No actors
were on the submarine at the time
of the 4:43 a.m. accident.
A mock Soviet sub was tied near
the Coast Guard headquarters on
Terminal Island where Rodriguez
and Lynk were brought. The accident was not related to the, filming,
said Navy Lt. Sonja Hedley.
The missing sailor may have
gone down with the 73-foot tug,
which sank southwest of Long
Beach, officials said. Parsons said
Rodriguez and Lynk, the surviving
crew members, were asleep when
the submarine struck the tow cable.
"The tug was pulled down very
rapidly," said Cmdr. Don Parsons,
who was heading the Coast Guard
investigation. "Everything happened so fast. It sank in less than a
minute.
"The survivors didn't get out
until the tug was already under
water. The last time anyone saw
the missing man was when he was
seen going down to the engine
room."
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If you picked Cabe! TV, you're right!
A day of Cable TV costs as little
as500 a day,* less than a weekly
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Prosecutors have filed illegaladoption and baby-selling charges
against the couple.
Investigators said Camara Ann
Heistand gave birth to the girl after
checking into a hospital under a
false name to avoid adoption procedures and conceal the sale.
Richard DeMetro testified that
he fathered the baby with Ms.
Heistand. But Ms. Heistand testified that she met the DeMetros two
weeks before the birth after an
introduction by a fortune teller.
After Crystal's birth, the DeMetros gave Ms. Heistand $1,100 in
S100 bills, clothing, a box of candy
and a plane ticket, said Morton
Laitner, an attorney for the state
Health and Rehabilitative Services
Department.
Crystal will remain in state care
for up to a year while the criminal
case and the matter of her custody
are resolved, Laitner said.
The DeMetros said they will
appeal. Ms. Heistand's parents.
Chad and Carol Domsife, plan to
try to adopt Crystal.
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State unsure about Bush's coal plan
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Western Kentucky's ailing coal
industry might profit under a Bush
administration plan to switch to
clean-burning methanol in order to
cut smog-forming emissions.
But Kentuckians who remember
the months of study and research
that went into proposed synthetic
fuel projects in 1980 and 1981
aren't holding their breath.
"The economies for synthetic
products from coal are still
inadequate for large investments,"

U.S. hopes to avoid mass expulsions from China
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
planned, said the administration did
Bush administration is reacting
not want to get into "a tit-for-tat"
cautiously to China's order that situation.
two U.S. reporters leave the coun"It would be a losing propositry in the hope that a series of retation to do that," said the official.
liatory expulsions might be "We have far more journalists
avoided.
there than they have here, and it's
Undersecretary of State Robert
in our interest to have them there."
Fitzwater, while expressing
1 Kimmit met for 45 minutes Wednesday afternoon with Chinese "grave concern" over the expulAmbassador Hun Xu, who was sions, said that act, as well as
called to the State Department to Chinese attempts to jam VOA
receive a U.S. protest on the expulbroadcasts, "will not succeed in
sion orders.
keeping the truth about what is
The Chinese government has going on in China from being
accused Associated Press reporter
heard in that troubled land or
John Pomfret and Voice of Ameri- throughout the world."
ca bureau chief Alan Pessin Of vioFitzwater praised the work done
lating martial law restrictions. On by journalists who have
covered
Wednesday, they were given 36 the unrest in China and the bloody
hours to leave the country.
crackdown of the pro-democracy
At the White House, spokesman
movement.
Marlin Fitzwater rejected Chinese
"The journalists and news orgaaccusations that the reporters were nizations in China have performe
d
distorting fact, spreading rumors with distinction and valor
— in
and instigating turmoil.
many cases, with personal courage
"To the contrary: We believe — to oring the dimensions of
the
these journalists were trying to tragic violence there to the
peoples
print the truth of the situation in of the world," Fitzwater
said.
China," Fitzwater said.
There were these other reactions:
The administration-said it did not
—In New York, Louis D. Bocplan any retaliatory action against cardi, president and general
manathe 38 Chinese journalists based in ger of The Associated Press, said
Washington and New York.
the AP had "protested in the
A State Department official, strongest terms to the Chinese
govasked why no such step was ernment this unwarranted
assault

on fair and factual reporting."
"John Pomfret is a journalist,
not a participant, and even those
who have issued this order must
surely understand that," he said.
—VOA Director Richard Carlson told reporters that the expulsions were "a step backward for
the media in China, which over the
past couple of years have demonstrated some steps forward."
He added, "We think it's very
unfortunate and sad, in fact, for the
Chinese people, who in the tens of
millions depend on the Voice of
America and the BBC and some
other outside broadcasters for what
has been extremely reliable,
straightforward, factual, unbiased
accounts" of the turmoil in their
country.
At the State Department, spokeswoman Margaret Tutwiler said it
was U.S. officials' understanding
that Pomfret and Pessin "weren't
doing anything unusual or out of
the ordinary. They were simply
doing their jobs."
On Capitol Hill, meanwhile, 67
senators called on the Chinese government to free student leaders jailed for their roles in the pro.
democracy demonstrations.
"We urge the immediate release
of all those who were peacefully
demonstrating for democracy," the

senators said in a telegram to Chinese Prime Minister Li Peng.
Among the signers were Majority Leader George Mitchell of
Maine; Republican Leader Bob
Dole of Kansas; Sen. Alan Cranston, D -Calif.; Sen. Alan Dixon, DIll.; Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R.I.,
chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee, and Sen. Jesse Helms
of North Carolina, the panel's
senior Republican.

said Tom Dalesio, a spokesman for
Ashland Oil Inc. "It would take a
lot of state and federal tax credits
just to get started."
Ashland Oil was a sponsor of
one of four synfuels plants planned
along the Ohio River in Henderson,
Daviess and Breckinridge counties
at the start of the decade. At least
two of them were designed to produce methanol.
But each project depended on
massive federal subsidies offered
during the Carter administration.
Funding dried up during the Reagan years, and so did the projects.
"Environmentally, it may make
sense to convert millions of cars to
using a methanol fuel, but the economics aren't convincing," said
Joe Leonard, a professor of mining
and energy at the University of
Kentucky.
"In a country that has a serious
problem paying its national debt,"
Leonard added, "where ... are we
going to find the money to make
all these massive conversions?"
Today, natural gas is seen as the
most practical feedstock for producing methanol, but Dalesio said
his company would have to give a
lot of thought before getting

involved in new refinery projects.
Ashland Oil already has a substantial interest in another fuel
alcohol plant. Its South Point,
Ohio, ethanol plant converts 24
million bushels of corn a year to 60
million gallons of ethanol.
But Kentucky recently dropped
its tax credit for ethanol, Dalesio
said, and that makes it hard to
compete with traditional gasoline
blends.
The cheapest reserves of available natural gas are overseas, particularly in the Soviet Union, Middl
East and South America.
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Baptists march on Las Vegas
LAS VEGAS (AP) -- Hundreds
Lord," he said. But he has no
of Southern Baptist conventioneers
plans to give up gambling.
marched down the heart of the
Other tourists viewed the
nation's gambling capital, leaving
evangelistic effort differently.
behind thousands of religious pamDwain Moore said he thought
phlets with bewildered tourists and
the Baptists were "a little too
gamblers.
pushy" in trying to evangelize peo"We need to show Las Vegas
ple on the street.
that we are not scared of them and
His wife, Thelma, said they were
we do not condemn them and we
both Methodists and, "The
need to show them the love of
Methodists don't do it."
God," said Ken Render of LexingLas Vegas residents took the
ton, Ky., as he handed out New
evangelism in stride.
Testaments on a thoroughfare
"These are nice, decent people,
known simply as The Strip on
but I don't think they can do much
Wednesday afternoon.
to change our image, or our thinkBut some tourists didn't know
ing," said Don Capaldi, a cab
,quite what to make of the sight of
driver.
more than 200 Baptist evangelists
Larry Williams, a bellman at the
following a man carrying a 12-foot
Stardust, said: "What can it hurt to
wooden cross marching to Caesars
give people the Bible? We need to
Palace in 109-degree heat.
go back to more of that."
"I don't think they belong in
Some Southern Baptists have
Las Vegas," said Darlene Klemm
already-revised their opinion of the
of Oconomowoc, Wis.
city.
The two-mile march came after
"Sodom and Gomorrah" was
an evangelism conference at the
how George Mitchell, the mayor of
midpoint of a three-day meeting of
a small town in Western Colorado
Southern Baptists, the nation's
and a member of the Rifle Southlargest Protestant denomination
ern Baptist Church, envisioned Las
with 14.8 million members. The
Vegas.
convention ends today.
But he said Wednesday he disLed by Arthur Blessitt, a Hollycovered average residents of the
wood evangelist who has carried
gambling mecca "seem to be all
his 80-pound cross in more than
God-fearing people."
100 countries in the past 20 years,
The decision to meet in Las Vegthe evangelists left religious literaas evoked controversy within the
ture in casinos, in the place of circulars advertising sex shows, and
in the hands of tourists, gamblers
and casino workers.
R.B. Chandler, pastor of Mount
Airy Baptist Church in Mount
Airy, Md., said: "The point-blank
truth is that everybody in the world
is either born-again or not. The
idea is hopefully we would catch
some people and tell them about
Christ for the first time."
Chris Martin of Park Forest, Ill.,
got off a bus in an unscheduled
stop when he saw the Baptists in
front of Caesars Palace.
-As they prayed, "I accepted the
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Protestant denomination, with some
Southern Baptists deciding to stay
home rather than bring their families to a city built on vices they
condemn.
Leaders of the denomination,
which has pledged to evangelize
the world by the turn of the century, responded by emphasizing
evangelism at this year's
convention.
A series of revivals were held
last week in Las Vegas churches,
and nearly 2,000 people participated in a door-to-door evangelization effort that led to more than
350 confessions of faith, church
officials said.
The denomination hopes to start
25 new churches in Nevada by
year's end. About 22,000 Southern
Baptists in 71 churches are in
Nevada.
Once one of the nation's fastestgrowing churches, more than doubling in size in the past quartercentury, the Southern Baptist Convention has grown by barely more
than half a percent each of the last
two years, the lowest growth rate
since 1937.
Blessitt said, the community
sometimes known as Sin City was
not being singled out: "We're not
picking on Las Vegas. We want it
known, 'Look out world, we're
going everywhere."'
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Workers agree minimum
wage should be higher

•
•

4. •

Lisa Hart, a single parent getting
by as a fast-food worker at an
tibia
Oklahoma City Hardee's, said she
was looking forward to a good pay
raise until President Bush vetoed
fres..
the minimum wage bill.
i
"
r
:
74
'
Lee Soule, who owns a small
RMSO
restaurant in San Francisco, said
•••••
he, too, believes the minimum
wage should be increased and is
sorry the president vetoed the bill.
Ms. Hart and Soule were among
workers and managers queried by
The Associated Press on Wednesday following Bush's veto of a
measure to gradually raise the current $3.35 hourly minimum to
$4.55. Democrats in Congress tried
to override the veto but fell short
of the two-thirds majority needed
to do so.
Out in the saloons and restaurants and pet shops where the issue
has the most impact, opinion was
mixed, but most people on both the
management and labor side agreed
the current minimum is not enough.
"People have to understand how
treacherous it is to try and live on
$3.35 an hour," said Soule, who
pays waiters at his mid-scale Pacific Cafe the California hourly miniSoldiers from the People's Liberation Army stand at attention on Chang An Avenue in central Beijing
Monday as commuters pass on bicycles. In the mum of $4.25.
background is a martial law troop encampment.
Ms. Hart, who makes more than
the current minimum but less than
$4.55, was asked if $3.35 is a livable wage.
"No way," she said. 'The most
you could do is pay your utilities
or your mortgage."
Her manager, Anita Feeley, said
starting workers at the restaurant
now get $3.65 an hour. She said
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) maiden test and placed its military space policy for the Federation
she didn't think employers would
lites. Two more are scheduled on
of
— With the successful maiden
satellite in orbit.
American Scientists.
lay off workers if the wage were
shuttle flights later this year, with
launch of the huge Titan 4, the
This is an important milestone
This quick alert would give the at least one more Titan 4 launch
raised to $4.55, but they might
Pentagon has an unmanned rocket for the Air Force because it's the
president and military units 15 planned.
become warier about whom they
that lessens its reliance on the
first Titan 4, our new heavy lift minutes to prepare for a submarine
hired.
The Pentagon hopes eventually
space shuttle for lifting heavy mililaunch booster which will give us missile attack from the Atlantic or to shift most of the payloads to the
In Seattle, Shari Hudson said the
tary satellites into orbit.
assured access to space for our crit- Pacific oceans or 30 minutes for a Titan 4, which can boost tips she receives at Benjamin's
Nearly 40 of those satellites have
ical heavy national security pay- land -based strike from within 39,000-pound payloads to an orbit restaurant, bring in about
three
languished in storage for lack of a
loads," said Lt. Col. Ron Rand, an
Soviet borders, he said.
times as much as her wage of $3.85
150
300
to
miles
high
or
propel
launch vehicle since the shuttle
Air Force spokesman.
Defense Department officials
10,000-pound packages to -called an hour, the minimum in WashingChallenger exploded more than
The Air Force reported only that decided after Challenger exploded
stationary orbits 23,000 miles up. ton state. The proposed raise, she
three years ago.
the rocket launched Wednesday in 1986 that they were relying too
The U.S. once had a much more
The 20-story-tall Titan 4 made a
carried a classified payload which
much on the manned shuttle for powerful rocket, the Saturn 5 that said, "might pay the tax on our
spectacular debut Wednesday when
it would not identify for national critical military payloads. So they launched Apollo astronaut
s to the tips."
it thundered off its launch pad with
security reasons.
more than doubled the number of moon. It could hoist 240,000
Interviews at restaurants in Seat21/2 -ton satellite designed to proHowever, it has been widely Titan 4s on order and authorized
tle,
Yakima and Spokane, Wash.,
pounds
into
orbit.
The new Soviet
vide instant alert of a missile attack
reported by knowledgeable development of two new smaller Energia rocket, the world's largest plus a dry cleaning shop, a pub and
on the United States.
observers and by Aviation Week rockets, the Delta 2 and Atlas 2; rocket, has nearly the power
of the
It was the most expensive
and Space Technology magazine for medium-size payloads.
Saturn
5.
unmanned space mission ever by
and other publications that the
The DeIta.,2 macle us clOut in
Both the Air Force and National
the United States, with the $220
rocket carried an advanced missile February, carrying a navigation
Aeronaut
ics and Space Administramillion rocket. the S180 million
warning satellite.
satellite into orbit. It repeated with
tion
are
studying designs fpr a
satellite. a S45 million payload
"The satellite is the first of a another navigation payload
large advanced booster capable of
booster stage and other costs raisnew class that uses an infrared tele- Saturday.
lifting between 150,000 and
ing the total to close to S500
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
scope to detect an all-out nuclear
The shuttle flights resumed last
billion.
— A nurse from Vanderbilt Unimissile attack on the United States September, and the second flight in 200,000 pounds to
orbit.
The Air Force reported the big
within a minute of launch," said December deployed one of the
The space shuttle can deliver versity Medical Center and her
rocket had successfully passed its
husband were charged with cruelty
John Pike, associate director of backlogged heavy military satel- 55,000 pounds.
to animals after police discovered
more than 30 undernourished dogs
and cats in their home.
Police raided the home of Barbara Schambon and her husband,
Floyd, last week and placed their
BONN, West Germany (AP)
"These are very important
reception, but also keen to find out nomy will have to go through this four children, ages 6 to 13, in temMikhail S. Gorbachev, feted by events,
testifying to the great
as much as possible about technol- valley of tears if it wants to see porary foster care.
thousands on his first state visit to changes in
relationships between
ogy,
Spaeth told reporters after light at the end of the tunnel."
Floyd Schambon was arrested
West Germany, says the welcome our two
countries," Gorbachev
Gorbachev's Aeroflot jet took him
Despite the euphoria surrounding Friday and his wife was arrested
shows the "great changes" in rela- told
Lothar Spaeth, governor of
back to Bonn for a private dinner the Gorbachev visit, many, West Monday.
tions between nations once divided
prosperous Baden-Wuerttemberg
with Kohl.
German businessmen share Lambsby bitter memories of World War state.
The couple were freed on $1,000
The Kremlin leader was preoc- dorff's skepticism about the possi- bond, but Warren County Juvenile
Spaeth recalled that Gorbachev
cupied with the question of intro- bility of the world's largest expor- Court Judge Thomas Lewis ordered
The Kremlin leader, who outhad reflected on the two nations' ducing technical progress more ter joining
economic forces with them to undergo psychiatric
scores President Bush and Chancelhistory in a visit to Stuttgart in
quickly in his own country.
the world's biggest country before evaluations.
lor Helmut Kohl in West German
May 1975.
On Tuesday, Gorbachev appe- the Soviet Union makes more
opinion polls, today visits the
Schambon is an auto plant work— Yes, our history is rich in
aled
to West German industrial changes.
industrial Ruhr region on the last
er
and free-lance blacksmith. Calls
events. Perhaps it is even difficult
chiefs to come up with cash and
day of a four-day trip.
to
the home were not answered
to find
On Wednesday, Gorbachev spent more a history of two peoples joint ventures to help his domestic
Wednesday.
closely intertwined," Gorbareforms. However, he ruled out
Make
most of the day in the southwestern
Authorities found feces, fleas
chev replied, saying that lessons
quick
introduction of radical
sss
city of Stuttgart, where he received
and
lice throughout the couple's
sss
must be learned from the "tragic"
reforms such as price increases and
a roaring welcome from thousands
air-conditioned home and three-car
ssssssss
sss
convertibility of the Soviet ruble,
sssssssssssssssss
of people and got a glimpse at the and positive sides of that history.
garage last Friday, said Douglas
The
two
countries
ssss
have
centuries
indicating they would provoke
sss ssss
of
high-technology machinery he
Hurd, a Warren County sheriff's
ssss
sss
rivalry to overcome.
ssss
unrest that would harm the course
ssss
needs to restructure his economy
deputy.
$s:
The Kremlin leader and his wife, of reform.
sssssssssssss
and make his economic reforms
"I don't know how anyone
Raisa,
sssssssssssss
showed
strong
Former
interest
in
Economi
the
cs
Minister
Otto
work.
could
live there, it stunk so bad,"
sss
sus
high-tech display of robots, laser
Lambsdorff, an East bloc economssss
sss
In public comments during the
he said.
ssss
ssss
ics expert and now head of the Free
$ss
ssss
state visit, the Soviet president and other technology they were
Hurd said the carcass of a dead
ssss
sss
ssss
Democrat
ic
Party,
suggeste
d
in
a
repeatedly expressed gratitude for later shown at Stuttgart University.
poodle had apparently been lying
sssssss
ussssss
ss
radio interview that Gorbachev
sssssssssss
the welcome.
in the kitchen floor of the sparsely
Spaeth and Gorbachev said talks
sss
would have to face these unpleasNot since President John F. Ken- they held earlier centered on ecofurnished house for several weeks.
sss
ant changes if he wants to turn the
nedy's visit in 1961 have West nomic cooperation.
"It had been dead long enough
With Classified
Soviet
economy around.
Germans given a foreign statesman
that it had blown up and ruptured,"
Gorbachev was "very sur"These are hard steps," Lambs753-1916
such a jubilant reception.
the deputy said. A dead cat was
prised" and moved by the popular
dorff said. "But the Soviet ecofound lying under the bed in the
E.C.E.ILE.ILIE111
‘...E.E.E.E.'EA..E.C..VVE.E.C..C.E.E.
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Titan 4 reduces military reliance on shuttle

a beauty supply store in the state
turned up no businesses that said
they were paying the minimum
wage.
In Maine, the story was much
the same. The state minimum is
$3.75 an hour, but in many areas
the starting scale is well above
that.
'.'There's just too much competition around here,' said Pamela
Potter, staffing coordinator for four
McDonald's restaurants.
In Boston also, it was hard to
find minimum wage workers. Fastfood restaurants are advertising for
employees at $6 or $7 an hour and
dishwashers in Chinatown start at
$5, according to a restaurant
owner.
"I can see minimum wage for
kids in high school. But if you're
living alone, there's no way, no
way, you can do it on $3.35 an
hour," said Christopher Long, a
23-year-old Bostonian. Leaning
against the bumper of his black
1989 Jeep with a broad smile and
Ray-Ban sunglasses on his face,
Long said he would not consider a
job at less than $6.
In Ocean City, N.J., Roy Gillian,
owner of Wonderland Pier, said,
"In the Northeast, it has no effect,
because we couldn't get anybody
for $3.35."
Vera Kelly, 49, of Queens, who
works behind the lunch counter at
Lamston's, a five and dime store in
Manhattan, said even $4.55 "still
wouldn't support a family. It
should be even more than that."
Few workers believed employers
would be forced to lay off people if
the minimum were raised.
"You've got to have help," said
Mrs. Kelly. "You can't cut back
but so far."
But Nancy Silks, owner of three
That Pet Place pet stores in State
College and Johnstown, Pa., said
she would have to close her downtown State College store and
reduce her staff at the Nittanny
Mall if the raise went into effect.
As canaries chirped away at her
mall store, Ms. Silks told a reporter, "Ends are hard enough to meet
as it is for a small business
anyhow."
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Serving:
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* Breakfast tiff 10:30 a.m. * Seafoods
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* Country Ham
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Medical Arts Building Suite 108
300 South Eighth Street
Murray, Kentucky

436-5496
Located approx. 15 miles south
of Murray off Hwy. 121 south
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announces the opening of a Murray, KY office
Wednesday, June 21, 1989
for the practice of

Open every day except Monday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
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W. Stanford Blalock, M.D.

Overlooking Beautifitl Kentucky Lake
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master bedroom.
Police received a tip last week
that several animals were in the
couple's garage with no food,
water or ventilation. A check of the
garage turned up a 25-square-foot
pen with 18 dogs inside, some consuming the remains of a dead dog.
Three other dogs were unconscious when Hurd arrived, the
deputy said.
Mrs. Schambon is a gynecology
nurse and has been working with
pregnant women at the Nashville,
Tenn., hospital for six years.
"As far as I know, she has
always done a good job," said
Louise Arkin, her supervisor. "I've
never had a complaint from
patients. And I checked with the
personnel office today and they
confirmed that never a complaint
was filed against her."
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Bush wants S&L bailout
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush for the first time is lobbying House members in person to
keep them from watering down his
proposal to reform the savings and
loan industry.
On the eve of a series of four
key votes today, Bush met with
congressional leaders at the White
House. Thumping the table in the
Cabinet Room, he said, "Every
American citizen has every right in
the world to be disturbed and
shocked by this situation."
Bush's bill, the largest government bailout in history, would
spend $285 billion over 30 years
— $157 billion from taxpayers —
to protect S&L depositors, according to the congressional General
Accounting Office. It also proposes
a series of changes designed to prevent the most serious financial -crisis since the Depression from
recurring.
"I have a certain sense of obligation to the American public to
get legislation through that is going
to protect the people against the
abuses of the past, and to fix it and
fix it once and for all," Bush said.
His lobbying appears to be paying off. Both Democratic and
Republican leadership aides say
preliminary nose counts show that
a weakening amendment sponsored
by Rep. Henry J. Hyde, R-Ill., likely will lose by nearly 100 votes.
Hyde is arguing on behalf of
S&Ls which, in exchange for taking over ailing institutions,
received an accounting break
known as "good will," which
allows them to operate without
risking any of their owners'
money.
He would permit about 250
S&Ls that would fail tougher capital standards to appeal administratively for an exemption, a procedure that critics complain would
burden regulators and effectively
delay Bush's key reform by 18
months for a significant portion of
the industry.
S&L lobbyists have been distributing buttons with the slogan, "A
Deal is a Deal," and Hyde agreed,
declaring in a letter to House members Wednesday, "I am
embartassal by ..a:goveriunealt,-. that
gives its word, then breaks it."
The administration, however,
maintains that it is too risky for
taxpayers to allow an S&L to operate without "real money" capital
and that the reversal of policy on
good will is justified.
Since unveiling his plan four
months ago, Bush has strongly
advocated requiring S&L owners to
risk more of their own money as a

4

buffer between S&L losses and
government deposit insurance
funds.
Democrats supporting his stance
through a series of bitterly contested committee votes complained
that until Wednesday Bush wasn't
leaning hard enough on fellow
Republicans such as Hyde.
'Last year the question was
'Where was George?" said Rep.
Gerald Kleczka, D-Wis. "Thig year
the question has become,'Where is
President George?' ... For this bill
to survive, he will have to bring
members of his own party on board
and do it soon."
In addition to requiring S&Ls to
risk more capital, the bill reorganizes the regulatory bureaucracy to
give the administration greater control over S&Ls and it provides
money to the Justice Department to
prosecute fraud at thrift
institutions.
The House voted 330-95 Wednesday to adopt procedures limiting
debate on the bill to 15 amendments. The key votes on capital are
expected today, with the final vote
on the legislation coming Friday.
The Senate passed its own version of the bill in April and congressional aides expect a conference committee to take at least
until mid-July to resolve differences between the two chambers.
Other House amendments, if
adopted, would:
—Alter Bush's complex funding
scheme and include $50 billion in
S&L bailout spending in the budget
deficit.
—Forbid S&Ls from investing in
junk bonds.
—Strengthen the law prohibiting
banks and S&Ls from discriminating against poor and minority
neighborhoods.
—Delete a provision requiring
the industry-owned Federal Home
Loan Banks to subsidize housing
for poor people.
A few members objected to the
decision by the Democraticcontrolled Rules Committee to prohibit a vote on an amendment
offered by Rep. Jim Leach, RIowa, who wants to delete provisions granting'-..special .exemptions
to individual institutions and
companies. -- - • -"There's pork in there," warned
Rep. Robert Walker, R-Pa., ticking
off a list of companies that succeeded in winning concessions,
including such well-known names
as Sears, Roebuck & Co.; Merrill
Lynch; and Chemical Bank.
"This is wrong," agreed Rep.
Tim Valentine, D-N.C. "This is
the Congress of 'the United States
at its worst."

Cooking's critical path
Timeline tor serving dinner at 730 p.m.
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vinaigrette
London broil
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Green salad
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Sleek cut Thickness Inches from hew
Flank steak
3/4"
1"
Top round, chuck 1"
2"
Top sirloin
1 1,7
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EPA: Polluters will pay
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Environmental Protection Agency
says it will make polluters pay
from the outset for toxic waste
cleanups, a change from the agency's policy of doing the job first
with federal money then trying to
collect.
The change in the Superfund
program will require an initial shift
of $75 million from accounts used
to hire outside cleanup contractors,
EPA administrator William Reilly
said Wednesday in making the
announcement. The money will be
used to hire 500 additional lawyers
and cleanup site supervisers.
The EPA chief promised the
agency would use "all the enforcement, tools at its disposal" in the
enforcement actions including the
threat of seeking treble civil damages from polluters. The clear
threat of legal action "will create a
better environment for settlement,"
he said.
"In the past the Superfund program has been oriented more towards cleaning up sites with federal
money and then seeking reimbursement from polluters," Reilly said.
"But under the new 'enforcement first' policy our objective will
be to get the parties responsible for
the contamination to do the majority of cleanups up front," he said.
Reilly was scheduled to appear
before a Senate subcommittee
today to outline changes he plans
to make in the agency's toxic waste
cleanup program including a shift
toward more emphasis taking
enforcement actions against
polluters.

Energy secretary expects contribution
initial construction, which could
begin after Oct. 1, and $90 million
would be for research and
development
Bevill's committee voted on the
bill after he attended a meeting at
the White House with President
Bush, Watkins, Rep. John Myers of
Indiana, the panel's ranking Republican, White House chief of staff
John Sununu and Budget Director
Richard Darman.
"Watkins assured all of us that
they're going to have a good bit of
participation," Bevill said late
Wednesday.
In addition to Japan, other potential contributors mentioned by
Watkins were Italy and India,
Bevill said. India is the only foreign nation to sign a commitment to
share costs of the particle accelerator and has promised to contribute
$50 million.
Although some Texas legislators
want to press for spending $250
million, the level sought by Bush,
Bevil] warned that winning final
congressional approval of even
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$200 million may be tough.
"It's a good project, but the cost
of it concerns me a great deal,"
Bevill said. "It will be up to Congress to make the final decision."

The EPA has more than 11,000
toxic waste dumps scheduled for
cleanup, but the agency says the
job is unlikely to be completed
until the turn of the century and
cost $30 billion, according to an
internal EPA report on the
Superfund.
Even if those sites are decontaminated, another 1,000 sites are
likely to be added to the list during
that time, costing yet another $25
billion to $30 billion, the report
suggested.
No matter what changes are
made, the report concluded, "the
only possible conclusion to be
made is that the program will be
around for many, many years and
will be quite expensive."
The Superfund program has been
under almost constant attack from
Congress and critics for not moving fast enough to rid the nation of
hazardous waste sites, for relying
too often on consultants and for not
using the courts more aggressively
to force cleanup action.
Various congressional investigators over the years have also said
the program will cost more than the
EPA estimates.
But Reilly said public and presumably congressional expectations
for the nine-year-old program, for
which nearly $8 billion has been
made available so far, may have
been unrealistic.
He said the Superfund program
is faced with many more waste
dumps than had been expected,
cleanup has been found to be more
difficult and complex and management of the program more
complicated.
Reilly said President Bush is
committed to cleaning toxic waste
dumps, but that the public must be
"realistic as to what is
achievable."
"It's a problem that has had
very high expectations" but one
that cannot be solved overnight and
without high costs, Reilly said

WASHINGTON (AP) — Tony
Coelho says he's leaving the House
today at peace with the fact that his
career as a rising star in the Democratic Party is over, swallowed up
by a furor over his personal
finances.
He compares his fall from power
to the time years ago, when he lost
his hope for the priesthood because
of epilepsy. In both cases, he says,
he was misunderstood.
Misunderstood as a child, he
says, when his epilepsy was considered the work of demons; misunderstood in the House, where he
was best known as a political
strategist and the Democrats' fundraiser extraordinaire.
"I don't want the party just to
win. I want the party to win for
certain reasons," he said in an
interview, citing Democratic policies including support for the
handicapped.
"A lot of people dwell on the
one side of me but don't pay attention to the other side," he said in
an interview. "And a couple of
weeks ago, they found out about
the other side."
Because he had improperly
reported the financing of an investment in junk bonds, he was about
to become a prime Republican
target in their ethics attack.
He quit, he said, because he
couldn't stomach the possibility of
giving the Republicans that
advantage.
"So my ultimate political trick
was to take away from them the
very thing they wanted most, to use
me," he said.
Coelho said his resignation will
permit him to continue his work on
behalf of fellow epileptics, without
being an issue himself. He said he
already has raised money to open
14 job centers for epileptics with
hopes for 25 by the end of the year.
He's sponsoring programs to
educate school children about
epilepsy, and raising money for a
center at UCLA to study the treatment of afflicted children.
When he was young, he was
considered possessed by demons
and his family tried religious rituals to expunge them. Now, he feels
much has been done — some with
his help — to get epileptics
accepted as people with handicaps
who can contribute to society.
"I've gotten a lot of people to
go public" with their epilepsy, he
said. "Why would they go public
with some controversial figure
who's coming into town? Wh!,
would they want to meet with him?
They wouldn't."
Coelho said staying would have
been unfair to his family, unfair to
the Democrats and unfair to those
he has tried to help.
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So he's holding a bash to mark
his departure today, which is his
47th birthday.
Coelho says he hasn't yet chosen
a new career, and will spend the
next three months making some
speeches for money and mulling
his future. Perhaps business, perhaps at a university, but probably
never again running for office, he
said.
It's not the first time he's had to
change careers.
"1 was right on the verge of
becoming a priest when that was
taken away from me. That's when I
found out about my epilepsy.... All
of a sudden at the last moment it
was taken away.
"But the good lord took me
from that narrow pursuit to a different type of ministry."
In a 24-year career in the House,
first as a staffer and then the last
decade as a congressman, Coelho
had a missionary zeal that made
him a Democrat's Democrat and a
politician's politician.
The Californian was only a
freshman when he was chosen to
rebuild the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee in the
wake of the Reagan landslide of
1980. He led a strong rebound.
Promoted to majority whip in 1986,
he was the chief Democratic votecounter for the 100th Congress,
one of the most productive in
history.
When it became clear this spring
that House Speaker Jim Wright
would fall and Majority Leader
Thomas S. Foley would take his
place, Coelho was a sure bet to
become leader.
But then came the news reports
about a junk bond deal. A California savirgs and loan official carried him for a month while he
arranged the financing — half from
the official's own bank.
Coelho defends the deal, but he
says his failure to report the
S50,000 loan was something he
couldn't defend, not without enduring two years of press prodding
and public inquiry like that which
cost Wright his career.
"Once I made the mistake. I
couldn't stay here," he said. "You
can't be front liner in the major
leagues in politics with mistakes."
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Lau Roman
Star of "flee Haw'
June 18 - Father's Day
10:30 a.m.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
LuLu Roman, star of"Hee Haw" will be sharing
her stirring life testimony in word and song at
Eastwood Baptist Church on Father's Day, June
18th ai 10:30 a.m.
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Eighteen years ago she became one of the
original cast members of the top syndicated country show, which is seen by over thirty million
viewers each week. LuLu's gospel songs have
become a special attraction of the show.
LuLu has hosted the Gospel Music News Peoples' Choice Awards two different times and is a
noted gospel singer. song writer, recording artist
and is the author of her own confessional book.

Don't miss this wonderful opportunity to see and
hear LuLu at Eastwood on Sunday, June 18th!

EASIWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Hwy. 94 East
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Her testimony of conversion and deliverence
from drugs has touched the hearts of many in the
thirteen years she has traveled sharing the good
news. She will bless you with her story: you'll
laugh and cry as she takes you on a Journey
through her life, through years of drug abuse.
years of loneliness. and finally how God literally
set herfree. Many young people have been blessed
and helped through her life story.
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House member leaving
Washington in peace

L.141,14.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Energy
Secretary James Watkins expects a
$I billion contribution from Japan
to help build the atom-smashing
superconducting super collider,
according to a House subcommittee
chairman.
Rep. Tom Bevill, chairman of
the House Appropriations subcommittee on energy and water development, says White House officials assured him foreign countries
would provide substantial contributions toward the $4.4 billion particle accelerator to be built in Texas.
Bevil!, D-Ala., earlier this year
had insisted he would not agree to
fund the super collider in fiscal
1990 unless the Energy Department
secured firm commitments from
,foreign countries willing to share
the cost.
But on Wednesday, Bevill agretd to legislation that has no requirements for any level of foreign participation and sets aside $200 million for the collider in the fiscal
year that begins Oct. 1.
Under the bill, $110 would go to
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Artist to experience life in 'honest and true' Kentucky
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
Imagine writing "Monkey's
Eyebrow- as your address on a
credit card application. Or what

about getting a letter from your
aunt in "Beaver Bottom" or
"Pumpkin Center?"
Jim Erskine, a Bowling Green

artist, wondered what those places
were like.
So, this week he will trek across
Kentucky on the first leg of a

COWNuococIL
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Phone 753-4682

Fiavcrich
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753-7811
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Erskine became curious about
the commonwealth's wealth of
humorous and unusual plate names
while he studied folklore and his-
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Mazda,

wacky, crazy journey to find OUL
how life goes in what he calls the
"honest and true" places of
Kentucky.
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tory at Western Kentuck,
University.
That curiosity led him to create a
state map that's vastly different
from the gas station variety.
Erskine, working out of Arf Arf
Studios, a business he owns in
Bowling Green, produced a map
with 209 unusual or humorous
place names he's discovered in
Kentucky.
"In looking at things, I came up
with the idea of going and seeing
where in the heck these places are
and why they're named that," said
Erskine. "My ideas have gotten
grander and grander ... it would be
neat to have every school child in
Kentucky know where Tywhoppety
and Rabbit Hash are."
An author of humor and children's books, Erskine delved into a
collection of county maps at a local
library and looked for all the
unusual and funny names he could
find. He also tried to find their
origins.
"I think some were named the
way they are just because the people had a sense of humor," he said.
Judging from the age of the
maps he used, Erskine said most of
the towns probably were founded
during Kentucky's pioneer days in
the late 1790s and early 1800s.
Many of the communities might
have disappeared during the years,
but Erskine hopes his journey
might help preserve these bits of
Kentucky history.
"Some of them are little communities ... some have general
stores ... I'm going through them
and present a map to whoever's in
charge," he said. "Some might
have a mayor or maybe the general
store owner's in charge, or even if
there's only a cow, that cow will
get a map."
Erskine said he'll get decked out
in tuxedo with tails and carry a
tape recording of "Hail to the
Chief" to play during his
presentations.
But Erskine said his journey will
be the first of four or five treks,
depending on how long it takes to
cover the state — from Paw Paw in
the east to Moscow in the west.
From Big Bone in the north to Petroleum in the south.
The artist illustrated 28 of the
209 community names with drawings from a Victorian diary. The
renderings are in blocks across the
top and bottom of the light-brown
map and add to its old-time look.
Erskine said he is having 2,000
limited edition maps printed and is
selling them in art galleries and gift
shops.

Khomeini's
assets are
made public
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — A list
of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's
assets show he owned a house and
a plot of land in the religious center of Qom, but no furniture.
The list, compiled in 1981 and
made public on Wednesday, was a
constitutional requirement for
senior Iranian officials, their wives
and children, the Islamic Republic
News Agency reported.
The revolutionary patriarch said
he and two brothers inherited the
plot of land in the village of Khomeini, 225 miles south of Tehran,
whose name he adopted.
"As I am informed by my
brother, the rent for my share (of
the land) is 4,000 rials (about $54)
per annum, which is not being
paid," he wrote, according to the
official news agency report.
Khomeini's daughter, Zahra
Mostavi, said her father donated
his share of the land to the homeless, said the IRNA report, which
was monitored in Cyprus.
"I have no furniture. The few
items of furniture in Qom and Tehran belong to my wife," Khomeini
wrote.
Khomeini died June 3 of a heart
attack at age 86, 11 days after
undergoing surgery to halt internal
bleeding. His wife is in her
mid-70s.
He lived and taught in Qom for
years before he was exiled in 1964
for his opposition to the late Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.
After he was swept to power by
the 1979 Islamic revolution, Khomeini lived in a modest house in
north Tehran's Jamaran suburb.
He noted in the list of assets that
"there are two carpets which do
not belong to me or my heirs,
which must be given to the
needy."
Although most of Khomeini's
books were confiscated when he
was sent into exile, he listed "several books which have been given
by gifts by writers during the time
I have been in Tehran ... I don't
know their approximate value, but
it isn't much.''
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Rowan to headline
Four Rivers festival
Peter Rowan, who sang lead and played rhythm guitar for Bill
Monroe and the Bluegrass Boys, is headlining the Four Rivers Folk
Festival at TVA's Land Between The Lakes (LBL) Saturday and
Sunday.
Described as "a demon of versatility," Rowan's musical history
spans rock 'n' roll, bluegrass, country, and folk-rock. His musical
versatility was illustrated following his depatture from the Bluegrass Boys after two and one-half years and his subsequent work
with Seatrain, a major folk-rock group that toured with Janis Joplin.
His albums include "The Great American Eagle Tragedy," "Muleskinner," "Old & In The Way, "Peter Rowan," and "Medicine
Trail." He also wrote the lead song "Panama Red" for the top selling album of the group New Riders of the Purple Sage.
Rowan will perform at 4 p.m. Saturday, and 3:30 p.m. Sunday at
LBL's Homeplace-1850, site of the Four Rivers Folk Festival. At
4:30 p.m. Sunday, Rowan will play with Bill Miller, another festiva
l
musician with whom he is recording an album.
Miller is a native American who grew up on the Wisconsin
Indian Reservation. He will perform at 11 a.m., Saturday, and
2
p.m., Sunday.
Also in the Festival lineup is Home Remedy, one of the region'
s
best folk music groups; Gretchen Hines from Murray, a former balladeer in Colonial Williamsburg's 18th-century taverns; Greg Jowaisis, one of the Ohio Valley's premier folk art revivalists who plays 10 different instruments; and the Bluegrass Thoroughbreds, one of
the finest traditional bluegrass musical groups from Winchester.
There will also be a variety of primitive craft demonstrations and
sales at the Homeplace. Craftspeople represented will include
a
wood carver, dulcimer maker, gunsmith, blacksmith, four-harness
loom weaver, cornshuck doll maker, chair builder, potter,
and
quilter.
Although this is the first year of the festival, coordinator Ed
Graves says LBL plans for it to be the beginning of a major attraction for the region in coming years.
Saturday's musical performances will be from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
from a stage in the back of the main Homeplace cabin. For Sunday's 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. performances, the stage will be moved to
a
back pasture which forms a natural amphitheater. Visitors are
encouraged to bring blankets and lawn chairs for both days. Craft
demonstrations will be located throughout the Homeplace site, and
craftsmen will be active throughout both days.
Musicians and craftspeople will be joined by storyteller Bob
Thompson of Louisville, who has been a guest on National Public
Radio and the Voice of America radio network.
Graves said LBL has made special arrangements for parking,
including a gate into one of the buffalo pastures and construction of
a pedestrian bridge from the pasture to The Trace for easy access to
the Homeplace. LBL Patrol will direct traffic. Restroom facilities
and concession stands will also be provided at the festival site.
Because the festival is a special event, LBL annual passes will not
be valid. Admission will be $5 for adults and $3 for children each
day. Two-day passes will be $8 and $5, respectively.

Count Gregor Yousekevitch (Scottie Rice, right) decide
s
schoolmater Leon Tolchinsky (David Weatherly) — in orderto adopt
to steal
Leon's girl — in this scene from Neil Simon's comic
fable "Fools."

Playhouse picnic plenty of fun
By BOB VALENTINE

t

Summer should be fun. You
should be able to take your family
and your friends out to a city park,
have a nice picnic in the cool of
the evening, and enjoy some fine
entertainment. You really should.
And you can, thanks to Playhouse in the Park's first summer
theater offering. Neil Simon's comedy, "Fools," is being presented in
picnic theater on the open air stage
of the Playhouse with sponsorship
from the Business Committee for
the Arts. The weather should be
fine; the food, catered by Owens'
Deli, will be an ideal summer picnic; the entertainment is family fare
that will keep you laughing for the
whole 90 minutes.
Directors Gene Biby and Ruth
Perkins have assembled a cast of
comics for this dose of Simon silliness. "Fools" lacks the introspection and social commentary of
"California Suite," "Goodbye
Girl," or "Brighton Beach
Memoirs." It certainly lacks the
course themes and language of
"Biloxi Blues." You can take your
kids and your mother. I did, and
Mom laughed all night long. My
bet is that you will, too.
Set in Russia, the play is a fable
of a small town put under a curse
by a vindictive ruler. Everyone in
town is compelled to be stupid. No
one can think a clear thought or
speak sense. Think of a village
populated by Gracey Aliens and
Dick Martins and you begin to get
the idea.
The curse is made worse by a
clause that prevents townsfolk from
loving. Nonetheless, the theme is
the same old "boy-meets-girl, etc."
that has been a comic text for centuries. While there are no surprises
in the plot, there is plenty of room
for the word play, puns, and
schtick that reminds you of vaudeville at its best.
David Weatherly plays the
young school teacher (Leon) who
comes to Kulyenchikov to take up
teaching. Last seen as the central
character in the MSU Theater production of "Biloxi Blues," Weatherly is no stranger to the Simon
hero: a misunderstood intellect in
the midst of idiots. His agressive
innocence, typified by the opening
monologue, brings the audience
right into the play. His "takes" and
asides keep you there throughout.
Leon is captivated by the
daughter of the local doctor, Sophia. You will be, too. Debbie Mott
brings her to life with a beautiful
vaccuity that delights the audience
as much as it frustrates her teacher.
Can he overcome her stupidity and
break the curse? Will she marry
him and break the curse? Will he
fail to solve the problem within the
necessary 24 hours and, thus, fall
victim to the curse himself? Is

there really a curse?
To find out the answers, you'll
have to see the play. But there are
even better reasons. Vince Medlock
(Dr. Zubritsky) and Jenny Hammat
(Lenya, his wife) are a joy to
watch. Their timing and teamwork
as Sophia's parents is terrific; their
innocent stupidity is delightful.
Veteran Playhouse actor Scottie
Rice (Yousekevitch) graduates
from cute to cunning as the evil
antogonist. You'll love to hate him.
And you should see this fine
ensemble cast work together. David
Greene (Snetsky the shepherd),
Molly lines (Yenchna the vendor),
Gene Cook (Mishkin the postman),
and Melissa Clement (a townswoman) fill the stage with timely idiocy. The booming voices of Jim
Carpenter (Slovitch the butcher)
and David Vaughan (the Magistrate) provide just the right kick at
just the right time.
The youth of the cast is deceiving; all are experienced performers
and more than half of them have
won state or national honors in dramatic competitions. Comic timing
and delivery is near-perfect. They
are setting a high standard for the
rest of the summer's Playhouse
casts and crews.
Biby and Perkins don't miss any
chance to show you all the humor
and fun of Simon's script — and
add some of their own. Pat Skinner's innovative set extends into
the audience, around and through
the buffet and serving areas. Stage
Manager Rod Reed and his crew
make everything work right on
time, even at the preview perforHONOLULU (AP) — Calling
mance I attended one day before
herself "strictly an amateur,"
the scheduled opening.
Is there a deep message here? Imelda Marcos has released her
Does love conquer ignorance? This first album — a collection of her
play does not answer all these ailing husband's favorite love
songs sung by her and Philippine
questions.
But it is a superior answer to the pop star Imelda Papin.
"We're working on a music vidquestion, "What should we do this
weekend?" Call for reservations eo and that should be out soon,"
(759-1752), and don't wait. The said Ms. Papin.
final weekend for the play is June
Mrs. Marcos said her singing
15-18 with picnic dinner beginning perked up her critically ill husband.
at 7 p.m. "Fools" should be a great Marcos, 71, has been hospitalized
dessert.
since January.

Which is Your Best Buy?
A day of Cable TV or a video tape rental.
If you picked Gabel TV, you're right!
A day of Cable TV costs as little
as 500 a day,* less than a video
tape rental, and less than many
other products that you use
every day. Pennies a day are all
you pay for 24-Hour a day entertainment that your whole family
can use and enjoy...everyday!
.41
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Here's when they play
Saturday, Jane 17
10-10:45 a.m.
Home Remedy
11-11:45 tun........................................................
......Bill Miller
12-12:45 p.m.
Bob Thompson
1-1:45 p.m
Gretchen Hines
2-2:45 p.m.
Greg .lowaisis
3-3:45 p.m.
Bluegrass Thoroughbreds
4-4:45 p.m.
Peter Rowan

Sunday, June 111

11-1130 a.m.
Bluegrass Thoroughbreds
11:45-12:15 p.m.....
............
..............
...Home Remedy
12:30-1 p.m.
Gretchen Hines
1:15-1:45 p.m.
Greg Jowaisis
2-2:30 p.m
Bill Miller
2:45-3:15 p.m.
......
..............
....... Bob Thompson
3:30-4:15 p.m.
Peter Rowan
4:30-4:45
...........
......... Peter Rowan and Bill Miller

SPORTS
PHYSICALS
For Murray Middle & High School Athletes
Provided by the
Murray Independent School System
In Cooperation With
The Following Physicians
• Richard Blalock, M.D.
• Ray Charette, M.D.
• Charles Clark, M.D.
• Hollis Clark, M.D.

Boys grades 9-12
Girls grades 9-12
Boys grades 4-8
Girls grades 5-8

• Robert Hughes, M.D.
• Scott Winkler, M.D.
• John Yezerski, M.D.

Sat., June
Sat., June
Sat., June
Sat., June

17, 9-10:30 a.m.
17, 1-2:30 p.m.
24, 9-10:30 a.m.
24, 1-2:30 p.m.

LOCATION FOR ALL PHYSICALS:

Miller Medical Building
8th & Vine

30%Off

Dress Pants
20%off
Suits & Coats 20%off

Athletic Competition Health Screening Form must
be completed prior to the examination dates.

ShoesOff

Form available at the high school and middle schoo
l.

20%

Clothing

+0+++++

For more information, call

20%-30%Off

Buckingham Ray

4.44.

Peter Rmian

Imelda Marcos
releases album

.0.+440

...4

4*,

John Hina
753-5125
Bill Wells
753-5202
Murray Board of Education
753-4363
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OVC names Beebe as new commissioner
Kentucky
Sports Beat
•

Mike Embry — The Associated Press

Spring cleaning time of notes and quotes:
Rick Pitino, the man charged with returning Kentucky basketball to new heights of glory and honor,
doesn't have any preconceived notions about the team
he inherits from Eddie Sutton.

'

He won't have a squad loaded with blue chippers. It's more
on the order of blue collar, with the likes of John Pelphrey,
Richie Farmer, Reggie Hanson and Deron Feldhaus on the
roster.
But that suits Pitino fine. He takes pride in bringing out the
best in players.
"I don't look at the past, I look at the future," he said after
being named coach several weeks ago. "If I looked at the past
when I took over Providence and New York (Knicks), I could
not really judge Patrick Ewing correctly or Billy Donovan correctly or any of the other players.
"I've got to look at the future and what they're going to be,
not what they are now."
• • •
Pitino hopes to have as nisch success in the South as fellow
New Yorker Jim Valvano has had at North Carolina State.
"He's much funnier than I am," admitted Pitino. "I wish I
had some of his one-liners."
• • •
What message did Kentucky send out to other colleges by its
cooperation with the NCAA during the basketball investigation?
"I believe that kind of institutional remedial conduct is
becoming more and more the norm in connection with NCAA
infractions cases and in fact represents the real promise for integrity in intercollegiate athletics,'' said Martin A. Massengale,
chancellor of the University of Nebraska.
Massengale, quoted in The NCAA News, made the observation
in May before the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education.
• • •
The Kentucky Athletic Hall of Fame wants fans to become
associate members.
"Everybody in Kentucky and southern Indiana — not just
sports figures — should be allowed to participate more fully in
the Kentucky Athletic Hall of Fame's activities," said Ken Lutz,
the organization's president, in a news release.
"After all, these are the people who go to the games. It's
about time we let them join."
The state Hall of Fame was started in 1963 to honor sports
standouts from Kentucky, or those with a strong Kentucky connection. Proceeds from the organization go to Kosair Charities
for youth sports medicine.
For more information. call 502-637-7696 or write Kentucky
Athletic Hall of Fame, P.O. Box 37370, Louisville, Ky. 40233.
• • •
Speaking of hall of famers, Beth Wilkerson and Jeff Hall will
be inducted into the Lions Kentucky High School Hall of Fame
on June 24 at Freedom Hall during halftime of Kentucky-Indiana
boys' all-star game.
Wilkerson was Kentucky's "Miss Basketball" in 1979 while
at Paris High School. She later played for Old Dominion.
Hall was a member of the boys' all-star team in 1982 after
averaging 28.2 points at Fairview. He played on Louisville's
national championship team in 1986 and is now head coach at
Allen County-Scottsville High School.
• • •
,Dominique Wilkins of the Atlanta Hawks will be the special
guest at the opening ceremonies of the fifth annual Bluegrass
State Games in Commonwealth Stadium at Lexington on July
28.
Last year about 11,000 athletes participated in the games,
ranging in age from 4 to 94.
There are 20 areas of competition — everything from adult
3-on-3 basketball to track and field to tennis to gymnastics to
bowling.
Registration to participate is open until July 15. For more
information, call 1-800-722-BGSG.

Actions&
Reactions
(Compiled From AP Reports)
Veteran center James Edwards may have a short time to celebrate the Detroit Pistons' NBA championship.
Edwards, who scored 13 points in Detroit's title-clinching victory Tuesday night, reportedly is one of four Pistons who will
be available in the expansion draft.
The two newest NBA members — the Orlando Magic and the
Minnesota Timberwolves — will select players from other teams
in the draft, which is scheduled to begin at 6 p.m. EDT Thursday. No -team can lose more than one player.
"I think what we want is a combination — a combo platter," Orlando general manager Pat Williams said. "We want to
put a strong team on the floor initially, if we can, but we also
want to develop some young players in the process."
Each Of the established team was allowed to protect eight
players. Detroit and the Los Angeles Lakcrs were the last teams
to submit the names of sheltered players.
Charlotte and Miami, last season's expansion teams, were
exempt from the draft.
The names of those made available to Orlando and Minnesota
will not be made public for fear of offending those players, and
the league has threatened stiff fines to prevent any leak.
There also has been speculation that the list includes Golden
State's Ralph Sampson, Atlanta's Reggie Theus, Boston's Dennis
Johnson, Chicago's Sam Vincent, New York's Kenny Walker and
Washington's Terry Catledge.
• • •
When Detroit swept Los Angeles in the NBA Finals, CBS
was as disappointed as the Lakers.
Although ratings were up 8 percent over last year, the network needed a longer series to cover its rights fee and productions costs.
"It hurts in the pocketbook," CBS spokesman Mark Carlson
said. "You always root for seven-game series, but you don't
always get them."
• • •
The Baltimore Orioles aren't just for the birds anymore.
The Orioles were so bad last season that NBC decided not to
show any of their games this year. But with Baltimore off to a
fast start and leading the American League East, the network
changed its mind and will show the Baltimore-Oakland game on
Saturday.

Staff, AP reports
Dan Beebe, a member of the
NCAA's enforcement division, was
named Wednesday as the fifth
commissioner in the 41-year history of the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Beebe, 32, replaces Jim Delany,
who resigned last month to become
commissioner of the Big Ten.
Beebe said one of his first challenges will be to continue to operate the league on the same high
level as Delany, who had headed
the conference for the past 10
years.
"The course that has been set
for the integrity of the conference
is high and we need to maintain
that. We need to ensure that our
programs continue to have a voice
nationally. I think this conference
has a good balance between
academics and athletics, and that is
something that we are seeing_scre
of the bigger conferences struggle
with at present," Beebe said.
"My No. 1 priority is getting

into the running of an office and
being in touch with the member
institutions — their wants and their
needs. I will be working with and
advising these people as to what is
going on on the national scene.
"We will need to take a hard
look at Division 1-AA football and
cost containment. We need to find
ways to make it a very effective
program for our members without
draining them financially. I'm not
sure what the solutions are, but I
think what I bring to the job is the
ability to gather information from
all sources and then make a considered judgement on the solution,"
Beebe said.
Dr. Nelson Grote of Morehead
State, who chaired the search committee, said the league is pleased to
have attracted Beebe to the OVC.
"The presidents were impressed
with his qualities, both on a personal and professional basis. He
will bring to the position a number
of skills and has the capacity to
learn what he will need to quick-

ly," Grote said.
Beebe is well known to many in
the conference. He was on the athletic staff at Wichita State with
both Murray State athletic director
Michael Strickland, who told
Beebe of the job opening, and Austin Peay AD Tim Weiser.
"His intergrity is just outstanding," Strickland said. "He belives
in the student-athlete and in the
NCAA system."
Weiser said Beebe will bring to
the OVC a continuation of the high
integrity the league achieved under
Delany's guidance.
"Dan isn't a Jim Delany clone,
but he will keep the OVC moving
in the same direction of high ethical standards," Weiser said.
Strickland said that Beebe will
be a high-profile commissioner
with a hands-on style.
"He'll be leading the conference,
instead of us leading him," Strickland said. "He's going to be an
excellent commissioner."
Expansion of the seven-member

OVC is one area that will compete
for Beebe's time, something that
pleases Strickland.
"We definitely need to move in
that direction," Strickland said.
"One of the things we're going
to have to look at in the future is
expansion," said Morehead's
Grote, who also serves as president
of OVC officers. "We're going to
go larger ... from eight to 10
schools."
Except for his one year at Wichita State, Beebe has been with the
NCAA since he graduated from the
University of California School of
Law.
While with the NCAA, Beebe
reportedly was one of the chief
investigators of NCAA probes into
problems at Southern Methodist,
Oklahoma and Mississippi.
Last November, Beebe was
named one of five directors of
NCAA enforcement.
A native of Walla Walla, Wash.,
Beebe played collegiate football at
California Poly-Pomona.
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U.S.Open

Trevino returns to site of first PGA victory

So:

By RON SIRAK
AP Sports Writer

ROCHESTER, N.Y. — There
are streaks of gray in the hair and a
few extra pounds hanging over the
belt, but Lee Trevino is the same
breath of fresh air he was when he
won his first golf tournament 21
years ago.
The self-described Merry Mex is
one of the best arguments for the
seniors golf tour. If it keeps this
man talking, making people laugh
and in the spotlight, thl in itself
makes it worthwhile.
Trevino, who was to tee off
today in the 89th U.S. Open on the
same course where he won his first
major and first tournament in 1968,
turns 50 in December. His sights
are set on the Senior Tour.
Asked Wednesday how many
regular tour events he would play
in after he joined the Senior Tour,
he smiled and formed a zero with
his thumb and forefinger.
"I was born at night, but I
wasn't born last night," he said,
dragging one of his favorite lines
out of mothballs.
— No sense in playing with the
flat bellies when you can go play
with the round bellies."
And he was off. A very funny,
very sensitive man who can even
joke about his charity work.
"I do about six charity events a
year but hey, I get paid for some. I
don't do it all for free," said the
man who has won six major tournaments, the U.S. Open, the PGA
and the British Open twice each.
It was here at Oak Hill in 1968
that Trevino went from a nobody to
the Merry Mex. He won his first
major tournament in a big way,
holding off Jack Nicklaus to take

the Open.
"Man, I was so nervous," he
remembered. "I topped my tee shot
off the first hole on Sunday. I think
my greatest accomplishment that
week was that I conquered La Margarita restaurant with the amount of
booze I drank."
Trevino remembered that Open
as a time when he could get lost in
his anonymity.
"I would sit in a cart after playing for hours and no one would
come up to me. No one would ask
for my autograph. I just sat there
drinking beer. I think they thought
I was the cart guy."
He can't do that now. Everyone
who follows golf, most people who
follow sports, know who Lee Trevino is.
But it ,hasn't changed Trevino.
He gives autographs to all who ask.
He talks to all who will listen.
He remembered that first Open
and going with the 2-year-old
daughter of a friend to look for a
four-leaf clover.
"I'm not superstitious," he said.
"But that child was afraid of me
and I wanted to win her confidence. We looked and looked and
finally we found a four-leaf clover.
She was thrilled."
Asked if he would look for a
four-leaf clover this time he said,
"In this rain? Are you kidding me.
I don't even want to play in this
rain. Maybe I'll just draw a fourleaf clover on a napkin and carry it
in my pocket."
And whatever luck that paper
clover brings Trevino, he will be
there after the round to tell jokes,
old and new. And in December
when he turns 50 he'll have a
whole new tour to conquer and and
whole new audience for his jokes.
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Twenty-one years after his first golf tournament victory, "Merry
Mex" Lee Trevino can no longer be mistaken for the cart guy, but is
still a very funny, very sensitive man. This week's U.S. Open tournament brings Trevino back to the course where he edged Jack Nicklaus
in the 1968 Open to vault from anony mity into superstardom.

Open golfers slog through 'beef stew' after week of rain
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) —
Golfers teed off Thursday morning for the 89th U.S. Open in
soggy, difficult conditions over
the par-70, 6,902-yard Oak Hill
Country Club's East course.
After a night relatively free of
rain, it began to drizzle at about
8:30 a.m. EDT, 11
/
4 hours after

play began, threatening to delay
or halt the first round.
It has rained here, off and on,
all week, and more rain was predicted for Thursday, Friday and
even Saturday. he U.S. Golf
Association has said that if
either of the first two rounds is
rained out, the golfers could

Evert is looking forward to
Wimbledon and retirement
BOCA RATON, Fla. (AP) -These days Chris Evert is preparing
for both Wimbledon and life after
tennis.
Even, trying to overcome a case
of burnout that prompted her to
skip the French Open, departed
Wednesday for England and said
she's looking forward to Wimbledon. But retirement isn't far off,
she said.
"I know in my heart that it's
going to happen soon," she said.
"Whether soon is in three m9nths
or nine months, I don't know."
Even, 34, was undecided until
early this month about whether to
play at Wimbledon, which begins
June 26. She abruptly withdrew
from the French Open shortly
before it started last month, saying
her heart wasn't in tennis.
"It's not the physical burnout,"
Evert said. "A lot of athletes are
still competitive at 38 or 40. But
mentally it's being 100 percent
intense every match. Nowadays

that's not as easy for me.
"My life is fuller now. I'm glad
it's that way. I'm preparing for life
after tennis, and doing it in a gradual way."
Evert, winner of 18 Grand Slam
singles titles, made her comments
at a news conference to announce a
celebrity tennis tournament that
will bear her name and be held
Oct. 21-22 in Boca Raton.
"You all probably thought I
called this press conference to
announce my retirement," Evert
said with ,a smile. "You're
wrong."
Even said she's looking forward
to Wimbledon, which she has won
three times.
"I've practiced on grass the past
two weeks, I'm having fun at practice and I hope I can enjoy myself
and play good tennis," she said.
Her husband, Andy Mill, said
Evert is going to England in tremendous shape and with a good
attitude.

play 36 holes on Sunday.
"The course can't take much
more rain," USGA spokesman
Rich Skyzinski said. "It's like
walking around in beef stew out
there."
Tour veteran Hubert Green
was one of the few early starters
able to dodge the perils of this

long, heavily treed course made
even more difficult by the rain.
Green , birdied the first two
holes, a pair of par-4s measuring 440 and 401 yards, going
2-under.
Most of the favorites had later
tee times.

Sports notices
Murray State University men's basketball coach Steve Newton will
conduct two summer camp sessions in 1989, MSU has announced.
Recent Racer standouts Jeff Martin and Don Mann, along with other
special guest speakers, will appear at this year's sessions, which run June
18-23 for individuals 8 through 18, and July 9-13 for team camp for 7th,
8th and 9th graders.
For more information on the Racer Basketball Camps, contact Chery
Whitaker at 762-6804 or write Racer Basketball, Attention: Cheryl Whitaker, Stewart Stadium, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.
Physicals for Murray Middle School and Murray High School athletes
will, be offered at the Miller Medical Building at the corner of 8th and
Vine on the following dates:
Saturday, June 17: grades 9-12 boys (last initial A-M at 9:30
a.m., last initial N-Z at 10:30), grades 9-12 girls (last initial A-M at 1:30
p.m., last initial N-Z at 2:30).
Saturday, June 24: grades 4-8 boys (last initial A-M at 9:30 a.m.,
last initial N-Z at 10:30), grades 4-8 girls (last initial A-M at 1:30 p.m.,
last initial N-Z at 2:30).
An Athletic Competition Health Screening Form regarding health history must be completed and signed by a parent or guardian. Forms are
available in each principal's office (Bill Wells at Murray High, John Hina
at Murray Middle) or may be obtained from the Board office.
All athletes who plan to participate in school sports must pass the physical examination, and no physical will be given without the signed form.
The exams are offered FREE of charge only on the above dates. The
exam is being offered by the following doctors who arc donating their
services: Dr. Richard Blalock, Dr. Bob Hughes, Dr. Ray Charette, Dr.
Scott Winkler, Dr. Charles Clark, Dr. Hollis Clark and Dr. John Yezerski.
For additional information, contact the Murray Board of Education, 814
Poplar, 753-4363.
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Score

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pct
GB L10 Streak Horne Away
33 27 550 —
1-5-5 Lost 1 16-15 17-12
30 32 484
4
6-4 Won 1 13-15 17.17
30 33 476
44
4-6 Lost 1 14-1316-20
28 32 467
5
4-6 Lost 1 15-15 13-17
29 34 460
54
5-5 Lost 2 16-16 13-18
29 34 460
5.4 1-7-3 Won 4 16-17 13-17
25 38 397
8-4
3-7 Won 1 15-17 10-21
West Division
W L Pet
GB (.10 Streak Horne Away
41 23 641
—
Won 1 23 918-14
38 25 603
2:4
7-3 Lost 1 25- 813-17
36 26 581
4
:4-8 Lost 7 21-12 15-14
36 27 571
44 z•7-3 Won 3 20-13 16-14
30 32 484 10
5-5 Won 4 15-1515-17
39 35 462 11h
4-6 Lost 2 18-15 12-20
24 41 369 .17h
4-6 Won 1 10-22 14-19
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division

Chicago
Montreal
New York
St Louts
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia

L Pci
GB L10 Streak
556 —
z-5-5 Lost 1
547
• z-6-4 Lost 1
508
3
z-4-6 Won 1
508
3
z-7-3 Won 1
400
9'4
3-7 Won 1
367 11h
4-6 Lost 1

Horne Away
18-15 17-13
19-13 16-16
18-11 13-19
17-15 14-15
14-15 10-21
12-16 10-22

L Pct
GB Lb O Streak
26 594
—
z-7-3 Won 5
27 578
1
z-7-3 Lost 2
27 571
z-6-4 Lost 1
31 508
54 z-7-3 Won 4
35 470
8
2-8 Won 1
39 381
13h z-2-8 Lost 6

Home Away
21-10 17-16
20-18 17- 9
19-13 17-14
19-13 13-18
14-14 17-21
15-17 9-22

35 28
35 29
31 30
31 30
24 36
22 38
Waft Division

San Francisco
Houston
Cincinnati
Los Angeles
San Diego
Atlanta
z-denotes first game was a win

38
37
36
32
31
24

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
Texas 5. California I. let game
Texas 6, California 3, 2nd game
New York 2, BaNmore 1
Detroit 7 Boston 3
Minnesota 10, Seattle 8
Chicago 3, Cleveland 1
Oakland 2. Kansas City 1
Toronto 6. Mtwaukee 1

Boston at Chicago, 7)30 p m.

Thursday's Games
Seattle (R Johnson 3-0) at Minnesota (Rawle
y
3-6). 12 15 p.m
Toronto (Kiri 6-5) at Milwaukee (Clutte
rtuck
2.4). 1 10 p.m
New York (Dotson 2-4) at Baltimore (Balard
9-2).
6 35 p m
Detroit (Trujillo 1-2) at Boston (Clemens 7-4),
635 p.m
Kansas City (Saberhagen 54) at Cleveland (Farrell 3-7), 6:35 p.m.
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Texas at New York, 2. 3:30 p.m.
Oakland at BaNimore, 2, 415 p.m.
Kansas City at Cleveland. 6:35 p.m
California at Detroit, 635 pm.
Seattle at Toronto, 635 p.m.
kalwaukee at Minnesota, 7:05 p.m.
SEASONS
Jun* 15
.1902 — Corsicana defeated Texarkana 51.3 in
a Teias League game played early in Ennis,
because of the Sunday blue laws In the game,
Nig
Clark of Corsicana took advantage of ths small park
and hit eight homers Some telegraph operators.
thinking there was a mistake, reported the score
as
5-3
•1925 — The Philadelphia Athletics went into the
last haN of the eighth inning haling 15-4, but
scored 13 tones to defeat Cleveland 17-15
•1938 — Four days after no-hitting the Boston
Braves, Johnny Vander Meer of the Cincinnati Reds
pitched his second straight no-hit game. defeating
the Dodgers 6-0 in the first night game played in
Brooklyn
.1949 — Phidelphia Philies first baseman Eddie
Wartkus was shot and senousty injured by Ruth
Ann Stonhagen in a Chicago hotel,

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Wednesdays Games
San Francisco 10, Atlanta 1
Prttsturgh 6, Philadelphia 4
St Louis 10, Montreal 0
New York 2, Chicago 0, 6h innings, rain
San Diego 4, Cinannall 2
Los Angeles 3, Houston 0
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati (Brow/ling 6-5) at San Diego (Hurst
5-5). 305 p.m
Atlanta (Smoltz 7-5) at San Francisco (Garish
5-1), 305 p.m.
Montreal (D..1Aartinez 6-1) at St. Louis (Hill 3-4).
5 p.m
Philadelphia (Youmans 1-4) at Pittsbu
rgh
(Drabek 3-5). 6:35 p.m
Chicago (G.Maddux 5-6) at New York (Fernandez 4-2). 710 p.m.
Houston (Forsch 1-1) at Los Angeles (Belcher
4-5), 7 -10 p.m.
Friday's Games
Chiosgo al Montreal 615 pm
Now York at Philadelphia, 635 pm
Pittsburgh at St Louis, 7:35 p m
Houston at San Diego, 9:05 p m
Atlanta at Los Angeles, 9)35 p.m.
Cincinnati at San Francisco, 9.35 pm
.7952 — The
St Loris Cardinals,
entering the fifth inning
down
came back for a 11-0
!nymph over the New
14-12
York Giants in
of a doubleheader
to set a National the first game
League record
.1963 — San
Francis
co's
Juan Mancha
a no-hitter &veto
the Houston Cots 1Of ' pitched
1-0 viC1ON,
the first Giant no-Nner since Carl Hubell'
s in 1929.
.Today's Birthdays Mks Pagkaru
lo 29,
Parrish 33, Brett Butler 32, Wade Boggs Lance
31
SCOUTING
.Jett Musselman. Syracuse, pitched
5 2-3
innings and gave up one run On seven
hits
man is on medical ',habitation assignm Musselent by the
Toronto Blue Jays after an alcohol
problem
SPEAKING
•"I can't wait to call my family in
(Call ) They'll all he there wailing to hearLancaster
all about
n My, morn, my wite — everybody " —
Kansas City
rookie Kevin Aiar after his first rria1orIsa9ue victory. 5-3 over Oakland Tuesday night
4....
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In the major leagues

Joe Magrane twirls second straight shutout

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Joe Magrane is returning to
form and Milt Thompson is trying to help.
Magrane pitched a five-hitter for his seco
nd straight shutout and
Thompson went 4-for-5 with four runs scored
as the St. Louis Cardinals
beat Montreal 10-0 Wednesday night and snapped
the Expos' four-game
winning streak.
"Joe's a good athlete. He was sick (at) the begin
ning of the year,"
Thompson said. "He went through some tough
times."
Magrane, 5-5, walked two, struck out one and was
backed by three
double plays as he extended his string of scoreless
innin
gs to 22. St.
Louis had scored three or less runs in seven of Magr
ane's eight previous
starts.
"His ERA in his last seven starts has been 1.76. We
just haven't scored
him many runs," Cardinals manager Whitey Herz
og said of Magrane,
shelled in April for 15 runs in 8 1-3 innings by
the
"Take the two games against the Mets away (and New York Mets.
) I don't know what
his ERA would be."
Pedro Guerrero hit three RBI singles as the
Cardinals pounded four

pitchers for 16 hits.
"This team is very capable of scori
ng rims, provided we don't get buried earlyr," said Magrane, whose
double triggered a five-run third.
"That's one of the things I'm reall
y trying to focus on now."
St. Louis broke the game open in the
third, sending 10 batters to the
plate and chasing Kevin Gross, 6-5,
who has lost 14 of 17 lifetime decisions against the Cardinals.
Magrane led off with a double, Vinc
e
doubled to make it 3-0. One out later, Coleman tripled and Thompson
and Terry Pendleton walked. After Guerrero hit a run-scoring single
Tom Brunansky struck out, Jose
Oquendo hit an RBI single and
Tony Pena an RBI double.
"It was just one of those games.
You have to sit back and take those
5-6 tiomes a season," Montreal mana
ger Buck Rodgers said. "It was the
first time in a long time tht our
starters haven't kept us in a game
."
Thompson singled in the first inning,
stole second, and scored on Ozzie
Smith's single to give the Cardinals
a 1-0 lead. Guerrero had RBI singl
in the fourth and sixth innings and
es
Brunansky also singled home a run
in
the. sixth.

Ryan now owns wins against every

Compiled From AP Reports
No team in baseball is safe from
Nolan Ryan, while the Chicago
Cubs are well aware of the threat
Dwight Gooden projects.,
Ryan became the sixth pitcher in
major league history to post a victory against each of the 26 teams
Wednesday when he and fellow
Texas Ranger senior citizen Charlie
Hough celebrated Old Timers'
Night with a 5-1, 6-3 doubleheader
sweep over the California Angels.
Meanwhile, pitching on a damp
New York evening with the windchill in the 50s, Gooden blanked
the Cubs on four hits in six innings
and the New York Mets won 2-0
Wednesday night in game called by
rain in the middle of the seventh.
Gooden struck out five and
walked two in winning for the 18th
time in 21 lifetime decisions
against Chicago. He did not pitch
the seventh due to stiffness in his
right shoulder.
Gooden, 8-2, complained of
tightness early in the game and was
given heat treatment. The second
time he told trainer Steve Garland
about the problem, Manager Davey
Johnson took the pitcher out.
"I was tempted to send him back
out there and see how it goes,"
Johnson said. "But all my logic
tells me to be safe rather than
sorry."
Rick Aguilera, who's allowed
one earned run in his last 36
innings, worked -the seventh inning
to get his fifth save. The Cubs'
comeback chances were dashed
when rain began in the seventh,
forcing the game to be called after
a delay of 1 hour, 48 minutes.

The Ranger wins by Ryan and
Hough extended California's losing
streak to seven games.
It was only the second time in
the last 56 years that a pair of
pitchers 40 years of age or older
started a doubleheader for the same
club. Ryan is 42 and Hough 41.
The other time was in 1986 when
Tommy John, 43, and Joe Niekro,
41, started for the New York
Yankees.
Ryan allowed seven hits in 8 2-3
innings. "The only way to accomplish beating all 26 teams is to be
in both leagues, with two clubs in
each league," Ryan said. "It's no
great accomplishment. It should
happen if you hang around long
enough and pitch well.
Hough blanked California on
three hits. over seven innings in the
nightcap. He walked one and struck
out four.
"My arm started getting a little
sore and I didn't want to risk going
on," said Hough, who recently got
a cortisone shot. "I had a really
good knuckler. It was moving, but
I kept it over the plate."
Doyle Alexander, Gaylord Perry,

Don Sutton, Mike Torrez and Rick
Wise are the other pitchers to
defeat all 26 big-league teams.
In other American Leag
ue
games, it was New York 2, Balti
more 1; Oakland 2, Kansas. City
1;
Chicago 3, Cleveland 1; Detroit
7,

team

Boston 3; Toronto 6, Milwaukee 1;
Minnesota 10, Seattle 8.
Elsewhere, it was San Francisco
10, Atlanta 1; Pittsburgh 6, Philadelphia 4; St. Louis 10, Montreal
0; San Diego 4, Cincinnati 2, and
Los Angeles 3, Houston 0.
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1989 Nissan Hardbody

15 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE

In Appreciation for your business and
support for the last fifteen years, we are
having a week long sple...Each day featuring
a specific group of ITEMS on special for
that day only. Also, there will be a drawing
each day for gift certificates...A GRAND
TOTAL of $600.00 to be given away
throughout the week of June 12-17.

June 14
.5Jx14 Steel Wheels
.P195/75R14 Tires
'Flush Mounted Halogen
Headlamps
•Deluxe Grille Style
•Wheel Center Caps
•Double Wall Cargo Bed
with Removable Tailgate
'Sliding Bench Seat
•Front Vinyl Mats
.7/8 Door Trim with Armrest
•Vinyl Upholstery

'
Side Window Defoggers
•Headlamps-On Warning
Chime
.2.4 Liter OHC 4-Cylinder
Engine
.5-Speed Manual Transmisison
.1400 lb. Payload
'Independent Front Suspension
•Front Stabilizer Bar
•Power Vented Front
Disc/Rear Drum Brakes
'Coolant Temperature Gauge

10 Winners will be
chosen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

June 15
2 Winners will be
chosen for $50.00
Gift Certificates

June 16
)1

One Winner will be
( chosen for $100.00
Gift Certificate

June 17
10 Winners will be
chosen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

'Does not Ink:tide
destination, Tax,
T.and L10041911
charges.
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WEDNESDAY
REEBOK DAY
Includes all Reebock
shoes and clothing
and accessories

20-40%
OFF

THURSDAY

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL
JERSEY/SWIM DAY

Includes all jerseys and T-shirts; all gloves
baseball shoes, coaches shorts and softball, bats
All Speedo & Arena swimwear and ao:es pants
sones

FRIDAY
TENNIS DAY

Includes all tennis clothing, all shoe
s
for tennis accessories,
rackets, warm-ups.

SATURDAY

STOREWIDE SALE
Includes All Merchandise
In the Store

20-40%
OFF
20-40%
OFF

June 12-17
EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH
ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.
- Drawing for the Gift Certificates will be
at 6:00 p.m. Sat. Night.
- No Purchase Necessary.
- Only the people who have registered THAT
DAY are eligible to win that day's gift
certificates.
- Need not be present to win.
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Celebrating 17 years
of savings,
service and
complete
• customer
Satisfaction!

, 10.1 Cu. Ft.
' Chest Freezer

—

Glass Shelves
, Refrigerator
, 1 iff,....

1

'.irre•
' et*: 48: I
L.,• ........••••...-_,-I
41111

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK,
pk,

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK.

4416

(Ho

Model CBIODL
Temperature Monitor warns vou of warm
freezer temperature. Textured steel lid
and case. Efficient foam insulation.
lift-out storage basket. Adjustable
temperature control. 421
/
4" wide.

'90-Day
Money-back
or Exchange
Ophon from
GE on retail
purchases

GE ANSWER CENTER
800626 2000

Model
TBX18KK
18.2 cu. ft. capacity; 5.14 cu. ft. freezer.
Adjustable glass shelves. Energy saver
switch. Spacemaker" door holds
6-packs. Covered meat pan. Equipped
for optional icemaker.

0

SERVICE

Prompt, Reliable Service

) Refrigerator

— Sub-Compact
' Microwave Oven

•

$598

We bring good things to life.

SATISFACTION
GUARAN ItED •
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK ,

SATISFACTION
GUARANII!lt
OR YOUR •
MONEY BACK'
..,

SA1 ISI-AC I ION
GUARANTEED
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK!

Model JE42
Compact,.4 cu. ft. oven cavity. I5-minute
timer. Convenient Cooking Guide on
control panel. Oven interior light. Can
be hung from kitchen wall cabinets
with optional installation kit. (Available
at extra cost.)

•90 Da*
Money back
or Exchange
Option from
GE on retail
purchases

Written Warranty Protection

'90-Day
Money-back
or Exchange
Option from
GE on retail
purchases

.
—
:.1—•

(16)

WASHER

DRYER

Model WWA8324G
• Mini-Basket" tub for
small loads and delicates.
• 2 wash/spin speeds.
• 3 cycles including
permanent press.
• 4 water level selections.

Model DDE6500G
• 3 cycles including automatic permanent press.
• 4 drying selections with
no-heat fluff.
• Porcelain enamel drum.
• Removable up-front lint
filter.

Model
TBX2SRL
24.7 Cu. ft. capacity; 7.45 cu. ft. freezer.
Dispenses ice through the door. Adjustable tempered glass shelves. Quick
Serve" system. Quick Store" Bin for
small items.
90 day money WKS sr exchange ophen kora GE on relan packets.

Ice Dispenser

$41800 $318'

Do-lt-Yoursell Help

'90-DAY MONEY-BACK OR EXCHANGE OPTION f•ROM GE ON RETAIL PURCHASES

FREE
Convenient Credit

Modernize Your Kitchen
with GE Built-in Cooking Appliances
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Model
JKPO7CJ
Black glass
F.ye-level oven door with
control&
timer,
window.
digital
buzzer. Fits clock Automatic
oven
and
27"
•so a•v,
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fro,
cabinet.
GE on
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-a-N Self Cleaning Oven
)
30' Electric Range

Model JVMI30G
Replaces range hood. Builtin exhaust fan with cooktop
light. Electronic touch controls.
1.0 Cu. ft. oven cavity.

CLEANS
ITSELF
w,vfiltr'N rr.;01 11',irt1/

DELIVERY

Spacemaker
Microwave Oven

•90 day mon•f, bfKk or exchange
'or,, GE on rated purchases

Model JBP22GK
Self-cleaning oven. One 8" and
three 6" Tilt-lock Calrode surface
units. Automatic oven timer.
Large storage drawer.
•0 day mono, back or *schen. ofmon
from GE on feted purchases

$428

ion

Model GSD700L
temperature Sensor System.
5-cycle wash selection including
energy saver dry option. 3-level
wash action.
•90 day money beck or ••chorge apron
from GE on regal purchmt

$358

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212
.East Main Street

753-1586

